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Abstract
The thesis aims to ﬁnd an eﬃcient algorithm for solving parity games. Parity
games are graph-based, 0-sum, 2-person games with inﬁnite plays. It is
known that these games are determined: all nodes in these games are won
by exactly one player. Solving parity games is equivalent to the model
checking problem of modal mu-calculus; an eﬃcient solution has important
implications to program veriﬁcation and controller synthesis.
Although the decision problem of which player wins a given node is generally
believed to be in PTIME, all known algorithms so far have been shown
to run in (sub)exponential time. The design of existing algorithms either
derives from the determinacy proof of parity games or from a purely graph
theoretical perspective, using certain rank functions to iteratively search
for an optimal solution. Since parity games are 2-person, 0-sum games, in
this thesis I borrow ideas of game theory and investigate the viability of
using ﬁctitious play to solve them. Fictitious play is a method where two
players choose strategies in strict alternation, and where these choices are
“best responses” against the last k (so called bounded recall length) or against
all strategies (unbounded recall length) of the other player chosen so far.
I use this method to design an algorithm that can solve partity games and
study its theoretical and experimental properties. For example, I prove that
the basic algorithm solves fully connected games in polynomial time through a
number of iterations that is bounded by a small constant. Although the proof
is not extended to the general cases in the thesis, the basic algorithm performs
demonstrably well against existing solvers in experiments over a large number
and variety of games. In particular, the empirically obtained number of
iterations that our basic algorithm requires appears to increase polynomially
against the game sizes for all the games tested. Furthermore, the algorithm
is conjectured to have a run time complexity bounded by O(n4 log2(n)) and
I provide a discussion of strategy graphs and their emperically observed
ii
properties that motivates this conjecture.
One caveat of ﬁctitious play with bounded recall length is that the algorithm
may fail to converge to the optimal solution due to the presence of non-
optimal strategy cycles of length greater than 2. In this thesis, I observe
that in practice such cases account for less than 0.01% of the games tested.
Diﬀerent cycle resolution methods are explored in the thesis to address this.
One particular method combines our basic algorithm and the discrete strategy
solver together such that the resulting algorithm is guaranteed to terminate
with the optimal solution. Also, this combined solver shares the runtime
performance of ﬁctitious play.
iii
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1 Introduction
1.1 Model Checking and Parity Games
Research in model checking started in the late 70s and early 80s. This
was originally proposed for concurrent program veriﬁcation. Since then
several important discoveries and breakthroughs were made. Symbolic [7]
and bounded [5] model checking, abstraction [13], reduction techniques
[12] etc. made model checking feasible for industrial use. It is becoming an
indispensable aspect in building and validating transition systems, hardwares,
softwares, and policies.
Model checking gives us a tool to verify the behavior of systems against
properties and speciﬁcations. The problem of model checking can be stated
as follows: given a desired property, expressed as a temporal logic formula p,
and a structure M with initial state s, decide if M, s |= p, i.e., whether model
M satisﬁes property p in state s. A number of research eﬀorts have been
made to study the diﬃculty and diﬀerences of model checking in diﬀerent
types of temporal logics: LTL, CTL, CTL* etc [21]. Basic modal logic
has limited expressive power, global features of systems such as a safety
property and a liveness property could not be expressed in basic modal
logic because of missing recursive mechanisms in the language. Later modal
mu-calculus, originally developed by Scott and de Bakker in IBM back in
the late 60s and further developed by Kozen in [27], was identiﬁed as one of
the strongest candidates for expressing properties to be checked in model-
checking problems. Modal mu-calculus introduces a pair of complementary
ﬁxpoint operators to form a more expressive language strong enough for
checking such properties. The expressiveness of LTL, CTL, CTL* and modal
mu-calculus is shown in Figure 1.1
It is known that parity games, two-player games played on directed graphs,
are equivalent via polynomial time reduction, to the problem of modal mu-
1
LTL
CTL
µ-calculusCTL*
Figure 1.1: Expressiveness of LTL, CTL, CTL* and modal mu-calculus, a
good discussion of the relationship of LTL, CTL and CTL* can
be found in the paper [11] by E.M. Clarke and A. Draghicescu.
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calculus model checking. Construction of parity games from mu-calculus
formulas can be found in [41]. For CTL* formula model checking, Buchi game
solvers often provide better performance than parity game solvers, but outside
CTL*, parity games provide a strong representation of mu-calculus properties
and their model-checking instances. Recent development in the ﬁeld also
shows that model checking problems, via reduction to satisﬁability problems,
are often solved more eﬃciently in practice by SAT solvers than traditional
model checkers and parity game solvers, due to continued reﬁnement and
optimizations of SAT solvers over the last decade.[28] However it is known
that the technique does not always work eﬃciently when it encounters
sequentially deep bugs [8].
Although there are competitive approaches to model checking in LTL and
CTL, parity games provide an intuitive tool that can capture all model
checking problems of the modal mu-calculus. This makes them the natural
target for studying mu-calculus model checking. They also allow us to use
results from graph theory, and there is hope that parity game solvers will in
the future reach the level of maturity of SAT solvers. Another reason for the
community to invest in parity games is because of a shift of emphasis from
qualitative model checking to quantitative model checking [19]. Probability
and multi-valued state does not ﬁt well with the formalism of many SAT
based solutions. Parity games on the other hand can be easily and intuitively
extended into stochastic parity games to cope with this change [10]. In
addition to this, parity game also plays an important role in automata
determinization and program synthesis.
Parity game is also theoretically an interesting research area in its own
right. Deciding which player wins a node in parity games is one of the rare
problems in the complexity class of UP
⋂
co-UP [23]. UP is the class of non-
deterministic Turing machines that, for each input, have exactly one accepting
run if there is an accepting run at all. Problems in the complexity class
of UP
⋂
co-UP [23] form an interesting research area theoretically because
eﬃcient solutions are believed to exist and these problems are reducible to
each other in polynomial time. At the time of writing, it is still unknown
whether parity games are solvable in PTIME.
3
1.2 Motivation and Objectives
Even though the exact complexity of solving parity games is unknown, it is
widely believed to be in PTIME. My motivation in the research is to ﬁnd a
PTIME algorithm for parity games in general. To achieve this goal, we set
the following objectives:
1. To build a workbench for implementing, validating and evaluating both
preprocessors and solvers for parity games.
2. To build and incorporate into that workbench a collection of great
varieties of parity games.
3. To design and implement a meta language to support querying known
games for certain descriptive and algorithmic properties.
4. To ﬁnd classes of parity games universally hard for all known solvers,
and characterize the hardness properties in those game.
5. To use the workbench to design new PTIME solvers.
Preprocessors are partial solvers of parity games. They reduce the complexity
of games in a number of ways such as priority reduction, approximation and
partially solve a portion of games within their power and return the more
diﬃcult residual game for other solvers to process. With the workbench, an
entire spectrum of such preprocessors, including solvers, can be expressed,
implemented, and evaluated against a large pool of interesting games, includ-
ing fully connected games that provide a relevant test case for algorithms and
their performance. This workbench is meant to support the generation of a
database of games and their meta-information, so that users or automated
search processes can submit queries that may return games of interest, and
may validate preprocessors and solvers as well as their optimizations. The
workbench should include a solver package, an on-line parity game server
hosting millions of games generated and collected, and a query language
which allows us to query games with interesting features.
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1.3 Contributions
There are two main contributions in my research reported in this thesis.
Firstly we have built a generic workbench for implementing, testing and
evaluating solvers for parity games. The workbench is extensible and allows
interesting algorithmic queries to a large database of parity games, facilitating
the design of new solvers and preprocessors. Secondly, we brought ideas
from game theory into the solving of parity games and implemented an
algorithm using ﬁctitious play with a conjectured rumtime complexity of
O(n4 log2(n)). Although we are not able to provide a proof for this worst
case time bound, we have given our intuition and outlined a direction to how
it might be proved, additionally, we have shown that fully connected games
of all sizes can be solved by the ﬁctitious play algorithm for parity games
within 6 iterations. Constant time complexity of fully connected games gave
us a bearing on the complexity of parity games in general. This is because
we have found in our research that semi-fully connected games (games in
which all vertices owned by one of the players can reach all other vertices in
one arc step) are also solved in constant number of iterations. An arbitrary
game can be transformed from its semi-fully connected form by sequentially
removing from the semi-fully connected game arcs not present in the target
game, and the transformation steps show further evidence that the ﬁctitious
play algorithm we developed may indeed terminate in polynomial number of
iterations. However since this direction of research did not yet bring about
genuinely fruitful results, we will not report these results in detail in this
thesis and only discuss this issue again in Chapter 8 when we describe future
work.
1.4 Structure of This Thesis
The rest of the thesis elaborates on the research conducted toward realizing
the objectives. Chapter 2 reviews existing literature on parity games, we pay
extra attention to Zielonka’s algorithm [43] and Jurdzinsky’s discrete strategy
improvement algorithm [26]. Chapter 3 reviews literature in game theory,
with a focus on the ﬁctitious play algorithm on normal form games. Chapter 4
introduces the workbench, the query language and the selection of test games.
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Chapter 5 experimentally explores diﬀerent possibilities of ﬁtting the ﬁctitious
play algorithm for parity games, and eventually settles for a variant of the
algorithm with recall length 1. This chapter also compares the performance of
this algorithm against other well known algorithms experimentally. Chapter
6 discusses the complexity implications in the ﬁctitious play algorithm we
designed using strategy graphs. Chapter 7 discusses the choices in resolving
non-optimal strategy cycles inherent in ﬁctitious play with recall length 1
by using static analysis and/or combining with other algorithms. Chapter 8
concludes the thesis and suggests future work applicable to the research.
Part of the thesis, Chapter 4 and a portion of Chapter 7, is published in
Electronic Communications of the EASST in 2009 [20].
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2 Background to Parity Games
This chapter reviews the background of parity games. In section 2.1 we deﬁne
parity games, how these games are played and what are winning regions and
winning strategies. In section 2.2 we look at known complexity results, brieﬂy
discuss some related work and discuss Zielonka’s algorithm and Jurdzinksy’s
discrete strategy improvement algorithm in detail. Both algorithms will play
a major role in the design of our own algorithms.
2.1 Parity Games
Parity game was ﬁrst introduced in [15] as inﬁnite games with parity winning
conditions. A parity game is a two player game played on directed graphs.
Vertices in the graph are owned by either player 0 or player 1. Each vertex
has a priority (natural number) in the game, and a number of incoming and
out-going arcs.
2.1.1 How a Parity Game is Played
The intuition of how a parity game is played can be explained by placing an
imaginary token on an arbitrary starting vertex in a directed graph with the
two players taking turns pushing the token along arcs deﬁned in the game.
Later it can be shown that neither the token nor the arbitrary starting vertex
are necessary in the formal deﬁnition of a parity game, for the time being
they are informally used to help the readers grasp the concept of a play and
its winning conditions.
Starting from an arbitrary vertex, at every step, the owner of the vertex
currently holding the token is responsible for deciding to which subsequent
vertex to push the token, subject to the availability of a direct arc linking
the current vertex and the next. During the play, each time the token is
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moved onto a new vertex the priority of the vertex is recorded. At certain
stage the token may be pushed into a dead end vertex from which there is
no out going arcs. When this happens, the owner of the dead end vertex lose
the game. Otherwise if the token is pushed around the game graph in cycles
inﬁnitely, the winner of the play is determined by the maximum priority
occurring inﬁnitely often in the play. If that maximum colour is even, player
0 wins the play, otherwise player 1 wins the play. The winner of a play wins
all the vertices encountered in the play.
There is a subtle diﬀerence between winning a vertex in a play and winning
a vertex in the game. For this we need an informal intuition of strategies.
The set of out-going arcs chosen by a player at all the vertices owned by that
player encountered in a play is called a strategy of the player. A play is ﬁxed
by the pair of chosen strategies of both players. A player winning a play
with his chosen strategy against a particular opponent strategy may not be
able to win another play with the same chosen strategy against a diﬀerent
opponent strategy. If a player, with his chosen strategy, always wins a vertex
against all possible opponent strategies, he is said to win that vertex in the
game, and that chosen strategy is called a winning strategy.
Before moving on to formally deﬁne parity games, play, strategies and winning
regions, we should settle conventions used in this thesis.
• All games discussed are max-parity games: both players seek parity
winning condition for the maximum priority occurring inﬁnitely often in
the play. Min-parity games are also often encountered in the literature,
these two forms are equivalent via linear time reduction to each other.
• It is also assumed that all games discussed in this thesis are without
dead end and self loops (i.e. edges of form (v, v) in E) in order to
simplify our discussion and focus on more interesting aspects in the
games and algorithms in general. Games with self loops and dead-ends
can be trivially converted to an equivalent game having no such features
in linear time, too. A detailed treatment of this can be found in the
paper [2].
We now formally introduce the deﬁnition of parity games, winning strategies,
and winning regions.
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Definition 2.1.1 (Parity Game). Parity Game G is deﬁned as G = (V0, V1, E, ρ),
where the set of vertices V is the disjoint union of V0 and V1, V0 is the set of
vertices owned by player 0, and V1 is the set of vertices of player 1. Relation
E ⊆ V × V is the edge relation, and the priority function ρ maps each vertex
from V to a natural number in the set {0, 1, 2..., d− 1} where d is the index
of the game when ρ(v) = d− 1 for some v in V .
Figure 2.1: In this sample game, vertices are identiﬁed by v0 through v5.
Circles are player 0’s vertices, boxes are player 1’s. The priority
of each vertex is shown in the square brackets. Winning region
and winning strategy of player 0 is highlighted in green; winning
region and winning strategy of player 1 is highlighted in red.
A sample game is shown in Figure 2.1. In this game and throughout the
thesis, the following convention is adopted to encode the graphs. Box is used
to represent vertices owned by player 1 and circle is used to represent vertices
owned by player 0. The identiﬁer of a vertex and its priority written in
square brackets are labels in the centre of each vertex. Green colour is used
to represent vertices won by player 0 and when used on edges, it represents
the corresponding winning strategy selected by player 0. Red colour is used
to represent vertices won by player 1 and her corresponding winning strategy.
Definition 2.1.2 (Play). A play is a sequence of vertices v0, v1, v2 . . ., such
that vi → vi+1 ∈ E for all i ≥ 0.
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A play started from a vertex v0 can be recursively constructed by the owner
of the last vertex selecting a successor of the current vertex in sequence. A
player can adopt a pure and memoryless strategy in the play, which may or
may not help him win the game, depending on the strategy chosen by the
opponent and the priority sequence extracted from the play. Such a strategy
is a total function deﬁned on vertices owned by him.
Definition 2.1.3 (Strategy).
1. A strategy σ for player 0 is a total function σ : V0 → V such that
(v, σ(v)) is in E for all v in V0;
2. A strategy π for player 1 is a total function π : V1 → V such that
(v, π(v)) is in E for all v in V1.
Definition 2.1.4 (Induced Play). A play v0, v1, v2, . . . is consistent with a
chosen player 0 strategy σ, if for each vertex vi owned by player 0, vi+1 =
σ(vi), similarly the play is consistent with π if for each vertex vj owned by
player 1, vj+1 = π(ji). When a play starting at v is consistent with both σ
and π, the play is said to be induced by the pair of strategies and is denoted
by v(σ, π). 1
Example 2.1.5. In Fig. 2.1, one such strategy σ for player 0 could be
{v0 → v1, v2 → v1, v4 → v2}, one such strategy π for player 1 could be
{v1 → v2, v3 → v1, v5 → v2}. The play induced by σ and π starting at vertex
v1 is {v1, v2, v1, v2, ...}
The winner of the play is determined by the priority sequence extracted from
the play. In the previous example since the induced priority sequence is
(5, 4, 5, 4, 5, ...), the play is won by player 1 since 5 is odd and is the largest
priority occurring inﬁnitely often in it. We now deﬁne the winning strategy
and winning region of a player.
Definition 2.1.6 (Winning Strategy). The sets Σ,Π are used to denote
the entire set of strategies of player 0 and player 1 respectively. We add
subscripts G to Π and Σ only when the game G is not clear from context.
A strategy σ is a winning strategy for player 0 at v in game G if and only
1In this thesis we often use (σ, pi) for induced play and drop the starting vertex when
there is no ambiguity.
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if ∀π ∈ Π : v(σ, π) is won by player 0. Similarly a strategy π is a winning
strategy for player 1 at v in game G if and only if ∀σ ∈ Σ : v(σ, π) is won by
player 1.
Definition 2.1.7 (Winning Region). The winning region for player 0 in G
is win0(G) = {v | ∃σ : σ is winning at v}.
Deﬁnition 2.1.6 says that a strategy σ is a winning strategy for player 0 at
vertex v, if it can win all the induced plays starting at v against all player 1
strategies. The winning strategy is deﬁned dually for player 1. Deﬁnition
2.1.7 says that the winning region of a player in a game is the set of vertices
at which the player has a winning strategy.
The strategies deﬁned and used in the induced play are memoryless, or
so called positional strategies because the decision at each vertex is made
locally at the vertex, the history of choices of both players made in a play is
forgotten and irrelevant. It turns out that solving a parity game only needs
memoryless strategies [15]. In addition there is no harm for the winner to
reveal his strategy to his opponent. This is the memoryless determinacy
property of parity games.
Theorem 2.1.8 (Memoryless Determinacy).
1. ∃σ such that ∀v ∈ win0(G), σ is winning at v;
2. ∃π such that ∀v ∈ win1(G), π is winning at v.
The ﬁrst non-constructive proof of Theorem 2.1.8 was sketched in [14], later
another version of the proof using a diﬀerent technique was published in [15].
The ﬁrst constructive proof was given by [43], which will be discussed later
in this thesis. We note that one of the winning regions may well be empty,
in which case the other player wins all nodes in the game.
Example 2.1.9. In Fig. 2.1, the winning regions and some winning strategies
are
• win0(G) = {v2, v4, v5}
• win1(G) = {v0, v1, v3}
• σ = {v0 → v1, v2 → v5, v4 → v2}
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• π = {v1 → v0, v3 → v1, v5 → v2}
Although winning regions are unique and determined, winning strategies
are generally not unique, there could be many strategies securing the same
winning region for a player. This often happens when there are, in a sense,
redundancies in the game for a player in terms of having more out-going edges
than necessary at vertices owned by him. For example in Figure 2.1 if there
is an extra edge v1 → v3, then both strategies {v1 → v0, v3 → v1, v5 → v2},
{v1 → v3, v3 → v1, v5 → v2} are winning strategies for player 1.
In the thesis we are often more interested in the function (σ, π) which maps
from a vertex v to a play v(σ, π) rather than in a particular play. The function
of the play encapsulates the set of plays for all vertices which share the same
unique pair of player 1 and 0 strategies. In a way the overall outcome of
the play is determined by the strategies adopted by the two players, not by
where the play is started. In the future when we refer to induced plays, we
will drop the starting vertex from the notation for succinctness, whenever we
can do so, without compromising clarity.
2.2 Known Complexity Results and Some Solvers
Solving a parity game means to ﬁnd the winning region and a corresponding
winning strategy of each player. While the proof of memoryless winning
strategies are ﬁrst shown by Emerson and Jutla non constructively in [15],
Zielonka has given an EXPTIME algorithm for solving parity games with
his constructive proof on the memoryless determinacy result [43]. Later
Jurdzinski has shown that the problem is in UP∩co-UP [23], by reducing
parity games, in polynomial time, to mean pay-oﬀ games which are known
to be in this class. UP is the class of problems having unambiguous unique
solution in NP, input is accepted by a non-deterministic Turing machine if
and only if there is at most one run of that machine accepting it. Oliver
Friedmann, in [17], proved that recursive solving of parity games in general
takes EXPTIME in the worst case, and Zielonka’s algorithm being recursive
in nature falls into this category.
Parity condition in parity games intuitively speaking captures the qualitative
notion of fairness conditions in a system, there are however often quantitative
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constraints in a system which also need to be addressed. In [9] Krishnendu
Chatterjee discussed combining mean pay-oﬀ games with parity games and
showed that optimal strategies exist in mean-payoﬀ parity games. Jurdzinski
has also given a sub-exponential algorithm for solving parity games using
small progress measure in [25] and [24]. Of particular interest to the work
reported in this thesis is an algorithm given by Jurdzinski in [26] using
strategy improvement techniques. This is a discrete algorithm and therefore
does not require high precision arithmetic.
In [26] Jurdzinski and Voge have similar goals of ﬁnding a polynomial time
solution to parity games using strategy improvement techniques, and in the
absence of a proof on the upper bound, to ﬁnd a class of games requiring
an exponential number of steps for computing their solutions. The runtime
complexity of the algorithm was left as an open question in the paper, in
practice and through experiments in their thesis, most games are solved
within a linear number of improvement steps. Also since the algorithm is
a framework with which diﬀerent update/improvement policies could be
plugged into, they did note that for each particular game there is always
a deterministic local update policy which solves the game in a polynomial
number of improvement steps, it is just open whether a universal update
policy could be found to work with all games. They also mentioned that
certain classes of diﬃcult games for other algorithms are solved eﬃciently
with the discrete strategy improvement algorithms. But, eventually in [17]
Friedmann gives an exponential lower bound for this algorithm.
2.2.1 Zielonka’s Algorithm
The ﬁrst algorithm we want to study is Zielonka’s algorithm. The worst
case time bound is EXPTIME according to [17], it performs well in practice
both with our own experiments and through results reported in [18]. The
pseudo-code of this algorithm is shown in Figure 2.2. For simplicity we
removed the post-processings in the original algorithm which reconstructs
winning strategies after winning regions are found. This is thus a decision
version of the algorithm.
Before going into details of the algorithm, we need to introduce two concepts:
sub-game and attractor. Both concepts relate to the structure of parity
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games and ignore the priorities assigned to each vertex.
Attractor
The concept of an attractor allows us to compute, for a given target set of
nodes X, those nodes from which a player p can force the other player to
reach this set of nodes X. This is a central concept and building block of
algorithms that solve parity games. It measures a player’s relative control of
the game arena (V0, V1, E, ρ) in terms of conﬁning the opponent’s movement,
and exercising her own freedom to navigate around the arena. Given a set
of vertices X as a basis, if player p can force the play into X from vertex v,
then v is said to be attracted to X by player p. The set of all such vertices
T is said to be an attractor of player p with basis X, in particular X ⊆ T .
Definition 2.2.1 (Attractor). Let X ⊆ V in game G, attractor T for X of
player p in G is the smallest set of vertices T that contains X and satisﬁes
two closure properties:
1. if v1 ∈ Vp and ∃(v1, v2) ∈ E for some v2 ∈ T , then v1 ∈ T
2. if v1 ∈ Vp and ∀(v1, v2) ∈ E we have v2 ∈ T , then v1 ∈ T 2
We write attrp(G,X) for this smallest T .
Example 2.2.2. We now look at some example attractors from Fig. 2.1:
1. attr1(G, {}) = {}. The attractor of an empty set is an empty set. This
is so for both players, and is true for all games. The way to understand
this is to imagine the empty set containing a phantom vertex which
does not exist in the original game, it is then clear that any play in the
game would never reach that phantom vertex.
2. attr0(G, {v4}) = {v4}. The attractor set of any basis contains at least
all the vertices from the basis, and here it is even so that, no other
vertices are attracted to it.
3. attr1(G, {v1}) = {v1, v0, v3}. Initially v3 is attracted to v1. After
{v1, v3} forms the new basis, it subsequently attracts v0 since v0 can
only move to one of these two vertices and will not be able to escape.
2We use p to represent the opponent of player p.
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4. attr0(G, {v2, v5}) = {v2, v5, v4}.
5. attr0(G, {v1}) = {v0, v1, v2, v3, v4, v5}.
6. attr1(G, {v4}) = {v0, v1, v3, v4}.
7. attr1(G, {v0, v1, v2, v3, v5}) = {v0, v1, v2, v3, v4, v5}.
An attractor expresses its player’s control over a particular set of vertices. If
the set of vertices T is 0-attracted to U , then player 0 can force player 1 into
U for all plays started from any vertex in T .
Proposition 2.2.3. If vertices in set U are won by player x in G, then all
vertices from attrx(G,U) are won by player x.
It’s easy to see that each edge is visited only once during the construction
of an attractor; this computation requires linear time complexity with re-
spect to |E|, the size of E. Attractor strategies are winning strategies for
attractor games and are also memorylessly determined for any given basis.
Winning strategies for parity games are always attractor strategies, however
the converse is not true, attractor strategies do not always imply winning
strategies in the same parity game; this can be seen with case 5 and case
6 from Example 2.2.2, attractors computed in both cases intersect winning
regions of both players at the same time.
Sub-game and Safe Sub-game
Given parity game G = (V0, V1, E, ρ) and a subset U of vertices in V , the
sub-game denoted by G[U ] of G is (V0 ∩ U, V1 ∩ U,E ∩ (U × U), ρ/U). This
general notion of sub-game however is not very useful since solutions to
the sub-game might be wrong in the original game. Take the sub-game of
Example 2.1 generated by vertices {v1, v2}; vertex v2 is won by player 1 in
the sub-game but is won by player 0 in the original game.
Ideally we want to transfer knowledge of winning regions from sub-game to
the original game. However there is also a computational cost associated with
generating sub-games. To generate sub-games which have correct winning-
regions for both players computationally would be as diﬃcult as solving the
original game, so a safe sub-game in our sense (and unnamed in Zielonka’s
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algorithm, but used by his construction anyway) only requires at least one
player’s winning region to be compatible in the original game.
Definition 2.2.4 (Safe Sub-game). G[U ] is a safe sub-game of G for player
p if and only if v ∈ winp(G[U ]) implies v ∈ winp(G), for all v ∈ U .
Since a winning region always coincides with its attractor, and the winning
region can never attract into itself vertices attracted by attractors outside
the winning region, attractors give us a natural way to generate usable safe
sub-games eﬃciently.
Proposition 2.2.5. G[U ] is a safe sub-game of G for player p when G\U
is a player p attractor in G.
Proof. Take any vertex v won by player p¯ in G[U ], let S = winp¯(G[U ]), and
v ∈ S. We need to show that v ∈ T = winp¯(G). Since v ∈ U , by deﬁnition
of safe sub-game, v /∈ attrp(G, V \U). We need to analyze two cases:
1. v ∈ Vp¯: since v ∈ S, it is p¯-attracted to S in G[U ], it is still p¯-attracted
to S in G since all edges in the sub-game are also available in the
original game.
2. v ∈ Vp: since v ∈ S, it is p¯-attracted to S in G[U ]. Due to determinacy
property of winning regions in parity game G[U ], v is not attracted to
U\S, meanning vertex v cannot reach vertices outside S in G[U ], since
v cannot reach V \U in game G, and because S ∪ (U\S) ∪ (V \U) = V ,
v cannot reach outside S in game G.
From these two cases we can conclude that any vertex within S is p¯-attracted
to S in the original game G, therefore, these vertices are still won by player
p¯ in the original game.
No matter who owns v, if v is won by player p¯ in the sub-game generated
through the complement of a p-attractor, it is also won by player p¯ in the
original game. Another implication of the constructive deﬁnition of safe
sub-games is that the procedure of generating safe sub-games would not
generate any dead-end vertex in the sub-games if the vertex is not a dead-end
in the original game.
This is because a dead-end vertex is only created when all its out-bound edges
are simultaneously removed from the game. However, when this happens, it
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necessarily implies that this ’phantom’ dead-end vertex is actually attracted
to V \U by deﬁnition of attractor and hence should not exist in the sub-game
in the ﬁrst place. Proposition 2.2.5 forms a major recursive component in
Zielonka’s algorithm for incrementally computing winning regions of parity
games.
Example 2.2.6. We now look at some sub-games from Fig. 2.1:
1. G[{}]. A trivial sub-game and a safe one since the full game is both a 0-
attractor and a 1-attractor, however nothing useful can be extracted. As
a side note, evaluation of such an empty sub-game often happens at the
leaf nodes of the tree of recursions in Zielonka’s algorithm when in the
previous recursive step the full game is solved and subsequent procedure
of the algorithm is left with an empty residual game to evaluate.
2. G[{v4}]. A sub-game but not a safe one. Because the rest of the game
is neither a valid 0-attractor nor a valid 1-attractor, actually both
attractors would need to include v4 to render safety.
3. G[{v0, v1, v3}]. Safe, since {v2, v4, v5} is a valid 0-attractor, a winning
region of player 1 in G can be safely extracted from the sub-game.
4. G[{v2, v5}]. Safe, since the rest of the game is a valid 1-attractor,
a winning region of player 0 in G can be safely extracted from this
sub-game.
5. G[{v0, v1, v2, v3, v5}]. Safe, since {v4} is a valid 0-attractor, a winning
region of player 1 in G can be safely extracted from the sub game.
The Algorithm
Now we are ready to present Zielonka’s algorithm in Figure 2.2. Procedure
WIN-REGION computes the winning regions recursively. When the maxi-
mum priority in the game is 0, player 0 wins everything (line 4, 5), otherwise
it computes the parity and the owner of the highest priority in the game
(line 7) and uses WIN-OPPONENT to ﬁnd the other player’s winning region
(line 8). Whatever is not won by the other player is won by the player with
the highest priority (line 9).
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Procedure WIN-OPPONENT incrementally pushes attractors of priorities
on to a stack starting from the highest priority down to 1. At each level, the
attractor is removed from the game and put onto the stack (line 7, 8), the
residual game is another safe sub-game of a smaller size (by Deﬁnition 2.2.4).
Winning region of the opposite player in the residual game is extracted from
the recursive call to WIN-REGION (line 9, by Proposition 2.2.5). When
each attractor is popped oﬀ the stack, the opposite player is given another
chance to see if she can win more vertices from the attractors removed before
the recursive call (line 5 by Proposition 2.2.3). This process repeats until
saturation (line 11).
1: WIN-REGION(G)
2: n ← MAX-PRIORITY(G)
3: V ← VERTICES(G)
4: if n = 0 then
5: (W0, W1) ← (V , {})
6: else
7: x ← n mod 2
8: Wx¯ ← WIN-OPPONENT(G,n,x)
9: Wx ← V \ Wx¯
10: end if
11: return (W0, W1)
1: WIN-OPPONENT(G, n, x)
2: W ← {}
3: repeat
4: M ← W
5: X ← ATTRACTOR(x¯, G, W )
6: Y ← V \ X
7: N ← { v ∈ Y | ρG(v) = n}
8: Z ← Y \ ATTRACTOR(x, G[Y ], N)
9: (Z0, Z1) ← WIN-REGION(G[Z])
10: W ← X ∪ Zx¯
11: until M = W
12: return W
Figure 2.2: Zielonka’s algorithm
Example 2.2.7. We now work through Example 2.1 with this algorithm:
1. Highest priority is 5, call WIN-OPPONENT(G,5,1)
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2. First iteration, winning region of player 0 is unknown, both W and X
are empty
3. N , the set of vertices with priority 5 is {v1, v3}
4. ATTRACTOR(0, G, N) = {v0, v1, v3}, Z = {v2, v4, v5}
5. Call win region with subgame G[Z]
6. Highest priority is 4, call WIN-OPPONENT(G[{v2, v4, v5}], 4, 0)
7. Winning region of player 1 is unknown, both W and X are empty
8. N is {v2, v4, v5} which is everything in this game. Z = {}
9. W = M saturates and returns, player 0 wins everything in Z =
{v2, v4, v5}. Player 1 wins the rest of the game.
2.2.2 Discrete Strategy Improvement
The algorithm based on discrete strategy improvement was ﬁrst introduced in
[26]. It looks at parity games from the diﬀerent perspective of cycle formation
and domination than the one used in Zielonka’s algorithm. With strategies
σ, π chosen for both players in a parity game with no dead end, we know
that the play started from any vertex will eventually run into a cycle. From
the perspective of strategy improvement algorithms, the play terminates as
soon as a cycle is closed. The cycle is said to be dominated by player 0 if the
maximum priority in the cycle is even otherwise it is dominated by player 1.
This is a ﬁnite reformulation of the inﬁnite plays of parity games and it is
easy to see that ﬁnding winning regions and strategies in parity games can be
reduced to ﬁnding winning regions and strategies in such cycle domination
games since it is known that strategies are positional (memoryless) in these
games.
Definition 2.2.8 (Preﬁx and Cycle of Play). Given player 0 with strategy
σ; player 1 with strategy π, the play (σ, π) started from each vertex v can be
represented as a tuple of vertices 〈p1, ....pi; c1, ...cj〉, in which p1 up to pi is
called the preﬁx of the play and c1 to cj the cycle of the play. In addition,
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and consistent with σ and π, each vertex in the tuple has an edge to the next
vertex after it, and cj has an edge going to c1 completing the cycle. 3
Example 2.2.9. Some recorded plays from Example 2.1, with player 0
taking strategy {v0 → v1, v2 → v0, v4 → v2}, and player 1 taking strategy
{v1 → v2, v3 → v5, v5 → v2}:
1. At v0, the tuple recorded will be 〈−; v0, v1, v2〉, here ‘−‘ is used to denote
that the preﬁx of the play is empty, this is so because v0 itself is in the
cycle of the play.
2. At v1, the tuple recorded will be 〈−; v1, v2, v0〉.
3. At v2, the tuple recorded will be 〈−; v2, v0, v1〉.
4. At v3, the tuple recorded will be 〈v3, v5; v2, v0, v1〉.
5. At v4, the tuple recorded will be 〈v4; v2, v0, v1〉.
6. At v5, the tuple recorded will be 〈v5; v2, v0, v1〉.
There are many ways to interpret this play information as will be seen with
other algorithms we will design in later chapters. In [26] the authors of this
algorithm extracted three components from the recorded play at each vertex:
Definition 2.2.10 (Play Target). Given play (σ, π) = 〈p1, ....pi; c1, ...cj〉, the
cycle target of the play λ(σ, π) is deﬁned as c where c is a maximal element
among vertices of the play cycle c1, ...cj by natural number ordering.
Definition 2.2.11 (Preﬁx Trap). Given play (σ, π) and the cycle target c,
the preﬁx trap ψ(σ, π) is deﬁned as {w | w ∈ prefix(σ, π), ρ(c) < ρ(w)}.
Definition 2.2.12 (Play Length). Given play (σ, π) and cycle target c, the
play length |(σ, π)| is deﬁned as the distance from p1 to c in the play.
Using these three components, play proﬁles are deﬁned in [26], ultimately
used to compare relative strength of player 0 strategies.
Definition 2.2.13 (Play Proﬁle). Given play P = (σ, π) started from vertex
v, the play proﬁle 〈σ, π〉v at vertex v is deﬁned by the tuple (λ(P ), ψ(P ), |P |).
3The starting vertex v and vertex p1 are the same vertex.
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Example 2.2.14. With following strategies selected, for player 0 {v0 →
v1, v2 → v0, v4 → v2}, for player 1 {v1 → v2, v3 → v5, v5 → v2}, the play
proﬁles at each vertex are:
1. At v0, (v1, {}, 1).
2. At v1, (v1, {}, 0).
3. At v2, (v1, {}, 2).
4. At v3, (v1, {v3}, 4).
5. At v4, (v1, {}, 3).
6. At v5, (v1, {}, 3).
In Example 2.2.14. Item 1 evaluates the play proﬁle at vertex v0. Vertex
v0 is ’attracted’ to a cycle dominated by cycle target v1, and hence secures
payoﬀ for the priority carried by vertex v0, along the path from v0 to v1,
since no vertex with greater or equal priorities than that of v1 is encountered.
Therefore, the second component in the tuple is an empty set. The distance
from v0 to v1 as implied by the given strategies is 1. Item 2 evaluates the
play proﬁle at vertex v3, vertex v3 is also ’attracted’ to v1, and the preﬁx
trap includes v3 in the set since ρ(v3) ≥ ρ(v1), and the distance from v3 to
v1 is 4.
In [26] the authors went on to deﬁne a linear order on the play proﬁles based
on a linear order on vertices:
Definition 2.2.15 (Relevance Order). The relevance order ≤0, is a total
ordering on vertices V deﬁned in the perspective of player 0 using the priorities.
Formally vi ≤0 vj if:

ρ(vi) ≤ ρ(vj), ρ(vi) and ρ(vj) are both even, or
ρ(vj) ≤ ρ(vi), ρ(vi) and ρ(vj) are both odd, or
ρ(vj) is even and ρ(vi) is odd.
It is assumed that all games considered have unique priorities on each vertex,
therefore this deﬁnition deﬁnes a unique order. The relevance order considers
even priorities consistently with that of the natural number ordering, for
odd numbers it is the reverse. All vertices with even priorities are higher
in rank than those with odd priorities in the relevance ordering. Eﬀectively
given set of priorities {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, this preference ordering becomes |4,
2, 0, 1, 3, 5| when sorted in descending order. In both the relevance ordering
and natural number ordering, when two or more vertices share the same
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priority, an arbitrary and consistent order among them is deﬁned and ﬁxed
throughout the computation. This can be achieved simply by mapping a
game with duplicate priorities into one with unique priorities satisfying the
constraints:
• ∀vi, vj : ρ(vi) > ρ(vj) in G =⇒ ρ(vi) > ρ(vj) in G′.
• ∀vi, vj : ρ(vi) >0 ρ(vj) in G =⇒ ρ(vi) >0 ρ(vj) in G′.
The translated game is equivalent to the original game in the sense that it has
the same winning regions with the original game and its winning strategies
are also valid winning strategies in the original game. The translation can be
done in linear time. Again we will assume all games considered have unique
priorities in this thesis unless speciﬁed otherwise.
Example 2.2.16. Vertices from Example 2.1 listed in descending relevance
order: v2 ≤0 v4 ≤0 v5 ≤0 v0 ≤0 v1 ≤0 v3.
Definition 2.2.17 (Relevance Order on Play Proﬁles [26]). Given play
proﬁles P generated by play (σ1, π1), and Q generated by play (σ2, π2), the
total ordering of play proﬁles is given by the following formula using relevance
orderings.
• λ(P ) ≤0 λ(Q) =⇒ P ≤0 Q
• λ(P ) = λ(Q) =⇒
– maxdiff(ψ(P ), ψ(Q)) ∈ (ψ(Q)\ψ(P )) ∩ V0 =⇒ P ≤0 Q
– maxdiff(ψ(P ), ψ(Q)) ∈ (ψ(Q)\ψ(P )) ∩ V1 =⇒ Q ≤0 P
• λ(P ) = λ(Q) ∧ maxdiff(ψ(P ), ψ(Q)) = null =⇒
– |P | ≥ |Q| =⇒ P ≤0 Q
• otherwise P ≡0 Q
where
• maxdiff(M,N) = w iﬀ ρ(w) = max{ρ(v) | v ∈M\N or v ∈ N\M}
• maxdiff(M,N) = null, if M = N
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Example 2.2.18. An example of maxdiff on Game 2.1
1. maxdiff({v2}, {v2}) = null
2. maxdiff({v2}, {}) = v2
3. maxdiff({v0, v1, v2}, {v0, v1, v3}) = v3
4. maxdiff({v4, v2}, {v0, v2}) = v4
The play proﬁle for a vertex is a lexicographic composition of three com-
ponents, it is therefore a linear order deﬁned locally at each vertex. This
linear order could be extended into a partial order globally on the full set
of vertices of the game. The set of play proﬁles on all vertices in a game
given each play can be represented by a vector of play proﬁles, indexed by
the vertices in the game. Thus,
~P ≤0 ~Q if and only if ∀v ∈ G, ~Pv ≤0 ~Qv
here ~P, and ~Q are each a vector of play proﬁles on all vertices in the same
game. Play proﬁles in the same vector are all generated by the same play
and shares the same pair of opposing strategies selected by the players.
Example 2.2.19. In Game 2.1, when σ selected is {v0 → v3, v2 → v0, v4 →
v2}, one such strategy π of player 1 which gives minimal play proﬁle vector
minpi≤0(σ, π) is {v1 → v0, v3 → v1, v5 → v2} and elements of the corresponding
play proﬁle vector is listed below for each vertex:
• for v0, (v1, {}, 2)
• for v1, (v1, {}, 0)
• for v2, (v1, {}, 3)
• for v3, (v1, {}, 1)
• for v4, (v1, {}, 4)
• for v5, (v1, {}, 4)
The partial order of play proﬁle vectors allows the deﬁnition of a pre-order
over strategies of player 0.
Definition 2.2.20 (Pre Order on Strategies). σ ≤0 σ′ if and only if
minpi≤0(σ, π) ≤0 minpi≤0(σ′, π).
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This deﬁnes a pre-order since ≤0 is a preorder over play proﬁles. This is not
a partial order on player 0 strategies simply because there are more distinct
strategies than there are distinct play proﬁles. It is bound to happen that
multiple strategies will share the same play proﬁle. In the case of winning
strategies, this is also reﬂected in that optimal winning strategies are often
not unique which we will discuss later in this thesis.
Example 2.2.21. We can illustrate this point with a simple example. In the
game shown in Figure 2.3, player 0 has two distinct strategies: σ = {v0 →
v2, v2 → v1}, and σ′ = {v0 → v2, v2 → v3}. Since player 1 only has a single
strategy {v1 → v0, v3 → v0}, this will be the best reponse against both player
0 strategies σ and σ′. It is easy to check that minpi≤0(σ, π) = min
pi
≤0
(σ′, π),
therefore both σ ≤0 σ′ and σ′ ≤0 σ are true.
V0[4] V2[0]
V1[3]
V3[2]
Figure 2.3: Illustration of pre-order over player 0 strategies.
Figure 2.4 shows the framework of a generic strategy improvement algorithm.
These algorithms always look at plays from the perspective of one player,
they pick a random strategy σ, in this case player 0, and successively improve
that strategy until no further improvements could be made.
1: STRATEGY-IMPROVE(G)
2: σ ← random player i strategy
3: while σ ! = IMPROVE(σ) do
4: σ ← IMPROVE(σ)
5: end while
Figure 2.4: Generic Strategy Improvement Algorithm [26]
Strategy improvement algorithms in general rely on two things to work: a
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suitable pre-order deﬁned over the strategies of the chosen player such that
there is no inﬁnite ascending sequence of strategies, and an improvement
operator which will always ﬁnd a stronger strategy whenever the current
strategy is not maximal and which in the case of a maximal strategy will
correctly terminate.
Figure 2.5 shows the pseudocode of strategy improvement algorithm expanded
in the context of parity games. It includes a main loop (line 3-10) improving
the chosen player 0 strategy (line 2), and upon saturation (line 11) a post
processing fragment to ﬁnd the corresponding player 1 strategy and the
winning region (line 12-16). Inside the loop, it will ﬁrst compute the play
proﬁle (line 4) in the favour of player 1 which minimizes the play proﬁle on
the given σ. In a way, this is the bottom line of what player 0 could achieve
with the current strategy σ. Then it improves σ (line 6-10) in an attempt
to push the bottom line up for the next iteration. In Line 11, arg max≤0
extracts a witness successor of vertex v, that has the maximum play proﬁle
among all successors from the perspective of player 0.
Procedures VALUATION and SUBVALUATION minimize the play proﬁles in the
relevance ordering. VALUATION establishes the ﬁrst component of play proﬁles
of each vertex not yet addressed (line 5,6). It attempts the ﬁrst component
(cycle priority) in ascending order of ≤0 (line 5), which ensures a minimal
(≤0) cycle priority when a play cycle consistent with the current σ is formed
(line 8). After the cycle is selected (line 9), SUBVALUATION (line 10)
attempts to determine a preﬁx preferring paths that encounter odd priority
larger than the cycle priority over paths which encounter even priority larger
than the cycle priority (line 6-20). Lastly, SUBVALUATION will ﬁx a longest
path if the cycle priority is even, and a shortest path if the cycle priority is
odd (line 21-25). In line 8 of procedure VALUATION, REACH test reachability
of vertex t to itself in the sub-game G[U ]. In line 11 of procedure VALUATION,
DROP-EDGES remove all edges in the game going from R to the rest of the
game.
Example 2.2.22. We again work through this algorithm using the game in
Example 2.1
• We ﬁrst note priorities, also called colours, in the game are not unique,
5 occurs twice in particular. We ﬁx an arbitrary order between v1 and
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v3 by setting priority of v3 to be 7 instead of 5. Therefore v1 < v3 and
v3 ≤0 v1.
• Fix for player 0 initial strategy σ = {v0 → v3, v2 → v0, v4 → v2}
• To compute the valuations ϕ, the algorithm ﬁrst attempts to form a
cycle with priority 7 in Gσ. Here Gσ is a sub-game generated from G,
in the sub-game, each vertex of player 0 only retains a single out-going
edge consistent with strategy σ, whereas all out-going edges owned by
player 1 are retained.
• All vertices participate in this cycle, v3 is therefore ﬁrst component of
all proﬁles in the set, the algorithm proceeds to SUBVALUATION to
ﬁnd second and third components
• Obviously Pσ(v3) = 〈v3, {}, 0〉, since v0 is directly connected to v3 and
it is also the only out-going edge in the sub-game, Pσ(v0) = 〈v3, {}, 1〉,
similarly, Pσ(v2) = 〈v3, {}, 2〉, Pσ(v4) = 〈v3, {}, 3〉. As v5 only has
a single out-going edge to v2, its proﬁle is directly determined by v2,
Pσ(v5) = 〈v3, {}, 3〉. On the other hand, v1 has two choices going to
either v0 or v2, because cycle priority is 7, and v1 is owned by player
1, he will choose a shorter path to v3 given by edge v1 → v0. The
corresponding play proﬁle is Pσ(v1) = 〈v3, {}, 2〉.
• Player 0 will now update strategy σ based on the play proﬁle information
computed in the previous step. Vertex v4 has only one edge in the
original game, so it could not do anything on this vertex. Vertex v2
has three choices, going to v0, v1, v5 respectively. Vertex v5 has the
highest play proﬁle in the ordering ≤0 therefore σ is updated at v2 to
go to v5 instead. Similarly σ is also updated at v0 to go to v1. Since σ
is updated there will be another iteration with new σ = {v0 → v1, v2 →
v5, v4 → v2}. In the pseudo-code, play proﬁles computed are stored in
the named variable ϕ, and subscript 0, 1, 2 are used to retrieve the ﬁrst,
second and third component of the play proﬁle.
• First, VALUATION attempts to form a cycle with priority 7 in Gσ, no
such cycles could be found
• VALUATION then attempts to form a cycle with priority 5 in Gσ, the
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only cycle possible is a cycle of v1, v0 and vertices participating this
cycle include v0, v1, v3.
• Since there are only three vertices in the sub-game, their proﬁles are
straight forward to compute. Pσ(v1) = 〈v1, {}, 0〉, Pσ(v0) = 〈v1, {}, 1〉,
Pσ(v3) = 〈v1, {v3}, 1〉. These vertices are marked as processed in the
sub procedures and edges between this region and the rest of the game
are removed.
• The algorithm proceeds to compute the play proﬁles for the rest of
the game. No cycles could be found with priority 1, 0 and 2. A
cycle of priority 4 is found and the corresponding play proﬁles are:
Pσ(v2) = 〈v2, {}, 0〉, Pσ(v5) = 〈v2, {}, 1〉, Pσ(v4) = 〈v2, {}, 1〉.
• Player 0 updates strategy σ, again nothing is done at v4, and at v2,
because only v5 has an even priority in the ﬁrst component of their
proﬁles out of successor vertices v5, v0, v1, it is already the best choice.
At v0, there are two choices v1 and v3, both vertices have the same target
in their proﬁles but v3 has a worse second component, encoutering an
odd priority larger than the cycle priority, so v0 will again stay with
the edge v0 → v1.
• Now σ no longer changes, the algorithm terminates after post processs-
ing. The winning strategy of player 0 is σ = {v0 → v1, v2 → v5, v4 →
v2}
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1: STRATEGY-IMPROVE(G)
2: σ ← random player 0 strategy
3: repeat
4: ϕ← VALUATION(Gσ)
5: σ′ ← σ
6: for all v ∈ V0 do
7: if ϕ(σ(v)) ≤0 max≤0{d ∈ D | ∃v′ ∈ V : (v, v′) ∈ E, d = ϕ(v′)}
then
8: σ(v)← arg max≤0{d ∈ D | ∃v′ ∈ V : (v, v′) ∈ E, d = ϕ(v′)}
9: end if
10: end for
11: until σ = σ′
12: for all v ∈ V1 do
13: π(v)← arg min≤0{d ∈ D | ∃v′ ∈ V : (v, v′) ∈ E, d = ϕ(v′)}
14: end for
15: W0 ← {v ∈ V | ρ(ϕ0(v)) mod 2 = 0}
16: W1 ← {v ∈ V | ρ(ϕ0(v)) mod 2 = 1}
17: return (W0,W1)
1: VALUATION(G)
2: for all v ∈ V do
3: ϕ(v) ← null
4: end for
5: for all t ∈ V {in ascending order of ≤0} do
6: if ϕ(t) = null then
7: U ← {v | v ∈ V, ρ(v) ≤ ρ(t)}
8: if REACH(G[U ], t, t) then
9: R← REACH(G, t)
10: ϕ(R) = SUBVALUATION(G[R], t)
11: DROP-EDGES(R× (V \R))
12: end if
13: end if
14: end for
15: return ϕ
Figure 2.5: Discrete Strategy Improvement Algorithm [26]
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1: SUBVALUATION(G, t)
2: for all v ∈ V do
3: ϕ0(v) ← t
4: ϕ1(v) ← ∅
5: end for
6: for all {v ∈ V | ρ(v) > ρ(t)} {in descending order of ≤} do
7: if ϕ(v) mod 2 = 0 then
8: U ← REACH(G[V \{v}], t)
9: for all u ∈ V \U do
10: ϕ1(u) ← ϕ1(u) ∪ {v}
11: end for
12: DROP-EDGES((U ∪ {v}) × (V \U))
13: else
14: U ← REACH(G[V \{t}], v)
15: for all u ∈ U do
16: ϕ1(u) ← ϕ1(u) ∪ {v}
17: end for
18: DROP-EDGES((U\{v}) × (V \U))
19: end if
20: end for
21: if ϕ(v) mod 2 = 0 then
22: ϕ2(v) ← MAX-DISTANCE(G, v)
23: else
24: ϕ2(v) ← MIN-DISTANCE(G, v)
25: end if
26: return ϕ
Figure 2.6: Subvaluation procedure [26]
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3 Background to Game Theory
This chapter reviews the literatures in game theory with a focus on 0-sum
2-player games. In section 1 and 2, we review deﬁnitions of Nash equilibria,
pure and mixed strategies. In section 3 we look at the two representation
forms of games in game theory namely the normal form and extensive form.
Section 4 and 5 are devoted to the discussion on two algorithms: ﬁctitious
play and backward induction, each used with their respective representation
choice mentioned in section 3.
Game theory is widely used in social sciences to study strategic situations
where a player’s decision and payoﬀ is aﬀected by actions of the other players.
Applications include a wide array of economic phenomena and approaches,
such as auctions, bargaining, mergers and acquisitions pricing [1], mechanism
design [32], and voting systems [3], etc. There are a ﬁnite number of players in
the game, each has a ﬁnite set of strategies Si to play against the others. The
goal of a player is to maximize his own payoﬀ in a play. A play 〈s0, s1, ...sn〉,
also called strategy proﬁle, is collectively determined by each player i’s chosen
strategy si ∈ Si . The payoﬀ rewarded to each player i in a play 〈s0, s1, ...sn〉
is given by his payoﬀ function fi : 〈S0, S1, ...Sn〉 → R. Game theory applies
to multiplayer games with generic payoﬀ functions, for the purpose of this
thesis we focus exclusively on 2-player 0-sum games. 0-sum is a class of games
where the sum of payoﬀs of all players is always exactly 0,
∑
i
fi(P ) = 0, for
all plays P . Formally:
Definition 3.0.23 (2-player 0-sum Game). A 2-player 0-sum game G is
deﬁned by G = (S0, S1, f0 : 〈S0, S1〉 → R), where S0 is the set of pure
strategies of player 0, S1 is the set of pure strategies of player 1, f0 is the
payoﬀ function for player 0.
In 2-player 0-sum games, only a single payoﬀ function for one of the players
are needed since the payoﬀ function f1 for the other player is determined by
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f1(s0, s1) = −f0(s0, s1) for all (s0, s1) ∈ 〈S0, S1〉.
3.1 Equilibria
A change to a player’s strategy in a play often results in an update to the
payoﬀ to some players. Often a player will play against other players to
maximize his own payoﬀ. However there are often certain stable points in
the payoﬀ function where no player has any incentive to update his strategy.
More precisely, when any update would not lead to any improvements if
other players do not update their own strategies. When this happens, the
strategy proﬁle and the resulting payoﬀ is called an equilibrium. Whether
payoﬀ functions have equilibria in general is an interesting question, because
when equilibria do exist players and their strategies tend to converge to an
equilibrium limit in the long run over repeated plays.
Understanding the nature of equilibria and where to expect them will help
players anticipate actions of other players in the game and make informed
decisions. It also helps system engineers and policy makers to design better
games to encourage desirable behaviors in plays and achieve other goals such
as eﬃciency and fairness etc. in a system.
Much of the eﬀorts in game theory is devoted to deﬁning diﬀerent kinds of
equilibria and ﬁnding eﬃcient algorithms to compute them. The most well
known equilibrium is Nash equilibrium [31]. Informally in a multiplayer game,
a play determined by each player ﬁxing a strategy is a Nash equilibrium if
no player can proﬁt by unilaterally changing his strategy.
Definition 3.1.1 (Nash Equilibrium). A pair of strategies (s0, s1) for a
2-player game is in Nash equilibrium if and only if:
• f0(s′0, s1) ≤ f0(s0, s1) for all s′0 ∈ S0 and,
• f1(s0, s′1) ≤ f1(s0, s1) for all s′1 ∈ S1
Example 3.1.2. We show an example of a Nash equilibrium in the following
simple 2-player 0-sum game. Player 0 has strategies UP and DOWN, player
1 has strategies LEFT and RIGHT. Their payoﬀ functions are given by the
mappings below. The player of a function in the mapping is denoted by the
suﬃx associated with the strategy proﬁle.
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• (UP, LEFT)0 → 4
• (UP, RIGHT)0 → 3
• (DOWN, LEFT)0 → 5
• (DOWN, RIGHT)0 → 2
• (UP, LEFT)1 → −4
• (UP, RIGHT)1 → −3
• (DOWN, LEFT)1 → −5
• (DOWN, RIGHT)1 → −2
By trial and error it is easy to tell that (UP, RIGHT) is a Nash equilibrium. In
this situation if player 0 chooses to move DOWN, she will receive 2 instead of
3, and if player 1 chooses to move LEFT, he will receive −4 instead of −3,
therefore neither player has any incentive to leave the current situation.
Game theory has many applications in social sciences, a well known example
is the study of the prisoner’s dilemma. When two criminals working together
are caught by the police and individually questioned, without knowing how
his partner would respond during the interrogation, each of them may choose
to cooperate or betray the other. The number of years in their ﬁnal sentence
would depend on the responses of both of them. A particular setting of the
dilemma is shown in Exmaple 3.1.3.
Example 3.1.3. We show an example of the prisoners’ dilemma. Both
criminals have strategies COOP and BETRAY. For each play written as a tuple,
take (COOP, BETRAY) for example, the ﬁrst strategy belongs to player 0 and
the second strategy belongs to player 1, so the play is interpreted as: player 0
chooses to cooperate and player 1 chooses to betray. Their payoﬀ functions
are given by the mappings below.
• (COOP, COOP)0 → −2
• (COOP, BETRAY)0 → −10
• (BETRAY, COOP)0 → 0
• (BETRAY, BETRAY)0 → −3
• (COOP, COOP)1 → −2
• (COOP, BETRAY)1 → 0
• (BETRAY, COOP)1 → −10
• (BETRAY, BETRAY)1 → −3
Notice that in this setting a prisoner will always achieve better payoﬀ by
betraying his partner no matter what his partner chooses to do. Such a
setting is possible because they payoﬀ system rewards competitive play, that
is to say if a player chooses to tell the truth, he will always end up serving
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fewer years in prison. The reward system in this example seems to be morally
justiﬁed for the setting, however in other areas of social sciences when player
cooperations are desired more than their competition, a diﬀerent reward
system should be used. The study of these games gives social scientists a
tool to understand the behaviours of people under diﬀerent settings so that
policies could be formulated to maximize the total payoﬀ of the society as a
whole.
3.2 Pure vs. Mixed Strategies
What we have seen so far in Example 3.1.2 only involves pure strategies.
Pure strategy can be generalized to mixed strategies which will be introduced
soon later. In Example 3.1.2 each of the two named strategies of each player
is a pure strategy. It is easy to discover the equilibrium at (UP, RIGHT) in
Example 3.1.2 because some strategies in the game are strictly dominated.
Definition 3.2.1 (Dominated Strategy). A strategy si is a dominated strat-
egy for player i if and only if there exists a diﬀerent strategy s′i for player i
such that fi(s′i, t) >i fi(si, t) for all opponent strategies t.
A game with dominated strategies can often be simpliﬁed because a player
is never going to play the dominated strategy in any situation, the domi-
nated strategies therefore can be eliminated from the strategy space of the
player resulting in a smaller game. Such elimination of dominated strategy
often reveals more dominated strategies of other players that can be further
eliminated.
Example 3.2.2. We demonstrate the elimination of dominated strategies
with Example 3.1.2.
• First we notice for player 1, the strategy RIGHT is always better than
LEFT, because RIGHT achieves better payoﬀ for player 1 whether player
0 is choosing UP or DOWN, therefore strategy LEFT is eliminated from the
game.
• We then look at the payoﬀ function of player 0. Since LEFT is eliminated,
there are only 2 points left in player 0’s function and in this case strategy
UP is always better than DOWN, hence DOWN is eliminated.
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• Since only a single strategy is left for each player in the game, this is
exactly an equilibrium. 1
However dominated strategies do not always exist in games. Such a game is
shown in Example 3.2.3.
Example 3.2.3. In this game, player 0 still has two strategies UP and DOWN,
player 1 has strategies LEFT and RIGHT. Their payoﬀ functions are slightly
diﬀerent. We only give the payoﬀ mapping for player 0 this time.
• (UP, LEFT)→ 4
• (UP, RIGHT)→ 3
• (DOWN, LEFT)→ 2
• (DOWN, RIGHT)→ 5
Since only 2-player 0-sum games are discussed in this thesis, there is no
ambiguity in using the payoﬀ set of a single player. We adopt the convention
of using player 0’s payoﬀ in functions and mappings dealing with payoﬀs,
such that, while player 0’s goal in the game remains the same, player 1 will,
instead of maximizing his own payoﬀ, now equivalently minimizes player 0’s
payoﬀ. Player 0 is deﬁned as the max player and player 1 is deﬁned as the
min player.
In Example 3.2.3, looking at (UP, LEFT), player 1 will want to switch his
strategy to RIGHT because (UP, RIGHT) has a smaller payoﬀ of 3. However
if (UP, RIGHT) is selected, player 0 can get a larger payoﬀ by choosing to go
DOWN. It can be veriﬁed that this game does not converge to any pair of pure
strategies shown in the table. This is when mixed strategies are required.
Definition 3.2.4 (Mixed Strategy). A mixed strategy σm, for player i is a
tuple (α0 × σ0, α1 × σ2, . . . , αn × σn), where each σi is a pure strategy for
player i and each αi is a real number between 0 and 1, and
n∑
i=0
αi = 1.
1Nash equilibria always exist for 0-sum 2-player games such as this one.
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A mixed strategy is a convex combination of pure strategies chosen by a player.
Mixed strategies may be derived from the frequency mix of pure strategies
and the payoﬀ achieved by the owner of a mixed strategy against an opponent
strategy is the weighted average payoﬀ achieved by each pure strategy against
the opponent strategy. We will study this manner of constructing mixed
strategies in a later chapter of this thesis. The set of pure strategies involved
in a mixed strategy is called the support of the mixed strategy.
Example 3.2.5. We give an example of a mixed strategy for each of the two
players in game 3.2.3
• For player 0: [UP ∗ 0.75, DOWN ∗ 0.25].
• For player 1: [LEFT ∗ 0.5, RIGHT ∗ 0.5].
The pair of mixed strategies above when played against each other, yields
payoﬀ 3.5 for player 0. It can be veriﬁed that this is actually an equilibrium.
Nash equilibra always exist for ﬁnite games with mixed strategies [31]. In
2-player 0-sum game, Nash equilibra are not only stable but also optimal.
This coincides with the minimax theorem.
Theorem 3.2.6 (Minimax theorem by von Neumann) . For every 2-player
0-sum game, there exists a value p and a pair of mixed strategies (σ, π) of
the two players such that:
1. given π, the best payoﬀ possible for player 0 is p and
2. given σ, the best payoﬀ possible for player 1 is −p
Mixed strategy is a controversial subject in game theory, there are many
competing interpretations for mixed strategy, we take the perspective of
repeated plays in this thesis. This means for mixed strategy equilibrium,
when the game in Example 3.2.3 is played four times in a row, player 0 will
play UP exactly three times and DOWN exactly once to maximize her own
payoﬀ, and player 1 will play each of LEFT and RIGHT twice to minimize
player 0’s payoﬀ.
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3.3 Forms of Games
There are two notable representation forms for games in game theory: normal
form and extensive form.
3.3.1 Normal Form
Normal form is also called standard form or strategic form. Both Example
3.1.2 and Example 3.2.3 use this form. It states the payoﬀ of each strategy
proﬁle for each player. For 2-player 0-sum games, the function mapping is
often shown in a payoﬀ matrix. In the matrix each row is a strategy of player
0 and each column is a strategy of player 1, the payoﬀ of a play given both the
row and the column is read oﬀ the corresponding entry in the matrix. The
equivalent payoﬀ matrices in Example 3.1.2 and Example 3.2.3 are shown in
Figure 3.1. Following our convention, only player 0’s payoﬀs are shown.
LEFT RIGHT
UP 4 3
DOWN 5 2
(a) Game from Example 3.1.2
LEFT RIGHT
UP 4 3
DOWN 2 5
(b) Game from Example 3.2.3
Figure 3.1: Games presented in normal form
In practice simple games like those in the examples rarely occur. In the natural
domain where a game is deﬁned, strategies almost always have structures.
For example in parity games, a strategy of player 0 is a combination of
out-going edges leaving from each vertex owned by player 0. Because of
this there are topological relationships amongst strategies such as distance,
how diﬀerent is one strategy from another, and dependency, the existence of
two strategies may imply existence of a third strategy with certain payoﬀ
constraint etc.
Normal forms abstract these structures and treat each strategy as an inde-
pendent structureless object in a combinatorial collection. Each strategy
is identiﬁed by a row/column index, the combinatorial sense is no longer
observable in the matrix, but the outcome of these relationships is not lost
with abstraction, it remanifests itself through interactions of strategies in
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algorithms working with normal form.
Further more, when a payoﬀ function of a player maps two of his disctinct
strategies to identical vectors of payoﬀs, these two strategies diﬀerentiable by
their structures in the game’s natural setting are no longer diﬀerentiable in
normal form. This subtle mismatch between the representation of strategies
and their eﬀects create a bit of havoc in algorithms dealing with normal
form. For example in the case of Lemke and Howson’s algorithm [29], the
pivoting step requires the game to be non-degenerate, the algorithm will not
work for normal form games with duplicate rows/columns, however this can
be addressed by introducing tiny payoﬀ pertubations into the game. In the
case of ﬁctitious play, a strategy is selected on the merit of its payoﬀ. The
payoﬀ from two strategies may be identical, the sub-game structure which
the chosen strategy locks down to, certainly is not and it has an impact on
the execution path of subsequent iterations. One may lead to termination,
the other may drift into cycles. We will see more of this in detail when we
discuss ﬁctitious play over parity games in later chapters.
Lastly the number of strategies are combinatorially related to the size of the
game, for example in a densly connected network, the number of routes from
one node to another is combinatorially related to the number of nodes. Any
algorithm working with normal form at its best will be an algorithm with
exponential worst case runtime, since it is expected to traverse through each
strategy at least once. If any generic algorithm on normal form is sought after
as an eﬃcient solver, it will be essential to ﬁnd a way to import structure
information of strategies from the domain where the game is naturally deﬁned,
such that with a bit of luck, exponential reduction of the strategy space
could be achieved.
3.3.2 Extensive Form
The extensive form of games is also called graphical form in the literature. It
interprets a game as a decision tree. Each node is owned by one of the players
and owner of a node may decide which subtree to visit. Every possible play
is represented by a unique sequence of actions from the root node to one of
the terminal nodes. Each terminal node is associated with a payoﬀ for each
player. A strategy of a player is a unique combination of actions taken by
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the player at nodes owned by himself.
Figure 3.2 shows in extensive form the two games discussed previously.
Extensive form is usually a more faithful representation of games which are
sequential in nature, because it preserves the structure of strategies and the
sequence of actions in strategies. However when the strategy of a highly
abstract game does not have those structures, like in the case of the two
examples in Figure 3.2, extensive form creates a bit of a problem because it
enforces an artiﬁcial order onto actions, in this case player 0 gets to move ﬁrst
followed by player 1. This is not desirable when the intended interpretation
is for both players to select their strategies simultaneously. The artiﬁcial
order assigned by extensive form grants more information to one player than
to the other.
To correct this conceptual mismatch in extensive form, the notion of infor-
mation set is introduced. The nodes linked by the vertical dotted line in
Figure 3.2 are said to be in the same information set. These nodes are owned
by the same player and have the same set of actions. Being in the same
information set means that the owner of the nodes cannot distinguish them
in the information set hence he cannot rely on the knowledge of decisions
made in the past. Because of this the player has to assume that any path
leading to any instance of that node in the information set is possible, it
forces the player to play a mixed strategy.
Extensive form is good at revealing dominant and memoryless strategies, it
is also more intuitive than normal form when verifying the correctness of a
solution. However it suﬀers from an exponential blowup in space because
not only all strategies, but also all interactions of strategies are represented
explicitly.
3.4 Normal Form and Fictitious Play
There are several algorithms designed and studied to work with normal form,
they all encapsulate learning through histories of repeated plays. In [6] Brown
suggested an iterative method called ﬁctitious play for computing mixed
strategies Nash equilibrium in 2-person 0-sum games. The method starts
from a pure strategy of a player as an initial approximation and returns one
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UP
DOWN
LEFT
RIGHT
LEFT
RIGHT
4
3
5
2
(a) Game from Example 3.1.2 in exten-
sive form
UP
DOWN
LEFT
RIGHT
LEFT
RIGHT
4
3
2
5
(b) Game from Example 3.2.3 in exten-
sive form
Figure 3.2: Game Examples in Extensive Form
Nash equilibrium of the game.
Here we summarize the main points in this method. Two players with
opposing payoﬀ-objectives can take turns ﬁnding the next best pure counter
strategy against the frequency mix of strategies employed by his opponent
in the past. We write down the two sequence of strategies as H0 for the
history of player 0’s strategies and H1 for the history of player 1’s strategies.
Each strategy generated is suﬃxed by the iteration number. The upper
suﬃx * indicates that these strategies are generated from a ﬁctitious play
process with unbounded recall lengths. Other variations of the method are
also possible with other bounded lengths of H0 and H1.
H0 = σ
∗
0, σ
∗
1, σ
∗
2, . . . , σ
∗
t , . . . (3.1)
H1 = π
∗
0, π
∗
1, π
∗
2, . . . , π
∗
t , . . . (3.2)
Except σ∗0 which was randomly chosen at the beginning, any other strategy
(i.e. best reply) generated in the two sequences at any iteration t ≥ 0 is given
by the following selection criteria:
π∗t = argmin
pi
t∑
i=0
〈σ∗i , π〉 σ∗t = argmax
σ
t−1∑
i=0
〈σ, π∗i 〉 (3.3)
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In Equation 3.3, the ‘arg’ function selects and returns the argument strategy
π and σ which generate the minimum total payoﬀ and maximum total payoﬀ
for the player doing the best response against all strategies of his opponent
seen in the history of the play. Correspondingly, the payoﬀ obtained by the
strategy selected in Equations 3.3 against the frequency mix in Equations
3.1 and 3.2 is given by equations:
Eσ∗t =
1
t
t−1∑
i=0
〈σ∗t , π∗i 〉 Epi∗t =
1
t+ 1
t∑
i=0
〈σ∗i , π∗t 〉 (3.4)
Since payoﬀ is a similar concept to play proﬁles deﬁned in Deﬁnition 2.2.13
in Chapter 2, we treat the notation 〈σ, π〉 polymorphically and borrow it
here and in subsequent chapters for representing payoﬀ received by player0
given the play (σ, π).
In Equation 3.3, notation 〈σ, π∗i 〉 is player 0’s payoﬀ in the play consistent
with strategies σ and π∗i , notation argmax extract the strategy σ of player 0
as the best response σ∗t which gives the maximal cumulative payoﬀ against all
recorded player 1 strategies seen in the history so far (π∗0, π
∗
1, π
∗
2, . . . , π
∗
t−1).
This frequency mix is simply taking each pure strategy into account in the
same manner, that this therefore reﬂects the frequency with which a pure
strategy occurs in that sequence. The equilibrium game value E, if there is
any, is always between the upper bound Eσ∗t and the lower bound Epi∗t at
any iteration t. As t approaches inﬁnity, the method is known to converge to
optimal strategies empirically in Brown’s notes [ 6], this fact is later proved
formally by Julia Robinson in [35] for 2-player 0-sum games.
In Julia Robinson’s proof, an arbitrary ǫ is used to facilitate the proof of
convergence. Mathematically ǫ is not needed if we are willing to forego
termination and allow the number of iterations t to drift to inﬁnity. However
for implementation a sensible ǫ should be selected for termination, this often
requires domain knowledge of the problem and such choices will be discussed
in Chapter 5 when we formally translate parity games into 2-person 0-sum
games in normal form.
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3.4.1 The Fictitious Play method FP*
The outline of the ﬁctitious play method is extracted from Robinson’s proof
[35] and is shown in Figure 3.3. The best payoﬀs each player could respectively
aim for in the game are ﬁrst initialized as min for player1 (line 2) and max
for player 0 (line 3). The history of strategies chosen by players are recorded
in H0 for player 0 and H1 for player 1 in the form of lists. Each subsequent
strategy generated is appended to the end of the corresponding list (line 10,
13). Player 0 ﬁrst chooses a pure strategy σ (line 4), then player 1 ﬁnds
a pure counter strategy π which gives the best overall payoﬀ for player 1
against σ (line 8), records it (line 10) along with the best payoﬀ seen for
player 1 so far (line 9). Line 8 of the method about best reply BR satisﬁes
the ﬁrst equation in Equations 3.3, line 9 of the method about the payoﬀ
obtained by the strategy generated in line 8 satisﬁes the second equation in
Equations 3.4.
Similarly, in line 11 to line 13, the players switch roles. From there onwards
each player takes turns ﬁnding and recording a pure strategy with the best
payoﬀ against the frequency mix of the opponent strategies they have seen
so far, until the gap between max and min is closed. When this method
terminates, it returns the histories of strategies selected by the two players
which is equivalent to the pair of mixed equilibrium strategies.
Example 3.4.1. Illustration of FP* on example from Figure 3.3
• Before the while loop, the max and min are set to positive and negative
inﬁnity, a random strategy is assigned to σ for player 0, in this case,
UP is selected. σ is recorded in the history H0 of player 0. Since ǫ is
normally used for bounds in the accuracy of a solution, i.e. for this
simple game it won’t matter, so we use 0 for ǫ.
• In the ﬁrst iteration, given the payoﬀ matrix for the game from Example
3.1.2 and strategy history of player 0, the best response π is RIGHT and
the new min is 3. π is recorded in H1. Given the strategy history of
player 1 is UP, the best reponse σ is again UP and the new max is also 3
• The interval between max and min is closed in the ﬁrst iteration and
the algorithm terminate and returns 〈UP, LEFT〉.
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1: FP(M)
2: max = +∞
3: min = −∞
4: σ = random player 0 strategy
5: H0 = [σ]
6: H1 = []
7: while (max - min > ǫ) do
8: π = BR(M , H0)
9: min = 1|H0| ×
∑
σ∈H0
〈σ, π〉
10: H1 = H1 ++ [π]
11: σ = BR(M , H1)
12: max = 1|H1| ×
∑
pi∈H1
〈σ, π〉
13: H0 = H0 ++ [σ]
14: end while
15: return (H0, H1)
Figure 3.3: The method of Fictitious Play for game matrix M
Although the method terminates and converges to pure strategies for this
example, it is worth pointing out that if a diﬀerent initial strategy is selected
for player 0, it will never terminate.
Example 3.4.2. Illustration of FP* on example from Figure 3.3
• The same setup is done for this game as in the previous example.
• In iteration 1, π is still LEFT, min is still 3, but σ is updated to DOWN
and max updated to 5.
• In iteration 2, pure best response against the mix of [UP, DOWN] is
LEFT, min = (4+2)/2 = 3. Given history of player 1 [RIGHT, LEFT],
both UP and DOWN of player 0 gives the same average payoﬀ 3.5, the
convention adopted by Robinson’s proof is to select the ﬁrst strategy
encountered which gives the best payoﬀ in tie breaking situations. Hence
UP is selected, and max is updated to 3.5.
• In iteration 3, best response against the mix of [UP, DOWN, UP] is LEFT
and min = (4+2+4)/3 = 3.3. Best response against the mix of [RIGHT,
LEFT, LEFT] is UP and max = (3+4+4)/3 = 3.7.
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• In iteration 4, best response against the mix of [UP, DOWN, UP, UP]
is LEFT by convention and min = (4+2+4+4)/4 = 3.5. Best response
against the mix of [RIGHT, LEFT, LEFT, LEFT] is UP and max =
(3+4+4+4)/4 = 3.8.
• The method continues forever here when ǫ is set to 0.
The ﬁrst thing to recognize in this method is that the runtime complexity of
each BR call is typically exponential with respect to the size of a parity game
(number of vertices) because it traverses through the full set of strategies
of one player and the number of strategies of each player is combinatorially
related to the number of arcs (vertices) in a parity game.
However as we have mentioned the normal form is less reﬁned than the
natural form, structure of strategies from natural form could be selectively
imported into the method through BR. This creates a lot of room for variety
and improvement in concrete implementations of BR and gives us a chance
to reduce the runtime complexity of BR evaluations from exponential to
polynomial, if not in theory then at least in practice. This technique is indeed
exploited by our implementation of BR for parity games which will be seen
in Chapter 6.
It is an interesting idea that games with their natural game rules and strategy
structure hidden away can be solved by a simple and natural process through
the interaction of strategies and learning. However it is also quite clear that
this method is a continuous approximation to convergence and almost never
terminates exactly. Robinson’s proof and ﬁctitious play rely on the deﬁnition
and a choice of ǫ to function. Since computer scientists do not have the
luxury to work with inﬁnity, one can not predict what value should be chosen
for ǫ. Even if an appropriate value could be selected, convergence is not
strictly monotonic, setting ǫ to any value other than 0 would run the risk of
terminating prematurely.
There is also the problem of residual eﬀect of sub-optimal strategies from
past iterations. For termination, ﬁctitious play requires not only all strategies
appearing in history to come from the support of equilibrium strategies for
both players, but also for both players to discover their equilibrium strategy
composition synchronously in the same iteration (line 7, 9, 12). However in
some games this may never happen in a ﬁnite number of iterations. As a
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result ﬁctitious play would never terminate exactly except at inﬁnity or with
an approximation after a huge number of iterations.
These might be the reasons that the method was widely referenced but not
further developed after its conception back in the 1950s. But researchers
did want to ﬁnd out whether this generic method applies to other classes of
games. This is known as the ﬁctitious play property (FPP) [4], FPP is said
to hold for a game if ﬁctitious play converges on the game starting from any
strategy. This property holds for 2-player 0-sum games due to Robinson’s
afore mentioned result.
Throughout the 70s to the 90s, several other classes of games have been identi-
ﬁed to share this property FPP. Some of them include games with symmetric
or identical payoﬀ functions, ordinal potential games, non-degenerating games
etc. These seemingly unrelated classes need a common interpretation. It has
been shown that FPP does not hold in general for all games and in particular
not for degenerative games by Moderer and Sela in [30].
However Moderer and Sela’s proof is quite speciﬁc and relates to a subtle
point in Robinson’s proof about resolving tie breaking situations. In order
for non-convergence to happen, not only games have to be degenerative. In
tie breaking situations, behavior of the best reply of at least one player has
to be non-deterministic or constantly changing for no good reason (i.e. such
changes are not driven by better payoﬀs) so that the learning of the other
player in the past becomes irrelevant.
In practice games which do not have FPP can often be made to converge
by using some simple techniques. Any deterministic and lazy evaluation
algorithm will normally converge for any game since both players will behave
consistently in tie breaking situations. The original paper adopted this
technique implicitly, other techniques may make use of explicit tie breaking
rules, introduce lexicographically deterministic or stochastic perturbations
and so on as discussed in section 3.6 of [33]. These methods all work by
reﬁning the payoﬀ from numerals to objects with more complex structures,
this is similar to what we will do with play proﬁle reﬁnement on parity games
in Chapter 5.
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3.4.2 Total vs. Fixed Length Recalls
We discussed ﬁctitious play in its original ﬂavour and problems associated
with it. We refer to the original version of ﬁctitious play with the notation
FP*, where both players record the entire history of the opponent’s strategies.
Variations of ﬁctitious play with other recall lengths can and have been
studied [38], [34]. For example FP1 allows each player to remember only the
last strategy played by the opponent. Fictitious play of other ﬁxed recall
lengths k > 1 are deﬁned analogously.
We will study ﬁctitious play of ﬁxed recall length and compare them with
ﬁctitious play of unbounded recall lengths using strategy graphs. Nodes in
the strategy graph are strategies of players, each node/strategy is identiﬁed
by the label marked on it. Each directed edge between two nodes represents
best response computed by ﬁctitious play of ﬁxed length given any strategy
whether it is pure or mixed. The numbers decorating the edge represent the
best payoﬀ secured by the strategy at the source node for its owner. The min
player secures the upper bound of the interval, and the max player secures
the lower bound of the interval. We start by looking at the strategy graph of
FP1 on some of the examples studied.
L
U
D
R
(-, 5)
(3, -)
(-, 3)
(2, -)
L
U
D
R
(-, 4)
(3, -)
(-, 5)
(2, -)
Figure 3.4: Strategy graphs of FP1 for Example 3.1.2 and Example 3.2.3
In Figure 3.4, the strategy graph of Example 3.1.2 is shown on the left and
that of Example 3.1.2 is shown on the right. There is a converging cycle of
length 2, U and R, in the strategy graph of game 3.1.2, both players detect
and conﬁrm each other’s best payoﬀ and best strategy as optimal. Another
feature in the graph is that a play always ﬂows into a sink no matter where
it is started. This is expected because for any ﬁctitious play with ﬁxed recall
length, there are only ﬁnitely many disctinct mixed strategies and therefore
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ﬁnitely many nodes in the strategy graph. Since there is an out-going edge
from each node, by pigeon hole principle, there is always going to be at least
one sink cycle in the graph. There can be more sinks in strategy graphs with
larger games which we will encounter later.
Cycles in a strategy graph can be converging in the case of game in Example
3.1.2, in which case the algorithm terminates returning the witness strategy
pair, or it can be non-converging as in the case of the game in Example 3.2.3,
and FP1 will continue for ever in a non-converging cycle of length 4. We go
on to look at the strategy graph of this game using FP2 in Figure 3.5.
L
U UDR
(3, -)
(-, 4)
RL
DU
LL
UULR
UU
RR
D R
L D
U
(-, 5) (3, -)
(-, 3.5)
(3, -)
(-, 4)
(-, 5)
(2, -)(-, 4)
(3, -) (3, -)
(-, 3.5)
(4, -)
(-, 5)
(2, -)
Figure 3.5: Strategy graphs of FP2 for Example 3.2.3, equilibrium strategies
of player 0 are coloured in green, no equilibrium strategy of player
1 is detected
From previous examples we already know the mixed strategy of R and L is
optimal for player 1, they are shaded in a diﬀerent colour in the strategy graph.
Computation of FP2 passes through two occurrences of this combination
unaware of them being the optimal strategy because the best payoﬀ 3.5
secured by player 1 is not conﬁrmed by player 0 from the other side of the
interval. Again no matter where the play is started, it continues for ever in a
cycle of length 8 and FP2 again fails to terminate for this game.
Another observation in the strategy graph with FP2 is that the mixed strategy
UU appeared twice in the graph where as the combinations of pure strategies
DD never appeared in the graph. UU occurs twice because the play is not
memoryless. Depending on the mixed strategy seen in the previous step, UU
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will move to a diﬀerent node. Fictitious play together with a ﬁxed recall
length and the payoﬀ matrix can be seen as a set of grammars which generate
well formed strings for plays. Not all strings are well formed, such as in the
case of DD. When the recall length gets longer, even more strings will be
rejected by the language. However since the set of strings rejected is much
smaller than those accepted, it will be interesting to see if the set of excluded
strings could be used to classify games such that they could be solved more
eﬃciently. Because FP3 is similar to FP2 and does not generate any progress
for this particular game, we will skip it and look at FP4 directly in Figure
3.6.
UUDU LLLL
DUUURLLLUDUU
RRLL
LRRL
L
R
U LLLL
DDUURLLLUDDURRLLUUDD
RRRL
UUUD
LRRR
LLRR UUUULLLRUUUUUUUU
D
(-, 3.5)
(-, 3.5)
(-, 3.5)
(-, 3.5)
(3.5, -)
(3.5, -)
(3.5, -)
(3.5, -)
(-, 4)
(3, -)
(3, -)
(3, -)
(3, -)
(3, -)
(3, -)
(-, 4)
(-, 3.75)
(-, 4.25)
(-, 4.25)
(-, 3.75)
(-, 3.75)
Figure 3.6: Strategy graphs of FP4 for Example 3.2.3, equilibrium strategies
of player 0 are coloured in green, and equilibrium strategies of
player 1 are coloured in red.
At this juncture since we are more interested in the sink stage of a strategy
graph, in order to reduce the size of the graph and make it more readable, I
have ommitted the play developments from strategy history of length 1 up
to the ﬁrst occurrences of strategy history of length 4, these developments
are not essential to our discussion and are deterministic and can be easily
worked out by hand. Again optimal composition of strategies are marked in
diﬀerent colours for each player. This time, depending on where the game
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is started, FP4 may or may not terminate. If the game is started from L,
the method will terminate by the "second" iteration because both players
synchorounously discover and conﬁrm each other’s optimal strategy and
payoﬀ. However if the game is started from any of the nodes U, D or R, FP4
will fail to terminate because within the sink cycle of length 16 around the
border of the graph, the two players’ best responses never got the chance to
be synchoronized. As a matter of fact it won’t converge even if we increase
the recall length further.
1: FP(M)
2: maxg = +∞
3: ming = −∞
4: σ = random player 0 strategy
5: σg = σ
6: πg =null
7: H0 = [σ]
8: H1 = []
9: while (maxg - ming > 0) do
10: π = BR(M , H0)
11: min = 1|H0| ×
∑
σ∈H0
〈σ, π〉
12: if min > ming then
13: ming =min
14: σg = H0
15: end if
16: H1 = H1 ++ [π]
17: σ = BR(M , H1)
18: max = 1|H1| ×
∑
pi∈H1
〈σ, π〉
19: if max < maxg then
20: maxg = max
21: πg = H1
22: end if
23: H0 = H0 ++ [σ]
24: end while
25: return (σg, πg)
Figure 3.7: FP modiﬁed for termination with bounded recall lengths
This observation immediately suggests a small improvement to the ﬁctitious
play method to give us a terminating algorithm when used with ﬁxed recall
lengths. The modiﬁed algorithm is given in Figure 3.7. The trick is to allow
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each player to ﬁnd and cache their best response so far globally at each
stage, so that as long as their global best payoﬀ is conﬁrmed by each other,
they will be able to terminate with the cached pair of optimal strategies.
The resulting algorithm is no longer an approximation, and ǫ is replaced by
exactly 0.
Another observation from the strategy graphs of the game in Example 3.2.3
is that for any FPi, the length of a non-converging cycle is at least 4i. This
observation can be generalized to any recall lengths with any number of
strategies. We will touch this topic again when we discuss the interesting
distribution of parity games not solved by ﬁctitious plays of a particular
recall length in Chapter 5.
Naturally we want to ask what is the minimal recall length required to
solve a game in general because the algorithm partly permutes through all
combination of pure strategies of a player up to the size of the recall length.
Runtime of the algorithm grows exponentially with the recall length. For
this question obviously the recall length has to be larger than the size of the
support for each players. For example if the equilibrium strategy of player 0
requires 4 distinct strategies in its support, we are not going to detect this
equilibrium strategy with the algorithm using recall length 3.
On the other hand, ﬁnding equilibrium mixed strategy is about ﬁnding
the proportions to the mix. The recall length required to solve a game is
also related to the sum of the integer coeﬃcients of the minimal discrete
representation of the mixed equilibrium strategy. If the recall length is
smaller than the minimal sum of integer coeﬃcients on all support strategies,
the algorithm will never be able to reach the optimal composition discretely.
To make this intuition concrete, we take an example of an abstract game in
which the equilbrium strategy of player 0 has two pure strategies σ1 and σ2 in
its support. The known equilibrium mixed strategy requires 2 portions of σ1
and 7 portions of σ2. For such a game we are not going to detect equilibrium
with ﬁctitious play of recall length smaller than 9, simply because any recall
length smaller than 9 will not allow the algorithm to partly permute through
all combinations of pure strategies to detect this proportion.
For example ﬁctitious play of recall length 3 will not solve the game in
Example 3.2.3 since the least common multiple of 1 and 3 is 3 and the
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corresponding sum of integer coeﬃcients is 4. However we can only take
this as a lower bound on the recall length required and not as an upper
bound because the presence of a non-converging cycle at a particular recall
length does not necessarily imply convergence to mixed strategies. This is
illustrated by the following game in Figure 3.8
LEFT RIGHT Y
UP 4 3 3.5
DOWN 2 5 2.5
X 3.8 4 3.6
Figure 3.8: A game of pure equilibrium but with non-converging cycles when
running in FP1
In this game, the only equilibrium is at 〈X, Y〉, and this is a pure strategy
equilibrium. However when FP1 is used to compute the equilibrium, there
will be a non-converging cycle of length 4 exactly like in the game in Example
3.2.3, when the play is started from any of the nodes UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT.
The game is immediately solved by FP2, when player 0 discovers a better pure
strategy with longer memory and is able to lift herself from the non-converging
sink of a lower rank.
With these ideas in mind, a complete and exact algorithm can be designed
by successively chaining ﬁctitious plays of increasing recall lengths. The
incremental algorithm will be at least as eﬃcient as any approximating
ﬁctitious play with total recalls, this will be demonstrated experimentally
in later chapters when the algorithm is adapted for solving parity games.
Fictitious play of bounded recalls, when chained together, guarantees this to
happen discretely, even though sometimes it could take a detour to longer
recalls, like in the case of the game in Example 3.8.
This algorithm is in principle similar to other well known algorithms such
as support enumeration [33](chapter 3) and Lemke Howson’s algorithm [29]
which will not be discussed here. However successive chaining of ﬁctitious
play should perform better in general because the search is selective and
directional, not all combinations of strategies are well formed and searched
with this method.
FP converges to pure strategies for game with payoﬀ matrix M if and only
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if such pure equilibrium strategies exists in the matrix. In particular with
reference to games like the one in Example 3.8, it can be said that FP is not a
particularly eﬃcient algorithm when it is known beforehand that there exists
pure optimal strategies for the problem. On the other hand, it is known that
Nash equilibria for 2-person 0-sum games can be computed eﬃciently with
linear programming. In each iteration of the algorithm, FP traverses through
the entire row or column of the matrix for all columns/rows registered in the
history, the algorithm will access each element of the matrix at least once in
addition to the cumulative eﬀect of initial sub-optimal strategies. However
linear programming techniques will only need to access each entry of the
matrix once when pure strategy equilibrium exists.
The advantage of FP is in ﬁnding mixed strategies. More speciﬁcally it ﬁnds
the composition of mixed strategies. So ﬁctitious play is a good candidate
when the problem is not known to converge only to pure strategy equilibra,
or if when it is impossible to enumerate the strategies, such as in a learning
environment where the strategy space is growing over time, or when due
to the constraints of the environment the full set of strategies is unknown
at any stage. This being said, ﬁctitious play chaining is still an interesting
albeit ineﬃcient algorithm, but it is worth exploring as a practical solution
because we will see in Chapter 5 that the distribution of games unsolved 2
by ﬁctitious play up to certain recall lengths favors a quick termination in
general.
3.5 Extensive Form and Backward Induction
Games in extensive form can be solved using backward induction. This works
by each player taking turns to evaluate their decision and payoﬀ from the
terminal nodes back to the root node. Each player will choose an optimal
decision based on payoﬀs already evaluated at all his current successor nodes,
and such action and its outcome are propagated backward to its predesessor
in the chain until the action at root node is also determined.
Since a play starting from any vertex in a parity game can be treated exactly
2A game not solved by fictitious play due to the presence of strategy cycles does not
imply non-termination. These strategy cycles can be detected by keeping a list of
strategies seen.
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as a perfect information sequential game, it ﬁts the model of extensive form
perfectly. We will study backward induction using the parity game given in
Example 2.1. But before doing that, the game needs to be translated into
extensive form.
The transformation is accomplished by unfolding the game graph into a tree
using depth ﬁrst search. Starting from the initial vertex of the play each
out-going edge is probed in turn, the ﬁrst vertex encountered twice along the
same path marks the leaf node in a branch, then the search will backtrack
to ﬁnd alternative branches and paths until all branches are explored. The
payoﬀ associated with each leaf node is obtained by the highest priority
occurring between the leaf node and its second occurrence in the same path.
Using Example 2.1 for our study, its extensive form is shown in Figure 3.9.
After the extensive form of the game is obtained, backward induction starts
by examining each leaf node in turn.
We look at a concrete branch to illustrate the operation of backward induction.
The branch we want to examine is v0 → v1 → v2 → v5 → v2. The branch
terminates at v2, after 4 arcs expanding from v0 because a cycle of v2 →
v5 → v2 is encountered. In this cycle the maximal priority (among v5 and
v2) is 4. Hence the arcs v2 → v5 and v5 → v2 are labeled with 4.
However at the ﬁrst occurrence of v2 in this branch, there are two more
out-going arcs at v2 available for expansion, one of them into v0, and the
other into v1. Since Vertices v0 and v1 both induce a cycle of maximum
priority 5, the arcs v2 → v1 and v2 → v0 are lableled with 5.
Because vertex v2 is owned by player 0, and 4 is more favourable than 5 to
player 0, hence the sub-branch of v2 → v5 → v2 is selected and highlighted
(with darkened edges). Accordingly priority 4 is propagated back and labeled
on to the preceding arc v1 → v2. At vertex v1 in this branch, there is also
another out-going arc v1 → v0 with payoﬀ 5 competing with the current
branch. As vertex v1 is owned by player 1, and priority 5 is more favourable
than priority 4 to player 1, the sub-branch v1 → v0 is selected and hightlighted
(with darkened edge). This priority 5 is then propagated back to the preceding
arc v0 → v1.
Other branches in the graph are evaluated in a similar manner. Everytime a
branch node is evaluated, the chosen branch will be highlighted in boldface,
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and the priority induced by the branch is propagated back towards the root
node in turn.
When tie breaking situations appear in extensive form, an arbitrary choice is
made and when this happens the selected arc is highlighted in blue colour.
After all the nodes are determined, we can read the equilibrium strategy
prescribed in extensive form by following the chosen arcs. This will result
in the readings of v0 → v1, v1 → v0 being selected. However if we want to
determine the actions on other vertices in the game, we will have to translate
the game graph again starting from other initial vertices, although this time,
the game graph is shorter since two vertices are already determined.
Extensive form often induces memory dependent pure strategies on nodes in
the same information set. This means games with mixed equilibrium will
see inconsistent pure strategies selected at diﬀerent occurrences of nodes in
the same information set. However if it is known that a pure memoryless
strategy exists, a unique consistent decision could be made for all information
sets. This could be used as a principle for resolving tie breaking situations.
In the case of v1, the edge v1 → v0 can be selected for all its occurrences
throughout the graph.
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Figure 3.9: Search path of backward induction working with extensive form
of the game in Example 2.1 starting from vertex V0
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4 Experimental Infrastructure
The research carried out in this thesis is mostly driven by experiments,
we devote this chapter to setting up the backstage of the research. The
workbench is not in a state in which it can be made publicly available as
an open-source project at the time of writing. The ﬁrst section of this
chapter brieﬂy overviews the programming environment, third party tools
and hardware involved for carrying out the research and presenting results,
which might be relevant for evaluating results from experiments. The second
section discusses the data sets implemented, collected and used for testing,
comparing algorithms as well as for validating queries and conjectures. The
third section introduces a query language we have implemented to extract
algorithmic information from parity games in the data sets. The fourth section
outlines the workbench we built in conjunction with the query language which
facilitates streamlined test data creation, retrieval and analysis. The rest of
the chapter talks about how this workbench is used in practice.
4.1 Tools, Softwares and Environment
Implementation work in this research is written entirely in Java. Unless
otherwise stated, most of the experiments are conducted on a 64 bit Intel
Core i5 machine with 8GB of memory. All algorithms are implemented single
threaded so one core of the processor is used each time for computation. For
communicating parity games and solutions visually, we came across an open
source project GraphViz during the early stage of the research. GraphViz
was initially an AT&T project and was long deprecated at the point when
this research started, therefore we only inherited from the project, the DOT
description format, and rolled out our own graph layout algorithm in Java.
An example of the description format can be found in Figure 4.6, the de-
scription is shown to the left of the actual game graph. Even though our
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implementation supports several diﬀerent description formats, for legacy
reasons, games from all the data sets in our research are translated into and
recorded in the DOT format each in a standalone text ﬁle.
4.2 Test Data
Parity games in our data sets come mainly from 3 distinct sources. The ﬁrst
source is a collection of families of games deﬁned in PGSolver 1 [18] by Oliver
Friedmann and Martin Lange. Around 10,000 games are generated using
their tool and imported into our database, these games range from dozens
of vertices to a few thousand vertices. They are often used at the last stage
of a query or experiment to verify a solver is eﬃcient and robust on larger
games known to have worst case runtime with well studied algorithms.
The second source comes from the full set of unique 4 vertices and 6 vertices
games. These games are generated as a cartesian product of all unique non-
isomorphic graph instances and all unique permutations of vertex priority
assignment. All algorithmic queries are always tested against this source for
correctness. The 4 vertices data set contains over 403,000 game instances
and occupies about 20GB of disk space. The 6 vertices data set contains
around 7,000,000 game instances, and for practical reasons, they are not
recorded as static ﬁles but are generated on the ﬂy when used. Experiments
using the 6 vertices data set, only record interesting cases when traversing
through the entire set. These games are often used ﬁrst to test correctness
of prototype algorithms as they are predictable, small and easy to verify by
hand. A portion of the games are built into the source code as part of the
ﬁtness tests of our implementations.
The third source brings together several classes of randomly generated games.
These games are generated in a spirit similar to the Fisher-Yates algorithm
for generating random permutations of a ﬁnite set.
The most important class from this source is 11 groups of 6, 8, 10, 12, 24,
32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 vertices games. In each vertex group, around
200,000 games are generated. In these games, players own the same number
of vertices in each game. The generation procedure goes as follows. At the
1Publicly available via http://wwwtcs.ifi.lmu.de/pgsolver.
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beginning, n unique priorities are elected where n is the number of vertices
in the game, then these priorities are each assigned randomly to one of the
vertices in the game. Afterwards, for each number k from log n to log n2, we
generate a set of games with k out bound arcs at each vertex while avoiding
self loops and dead ends, these random arcs will be added to the game until
the out-degree is saturated at each vertex. The size of each set is determined
in such a way that the total number of game instances in each vertex group
would be roughly 200,000.
This particular range of out-degree is used throughout games of all sizes
because we believe it is a good spot for ’hard’ games. Often games too
sparsely or too heavily connected are easy to solve. The conclusion is drawn
from observation, when subjected to our new algorithms, of run length
patterns of games with varying out-degrees and varying sizes. Typically most
of the ’harder’ instances with longer run lengths are found in games with
out-degree that is a constant multiple of log n where n is the size of the game.
To illustrate this point we show one of the comparisons in experiments we
conduct on games with 1024 vertices in Figure 4.1. There are two data sets
in this comparison, each having 100,000 game instances. The ﬁrst data set
has out-degree 20, and the second data set has out-degree 100.
Out-Degree 20 100
Average Runtime 4.176s 9.331s
Average Run-length 5.0309 3.7383
Max Run-length 12 6
No. of Unsolved Games 12 0
Figure 4.1: Comparing ’hardness’ of games with 1024 vertices on diﬀerent
out-degree using the ﬁctitious play algorithm.
To make sense of the information in the table, we ﬁrst need to have a basic
understanding of the time complexity of the ﬁctitious play algorithm applied
to parity games. Since we have not introduced the algorithm on parity games
formally, we will only give a high level understanding of the algorithm’s time
complexity here. Fictitious play on parity game is an iterative algorithm.
The inner loop of the algorithm solves single player parity games and is
reducable to a reachability problem, hence the worst time complexity of
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the inner loop is n3 log n where n is the number of vertices in the game.
The exact number of iterations it takes to solve the game is not known at
this stage. Part of the aim and focus in this research is to cast an eﬃcient
worst time bound on the number of iterations without increasing the time
complexity of the inner loop. Hence we are more interested in the number of
iterations than the run time for solving a game.
In the table, games with out-degree 20 takes 4 seconds to solve on average
whereas games with out-degree 100 takes about 9 seconds to solve. The
diﬀerence is fully explained by the diﬀerence in the number of arcs. However
these games with out-degree 20 has both larger average number of iterations
and larger maximum number of iterations seen than their counterparts with
out-degree 100. Further more there are 12 games in the data set of out-degree
20 games unsolved due to the presence of strategy cycles whereas the other
data set is solved completely. This observation extends to games of all sizes
and all out-degrees. Since our aim is to improve the number of iterations
and to eliminate strategy cycles, we ﬁx the parameters and variables in the
experiments in such a way that runtime across data sets with diﬀerent game
sizes reﬂects the complexity in the number of iterations only. For this class
of the data sets, the out-degree range of log n to log n2 is selected so that we
have a better chance of ﬁnding ’harder’ games.
Other games from the third source are generated bespoke to queries and
experiments with special needs. As an example, not ﬁnding a witness for an
existential query (which serves for a game on which an algorithm exhibits
a speciﬁed behavior) does not necessarily mean such a witness cannot be
found in general. When this happens, a brute force game generator is used
to search for test games systematically over an extended period of time, and
when such witness games are found, they are also added to the database.
Another example is for games with speciﬁc structural properties, such as
fully connected games, or games with ﬁxed in-degree and out-degree. We
will discuss them in more detail when they arise.
4.2.1 Potential Bias in Random Games
The ﬁrst caveat when working with random games generated this way is that
the quality of randomness we get deteriorates over game size. The default
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pseudorandom number generator in Java can only express 264 permutation
possibilities. This is ﬁne for games with 12 vertices or less. But for games with
24 vertices or more, only a tiny fractions of all possible game permutations
would ever be generated as 24!≫ 264. This aﬀects both priority assigments
to vertex and random arcs generation. Conclusions we draw from larger
random games should therefore be taken with a pinch of salt.
Another problem with random games that is hard to deal with is structural
isomorphisms in games generated. Games can be isomorphic to each other
even when they are treated as diﬀerent permutations within the algorithm
generating priority assignments and arcs assignments. Game generators have
no eﬃcient ways of foreseeing such duplicates since this problem has no
known polynomial time solution. These isomorphic games do not introduce
any bias by themselves because graph isomophism uniformly applies to all
permutations in the game space. However it does amplify the problem we see
with pseudorandom number generators when such isomophic games occur.
On the other hand, in practice, as the game size gets larger, it becomes
extremely diﬃcult to see isomorphic games anyway since our data set is so
small.
These problems do not mean that the data sets we generate for larger games
are completely worthless in ﬁnding interesting games. If interesting games
were to appear uniformly in the space of all games up to certain size, they
should equally ﬁnd a place in the data set generated even though the dataset
is biased. Otherwise it would suggest a cheap way of isolating diﬃcult games
using merely random game generators in which case the bias introduced, all
the more unlikely, will be a good thing to have. These games are still useful
for queries which are qualitative in nature, such as for ﬁnding a witness
game with certain run-length for an algorithm. It is only when we want
to draw quantitative conclusions about distributions of some properties in
larger games that precautions should be exercised.
4.3 A Query Language for Parity Games
Experimental work for solvers of parity game by and large focuses on the
optimization of the underlying algorithms and their data structures [37], [36].
Such optimizations improve performance but make fair comparisons between
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solvers harder. It is widely recognized that no meaningful set of benchmarks
for parity games is presently available. On the other hand some games
which are otherwise diﬃcult to solve may be solved eﬃciently by the same
solver after being processed by a few preprocessors [2]. These preprocessors
generally do not solve a game by themselves, but seek to simplify games
in polynomial time without aﬀecting the game value. They may remove
vertices and arcs or change priorities in ways favoured by the solvers trying
to solve the game. When designing new algorithms and preprocessors for
parity games, we typically ask questions like these:
• Is a certain class of games completely solved by a preprocessor?
• Is there a game not solved by a preprocessor?
• If a game is not solved by a preprocessor, what is the residual game?
• Would certain combinations of several preprocessors be able to solve a
class of games completely which they would not able to solve individu-
ally?
• What is the maximum number of iterations/depth of recursions we
could expect from a recursive preprocessor given a class of games?
In [18] the authors propose to use a generic solver that ﬁrst does some
preprocessing, then uses optimized solvers on special residual games (e.g.
one-player games and decomposition into strongly connected components),
and then only uses an input solver on residual games that cannot be further
optimized. Experimental results show that this approach can produce vast
speed-ups and that Zielonka’s algorithm performs surprisingly well within
that generic solver scheme.
Alloy [22] is a language and analysis tool in which abstractions of systems
can be expressed and validated. These abstractions, speciﬁed in a style
reminiscent to that of Z [39], can be queried with formulae of ﬁrst-order logic
plus transitive closure to ask whether there is a model of this abstraction
that satisﬁes the query. This analysis puts bounds on the model size and is
thus incomplete in general. Our approach also realizes such a “model ﬁnder”:
a database of games serves as abstraction of all games and has implicit size
restrictions, queries are ﬁrst-order logic expressions, and our method is also
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incomplete since databases are ﬁnite. This problem is in part alleviated by
the brute force random game generator which runs continually in the back
ground to help produce a witness if there is any.
4.3.1 Algebra of preprocessors
We now provide a simple speciﬁcation language for preprocessors that ab-
stracts away low-level programming details and focuses on how to compose
preprocessors out of more basic ones.
The preprocessors we consider are generated as regular expressions
p ::= a | p; p | p+ | f(p)
where a ranges over a set of atomic preprocessors (which can thus accom-
modate any externally supplied preprocessors), p1; p2 denotes the sequential
composition of preprocessors p1 and p2 in that order, p
+ denotes the iteration
of the preprocessor p, and f(p) is the “lifting” of preprocessor p by a function
f . Atomicity and sequential composition are natural concepts for construct-
ing preprocessors. The meaning of the other clauses is best explained by
means of examples, where we write res(G, p) to denote the game output by
preprocessor p on input game G, also called the residual game of G under p.
Two priority-simplifying atomic preprocessors.
Let a1 be an atomic preprocessor that checks on game G, only once for each
vertex v with ρ(v) ≥ 2, whether there is any cycle in the game graph through
v and through some vertex w with ρ(w) = ρG(v) − 1. If there is no such
cycle (in particular, if there is no cycle through v at all), a1 updates ρ(v) by
subtracting 2 from it. In the game in Figure 4.2, e.g., a1 could decrement
priority 5 at vertex v2 to 3, since there is no vertex with priority 4 in any
cycles through v2. Then a1 could decrement priority 2 at vertex v5 to 0,
since v2 isn’t on any cycle, etc.
Preprocessor a2 similarly explores each vertex v with ρ(v) > 0 once. If all
cycles through v have a vertex w with ρ(v) < ρ(w), then update ρ(v) to 0.
In the game in Figure 4.2, e.g., this could reset the priority of vertex v6 from
2 to 0, since all cycles through v6 also go through v2 which has priority 5.
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Figure 4.2: An 8-vertices parity game with 9 arcs, and its solution. All
vertices are won by player 1, and so the solution consists only of
her strategy, indicated by boldface arcs.
Preprocessor a1 is not idempotent: running it twice may get a simpler game
than running it once (e.g., the ﬁrst run may change a 5 into a 3, which then
allows a 6 that was “blocked” by that 5 to change to 4). For input game G,
preprocessor a+1 keeps applying a1 until reaching a ﬁxed point. Preprocessor
a+1 preserves the initial game graph and terminates on all games, as seen
through the well-founded ordering
G ≺A1 G′ iﬀ
∑
v∈VG
ρ(v) <
∑
v∈V ′
G
ρG′(v)
.
For any preprocessor p, iteration p+ is well deﬁned iﬀ there is a well-founded
ordering ≺p on games such that for all games G we have res(G, p) ≺P G. A
preprocessor p is idempotent iﬀ p; p and p have the same eﬀect on all games
G. Then p+ is well deﬁned with discrete well-founded ordering. Generally,
all well deﬁned p+ are idempotent preprocessors.
Preprocessor using index-3 abstraction
Atomic preprocessor a3 operates on gameG as follows. It generates a sequence
of index-3 games that have the same game graph as G and whose winning
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regions for one player σ are also won for that player in G. Any such winning
regions are deleted from G (technically, closed up under σ-attractors), and a
new such sequence of index-3 games is generated on the resulting game until
the game no longer simpliﬁes. For example, if G initially has index 5, one
such index-3 abstraction turns priority 4 into priority 2, priorities 3 and 5
into 1, and all other priorities into 0. Any vertex v won by player 1 in this
modiﬁed game, can ensure that any path from v in G has either inﬁnitely
many priorities 3 or 5, and only ﬁnitely many priorities 4. Any such vertex
is thus certain to be won by player 1 in G.
The game in Figure 4.2, e.g., is solved completely by the composed prepro-
cessor a1; a3.
A preprocessor transformation
The lifting clause f(p) has as intuition that f is a device that lifts the
eﬀectiveness of preprocessor p. We give an example, lft, such that lft(a3) acts
on G as follows. It considers each vertex v of G with at least two outgoing
arcs in turn: for all pairs of such outgoing arcs, it creates two subgames
(which implement only one of these arcs and removes all other outgoing
arcs of v), and run a3 on these subgames. If a3 decides for some vertex
z in VG a diﬀerent winner in each subgame, vertex v is won in G by the
player who owns it (since a3 correctly classiﬁes winners of deleted vertices in
input games and since vertices not won by their owner cannot display such
observable diﬀerences), and no further pairs of subgames for v need to be
considered. Thus lft(a3) also correctly classiﬁes winners of vertices it deletes.
The residual game res(G, lft(a3)) is obtained from G by removing all vertices
v (and their arcs) whose winners are decided in this manner. By induction,
this is also sound for higher-order lifts lftk(p) with k ≥ 1, where f1(p) is
deﬁned as f(p) and fn+1(p) as f(fn(p)). We note that fk(p) generally does
not have the same eﬀect as the k-fold sequential composition of f(p) with
itself.
Requirements on preprocessors.
Although our algebra for preprocessors is very general, we impose four
requirements on all preprocessors implementable in our workbench:
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1. the game graph of res(G, p) is a sub-graph of the game graph of G
2. the preprocessor p decides (correctly) the winners of all vertices of G
that are no longer vertices in res(G, p)
3. for each vertex v on the game graph of res(G, p), its winner is the same
in both games G and res(G, p) and
4. for each vertex of res(G, p), its priority in res(G, p) is no larger than
its priority in G.
Preprocessors p meeting these four requirements have well deﬁned p+, since
they all have a well founded order G ≺ G′, deﬁned as rank(G) < rank(G′)
for the rank function
rank(G) = |VG |+ |EG |+
∑
v∈VG
ρ(v)
The ﬁrst requirement limits manipulations of the game graph to deletions
of vertices and arcs. The remaining requirements ensure that preprocessing
determines the winners of deleted vertices, does not change the winners of
vertices that remain after preprocessing, and does not increase the priorities
of vertices.
A composition pattern.
We illustrate the utility of our algebra for composition preprocessors. Let
p1, . . . , pn be preprocessors for which p
+
i is well deﬁned, and π a permutation
of {1, . . . , n}. Then 〈p1, . . . , pn〉pi is deﬁned to be (p+pi1 ; . . . ; p+pin)+. This
is well deﬁned since each pi has a well-founded ordering ≺pi and so their
lexicographical ordering is a well-founded ordering for 〈p1, . . . , pn〉pi. For
example, for n = 3, for pi being a1, and for π being (2, 3, 1) this yields the
preprocessor (a+2 ; a
+
3 ; a
+
1 )
+.
Query language.
The query language for our workbench is a fragment of ﬁrst-order logic where
formulae are closed and contain only a single and top-most quantiﬁcation.
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The grammar for queries is given by
q ::= ∀G : b | ∃G : b
where G is a ﬁxed variable that ranges over all games in a speciﬁed set of
games D (a database), and b is the yet unspeciﬁed body that can only mention
variable G, which binds to games G. The grammar for b is extendable. For
now, we will freely use relational and functional symbols within b in examples.
Figure 4.3 depicts examples of queries. Query (4.1) asks whether there is a
game in the database that is resilient to preprocessor p, since the equality
G = res(G, p) means that p cannot simplify anything in game G. If p happens
to be a very powerful preprocessor, a witness game G for the truth of this
query may then be a good benchmark for solvers.
Query (4.2) asks whether preprocessors p and q have the same eﬀect on all
games of the database. If so, this does of course not necessarily imply that
they have the same eﬀect in general. This pattern has many uses, we mention
two: Firstly, for q being p; p, e.g., we can test whether p is idempotent on
games from our database. Secondly, if q is an optimization of p, we can test
whether this optimization is correct for games in our database (a form of
regression testing).
For an example of the second kind, let p be a; lft(a) and q be lft(a). Query (4.2)
then tests on our database whether lft might be monotone in that it also
does all the simpliﬁcations done by its argument a. This is not generally
true as lft(a) only uses a conditionally, to probe whether certain vertices are
won by certain players; it does not use a directly on the input game.
In query (4.3), Sol(G, p, 0) denotes those vertices, if any, that preprocessor p
classiﬁes as being won by player 0 in game G. If p is a solver or a preprocessor
that does decide the winners of some vertices, this query therefore checks
whether p is correctly implemented (relative to the trusted implementation
of some solver).
A subset of the syntax
The implemented query language is seen in Figure 4.4. Over time, as the
queries we need to work with became ever more complex many more features
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∃G : G = res(G, p) (4.1)
∀G : res(G, p) = res(G, q) (4.2)
∀G : Sol(G, p, 0) ⊆ Sol(G,TrustedSolver, 0) (4.3)
Figure 4.3: Example query patterns, instantiable with preprocessors p and q.
QueryLanguage := QueryType GVar : Constraints
QueryType := ALL | SOME
Constraints := (Constraint) | (NOT Constraints) |
(Constraints AND Constraints) | (Constraints OR Constraints}
Constraint := Fragment == Fragment | Number >= Number | Number <= Number |
Number > Number | Number < Number | Vertices SUBSET Vertices |
Arcs SUBSET Arcs | Priorities SUBSET Priorities
Fragment := Game | Vertices | Arcs | Number | Priorities
Game := GVar | RESIDUAL(Game, Prep) | SG(Game, Prep)
Vertices := SOLUTION(Game, Prep, Player) | VERTICES(Game)
Arcs := ARCS(Game)
Number := COUNT(Vertices) | COUNT(Arcs) | COUNT(Priorities) | RT(Game, Prep)
RL(Game, Prep) | CL(Game, Prep) | HEIGHT(Game)
Priorities := Priorities(Game)
Player := X | Y
Prep := Atom | Prep; Prep | L(Prep) | P(Prep) | (Prep)+
Atom := A1 | A2 | A3 | EXP | FP1 | DSI | FP* | FP*FP1
Figure 4.4: Subset (relevant for this thesis) of query language implemented
in our workbench.
have been patched into the language.
There are three groups in the query language. The ﬁrst group speciﬁes that
formulae have a single quantiﬁcation and a body built from an adequate set
of propositional connectives: NOT, AND, OR. The second group lists supported
predicates, that allow reasoning about the game for its solutions, vertices,
arcs, strategies, and priorities. For example, SOLUTION(G, A, X) returns
those vertices of the game that preprocessor A decides to be won by player
X – our keyboard encoding for player 0; player 1 is encoded by Y. And SG(G,
Prep) returns the strategy graph of a parity game G when applied by a
preprocessor such as ﬁctitious play, HEIGHT(G) returns the longest cycle free
path in a graph G.
The third group speciﬁes preprocessors and their functions, A1 implements
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a+1 , A2 implements a
+
2 , and A3 implements a
+
3 . Preprocessor composition
p; q is implemented as ﬁrst running p on G and then running q on res(G, p).
The iteration p+ is implemented as a repeat-statement that initially runs p
on G and then keeps executing p on the resulting game until a ﬁxed point is
reached. Two types of functions are currently implemented. Function L is a
more complex version of function lft described already on page 63. Function
P is a similar, less eﬃcient transformation of predecessors that is based on
our existing work in [2, 42]. In the sequel, we write PROBE[n](a) for the
preprocessor that initially runs a, then runs P(a), etc., and stops after it has
run the n-th nesting of P on a. For example, PROBE[2](A1;A2;A3) expands
in this manner to the term ((A1;A2;A3; P(A1;A2;A3); P(P(A1;A2;A3)).
Apart from the three aforementioned preprocessors, EXP stands for an imple-
mentation of Zielonka’s algorithm. FP1 stands for ﬁctitious play with recall
length 1, an algorithm we have designed to solve parity games and FP* and
FP*FP1 are ﬁctitious play of inﬁnite recall length and ﬁctitious play shadowed
by FP1.
Functions RT, RL and CL provide summative statistics on the run time, run
length and cycle length of an algorithm. As the language is built up on an
ad hoc basis, some functions are only speciﬁc to certain preprocessors and
algorithms. For example the cycle length function only works with the FP1
algorithm. Run length when applied to iterative algorithms such as FP1 and
DSI counts the number of iterations of the out loop, and when applied to
recursive algorithms such as Zielonka’s algorithm, it counts the number of
recursive calls made by the algorithm.
Example 4.3.1. We give two further examples of how to write queries in
this language:
ALL G : (RESIDUAL(G, L(A1;A2;A3)) SUBSET RESIDUAL(G, L(A2;A3)))
stipulates that all vertices, in all games, that are solved by L with preprocessor
A1;A2;A3 are also solved by the same lifting function with preprocessor A2;A3.
ALL G : (RESIDUAL(G, C(L(L(A2;A3))) SUBSET RESIDUAL(G, EXP))
states that all games are fully solved by iterating two nestings of L when
applied to preprocessor A2;A3. This is so since res(G, EXP) is the “empty”
game for each complete solver EXP.
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Query semantics.
We explain the semantics of query evaluation informally. A model is a
database D. Evaluating query ∃G : b on D either returns an empty list
(saying that no game satisfying b is in the database) or returns a game G
from D satisfying b. Dually, the evaluation of ∀G : b either returns the empty
list (saying that all games in the database satisfy b) or a game G from D
that does not satisfy b. Both of these evaluations require the evaluation of b
on a game G in D, returning a Boolean truth value. That evaluation uses
the interpretations/implementations of relational and functional symbols in
b and the standard semantics of propositional logic to determine whether G
satisﬁes b. In particular, we interpret equality G1 = G2 between games as
structural identity: both games have the same game graph and priorities of
vertices.
Example 4.3.2. Let index(G) evaluate to the index of game G. A game G
satisﬁes (index(G) > 5) ∧ ¬(G = res(G, a+1 )) iﬀ G has index greater than 5
and is not resilient to the preprocessor a+1 . Similarly, query ∃G : (index(G) >
5)∧¬(G = res(G, a+1 )) might return the game in Figure 4.2 from our database;
its index is 6 and it can be simpliﬁed by a∗1 as already discussed.
4.4 The workbench as a webservice
The workbench is a fusion of a parity game solver component, a distributed
online storage facility for parity games supporting simple interfaces, a client
component which talks to data servers, and a query component for analyzing
results stored on the servers and those derived from further computations
on games. The workﬂow of a query on the workbench generally involves
running the same query against millions of games to generate an yes/no
answer, it makes sense to split up the data set into multiple partitions so that
these partitions can be evaluated in parallel if there are multiple computer
available over the network.
4.4.1 Software architecture.
The distributed and highly extendable architecture of our platform for query
execution is shown in Figure 4.5. It is comprised of three parts:
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• At its center, directly interfacing with users, the query server actively
maintains registration of game servers and query execution processes,
manages parsing and interpreting user queries at runtime, and merges
computation results after query executions return from the query
execution group.
• On the right, we have a collection of game servers. Each game server
stores a particular class of parity games and other computed results
related to each game instance. The game server provides a uniform
interface for access of generic information. By default, queries will
be directed to computations about games in all game servers. But
users can specify in the query to only look at results from a particular
game server. Users can also easily inspect data recorded in each server
through a web browser.
• The query execution group contains a collection of parallel processes
responsible for processing a submitted query. Usually each parallel
process is hosted on its own machine, the query execution group,
implemented using JGroup, is self balanced. When a process node is
shut down for whatever reason or when a new process node becomes
available in the group, the group will rebalance itself evenly throughout.
Therefore, process nodes in the group could, in principle, reside on
diﬀerent machines and so facilitate parallelized query execution. When
a query is received by the process group from a query agent, the query
is executed via remote procedure call on each process node, and the
results are merged back at the query agent.
4.4.2 Data model.
Games and their meta-data are distributed over multiple game servers. Each
game stored online is encapsulated in a single resource point. Each resource
point is associated with many scratchpad objects, given in the form of a typed
key/value pair. For example, for a scratchpad associated with a game, a key
may be the name of the game and the value the description of the game.
Games may also have associated scratchpads that record solutions, solver
statistics, etc. Types on the scratchpads are deﬁned by the query agent to
help them access only the data they are interested of.
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Figure 4.5: Overall architecture of the query engine for our workbench. And
the typical sequence of interactions between user and tool.
The system is agnostic toward how scratchpads are being manipulated.
Information submitted and accessed through a registered user account on
the system, is therefore interpreted by users or agents at the client side. This
data model allows our workbench to be smoothly extended to work with
other types of games, e.g. stochastic parity games [10], with similar work
ﬂow requirements.
4.4.3 User session.
Figure 4.6 shows a typical user session in our workbench. This session
takes place on the query server, by that time all the games are already
loaded into the process nodes. The user ﬁrst enters a query as speciﬁed by
the implemented query language, the server will then send the interpreted
query to all query process nodes for local processing. Local results will be
merged back at the query server. If the result is positive for a universally
quantiﬁed query, the server will just return true and no witness is provided;
if a contradiction is found, the server will return false and the associated
witness. An existentially quantiﬁed query will return true and the witness if
a positive example is found, and returns only false otherwise. The witness
will be shown in both the DOT description format and as a graph.
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Figure 4.6: A typical user session on the query server, (1) the user enters
a query; (2) the database of games is searched for a witness;
(3) the interface then displays a game that refutes a universally
quantiﬁed query or veriﬁes an existentially quantiﬁed query (if
applicable).
In this particular session the query asked whether, for all games, all vertices
that are deleted by A1;A2;A3; P(A1;A2;A3) are also deleted by A2;A3;
P(A2;A3). This is not true, and the witness produced is displayed.
4.4.4 Parser and query optimization.
The query parser and processor are rapid prototypes written in Java. There
are many issues with this choice.
It currently does not share common sub-expressions and so the meaning of
such shared expressions is re-computed for each game. The ﬁrst problem
is when the same query fragment appears several times in a query, it is
evaluated multiple times. This is not desirable as some of the more com-
plex query fragments can be expensive to compute. For example if the
same RESIDUAL(RESIDUAL(G, P1), P2) appears multiple times in a query,
although the inner residual function is cached on the game server and the
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query processes, the result for the outer RESIDUAL functions is not, because
there are inﬁnitely many ways such query can be generated, it does not make
sense to cache derivative results, therefore these have to be computed on the
ﬂy, and it could take a long time if the game happens to be resilient to the
preprocessor. However if parsing and interpretation of the query is done in
Prolog, it will evaluate the query predicates up to their base cases, and from
there when it calls back to Java to evaluate one instance of the same string
pattern, it will be bound once and universally throughout the query.
It is cumbersome to deﬁne pattern matching rules and query optimization
paths in Java. This could be more easily implemented in Prolog. It would also
allow us to guide search, so that less expensive sub-expressions get evaluated
ﬁrst and so expensive sub-expressions may not have to be evaluated. Due to
limited capacity, a prolog implementation is left for future work. The current
implementation evaluates conjunctions from left to right. For example, a
conjunctive query may say that the residual of a residual game is empty,
and that the index of the game is 3. Evaluating the latter is much faster
than evaluating the ﬁrst conjunct. Executing a conjunction in which the
second conjunct is much easier to compute than the ﬁrst one when the
query constraints come in the form of (A AND B) where B is much cheaper to
compute than A, it is worthwhile to compute B ﬁrst. Currently, the constraints
are evaluated in left-to-right order.
Because all data about all parity games are loaded into the memory in
uncompressed format, the combined required memory for all process nodes
can be huge. Assuming each game only occupies 10KB in memory, a dataset
of 10 million games requires around 100GB of memory footprint. The
ability to distribute process nodes over machines will help, but won’t achieve
scalability in and of itself.
Two additional solutions suggest themselves. Firstly, we might store Boolean
matrices that record values of atomic query expressions for games. The
complete witness information could then be recomputed for the chosen
witness. Secondly, we might generate games on a hierarchy of game server
arrays that would act like a sieve so that games pass through to higher level
servers only if they “survive” speciﬁed queries. Our experimental evidence
suggests that this second approach can eliminate up to 95 percent of randomly
generated games.
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4.4.5 Using the workbench
We now illustrate how one can use the current workbench prototype to
evaluate and validate preprocessors and solvers. In doing so, we also generate
some games that may serve as a ﬁrst generation of benchmarks for solvers.
Figure 4.7 shows four interesting games, found on a database populated
with more than 100, 000 random 8-vertices games.
Witness (A) is fully solved by PROBE[0](A2;A3) but not by PROBE[2](A3).
That is to say, the game is fully solved by A2;A3 but not by A3; P(A3);
P(P(A3)). This is perhaps surprising since the latter incrementally nests a
lifting function whereas the former does not lift at all. But the latter uses a
slightly weaker preprocessor and this weakness is not being compensated for
in this witness game.
Our experimental results suggest that increasing the nesting of lifting func-
tions, or strengthening the lifting functions with an even simpler nested
preprocessor can immediately solve a game with a more complex preproces-
sor that is at the same level with the one nested inside the lifting function.
This case shows that the features captured by the lifting functions and the
preprocessors from the game are to some extent diﬀerent, inserting an appro-
priate preprocessor could indeed reduce the power required to solve a game.
However it will be interesting to ﬁnd out by how much this extra power will
extend compared to the nesting of lifting functions. Does it stop at a ﬁxed
number of extra liftings or does it really extend up to N which is the total
number of vertices? It will also be useful for us to ﬁnd out exactly what
features in the game are inﬂuencing this extension.
Witness (B) is solved by A2;A3 but not by A1;A2;A3. This seems counter-
intuitive since the initial application of a priority reduction preprocessor
appears to harm the eﬀectiveness of subsequent preprocessing. But A1 may
close some “priority gaps” in the game and those very gaps may enable A2 to
reduce some priority to 0.
This is a little bit counter intuitive at ﬁrst look, it means by applying another
priority reduction preprocessor up front, we could make the game harder to
solve. Actually this is much more often observed than case A because this
indeed happens quite easily. Preprocessor A1 reduces priority gaps in the
game, whereas preprocessor A2 conﬁrms whether a vertex has a non-dominant
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priority in all cycles it participates in and if this is the case, updating its
priority to 0. It could happen that due to A1’s modiﬁcation, a vertex that
should be a lax vertex in A2 can no longer be marked so and A3 in this
particular conﬁguration just depend on that vertex being marked lax to solve
the game completely. The interference of preprocessors does happen when
diﬀerent algorithms are composed together, they can give us unexpected
results.
Witness (C) is solved by A2;A3 or by L(A2;A3) but not by L(L(A2;A3)).
This means that the non-idempotent lifting function L is not always more
powerful than its previous nesting version. Witness (C) can in fact not
be solved by any further nestings of L applies to A2;A3 (we refrain from
sketching the argument here). Applying C to each function call of L would
make higher nestings more powerful than lower ones.
Actually this game cannot be solved by any further nestings of the lifting
functions. The reason is simply that the lifting functions only capture partial
information from computed sub games, and if the sub game is computed
by a nested lifting function, the information returned by the nested lifting
funtion are only those features that are cared about by the function, and
when the outer lifting function tries to compose the information, it does not
try to solve the game using the most basic preprocessors. It just induces
facts it cared about on some of the vertices and propagtes this information
to the next level. However applying closures on the lifting functions would
make the nestings transitive in general.
Finally, witness (D) shows a game with 8 vertices that is resilient to
PROBE[3](A3), i.e. the preprocessor leaves the game unchanged.
These examples demonstrate how we can quickly craft queries against various
data sets to prove or disprove our conjectures about arbitrary algorithms in
relation to properties in games, becasue of this, our design cycle is eﬃciently
sealed in a tight loop of trial and error.
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Figure 4.7: Speciﬁc 8-vertices games found using the query server. Witness
(A) is solved by PROBE[0](A2;A3) but not by PROBE[2](A3);
witness (B) is solved by A2;A3 but not by A1;A2;A3; witness
(C) is solved by A2;A3 or by L(A;2A3) but not by L(L(A2;A3));
witness (D) is resilient to PROBE[3](A3).
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5 FP Algorithms for Parity Games
Since Brown’s ﬁctitious play converges for perfect information 2-player 0-sum
games, it should also solve parity games in principle. In this chapter we look
at a few algorithms we have created for parity games inspired by ﬁctitious
play. They are FP*, ﬁctitious play with unbounded recall lengths, FP*/FP1,
normal ﬁctitious play shadowed by ﬁctitious play of recall length 1, and
ﬁnally FP1, ﬁctitious play of recall length 1.
5.1 FP* for Parity Games
A few adjustments need to be made before the algorithm can be adopted for
parity games. Players in parity games seek parity objectives, this needs to be
translated into min/max objectives in game theory and is done by switching
each odd priority to its negative value. The 0-sum property also needs to
be redeﬁned for parity games. A ﬁrst attempt is to treat the game starting
from a ﬁxed vertex as a 0-sum game. Since parity games are determined and
there is exactly one winner for a vertex, the sum of payoﬀ obtained by both
players on the ﬁxed vertex is always 0.
5.1.1 Translation into 0-sum Games
In the literature of model checking it is understood as common sense that
parity games are 0-sum 2-person games, but as far as our knowledge goes,
we are the ﬁrst to look at parity games from a game theory’s perspective
and formally deﬁne possible translations of parity games into 0-sum games
in normal form. The ﬁrst and most basic translation of a parity game looks
at a 0-sum game on a single vertex in the parity game.
Definition 5.1.1 (0-sum Game at a Vertex). At vertex v in parity game
G, for each player 0 strategy σi ∈ Σ and for each player 1 strategy πj ∈ Π,
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payoﬀ received by player 0, mi,j, in the payoﬀ matrix M is given by mi,j =
〈σi, πj〉v ∗ (−1)〈σi,pij〉v%2.
To recap the notations used in the deﬁnition, for the play induced by strategies
σi and πj , payoﬀ of the game at vertex v is given by 〈σi, πj〉v. 1 The part
(−1)〈σi,pij〉v%2 in the deﬁnition gives the sign of mi,j , basically mi,j is positive
when it is even and negative when it is odd.
Figure 5.1: A simple parity game. Winning strategy and winning regions are
coloured respectively.
Example 5.1.2. Using game in Figure 5.1, we give an example of how a
parity game is translated into 0-sum game for ﬁctitious play. We ﬁrst have
all the strategies indexed below:
• σ0 = {v0 → v1, v2 → v0}
• σ1 = {v0 → v1, v2 → v5}
• σ2 = {v0 → v3, v2 → v0}
• σ3 = {v0 → v3, v2 → v5}
• π0 = {v1 → v0, v3 → v1}
• π1 = {v1 → v0, v3 → v4}
• π2 = {v1 → v0, v3 → v5}
• π3 = {v1 → v2, v3 → v1}
• π4 = {v1 → v2, v3 → v4}
• π5 = {v1 → v2, v3 → v5}
1See Definition 2.2.13 in Chapter 2 for the definition of play profile notation and Equation
3.4 in Chapter 3 for its extension into payoffs.
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In the list of strategies, we omitted the outgoing edge at vertex v4 and vertex
v5 to save space since it is clear there is only one outgoing edge from each
of these two vertices. Now the game is translated into the normal form, the
payoﬀ matrix for player 0 at vertex v0 is given in Figure 5.2.
Take the entry corresponding to row σ0 column π0 in the matrix for example,
the value -5 is generated from the priority of cycle target for the play (σ0, π0)
starting from vertex v0. The play starts from vertex v0 and according to σ0,
v0 → v1 is selected, and according to π0, v1 → v0 is selected, thus the play
cycles through v0 and v1, and the highest priority is 5, carried on vertex v1.
Since 5 is odd, the ﬁnal value in the entry will be -5.
π0 π1 π2 π3 π4 π5
σ0 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5
σ1 -5 -5 -5 4 4 4
σ2 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5
σ3 -5 4 4 4 4 4
Figure 5.2: A 2-person 0-sum game in normal form generated by the game
in Example 5.1 at vertex v0.
With the translation deﬁned above, ﬁctitious play can be used directly on
this structure to solve each vertex of the game in isolation. Ultimately we
are interested in the solution of the whole parity game rather than on a
single vertex. This can be obtained by running the algorithm once on each
vertex sequentially, but each time when a vertex is solved, all out-going edges
from that vertex, except the one consistent with the equilibrium strategy,
are removed from the game, so that subsequent calls to ﬁctitous play runs
on a smaller game.
5.1.2 0-sum game on average payoff
A more convenient and eﬃcient approach is to treat the whole game as a
0-sum game. The sum of payoﬀs obtained by a player in a game with |V |
vertices and maximum priority w is a unique value between −w × |V | and
w × |V |. The sum of the payoﬀs of both players is still 0. We now deﬁne the
payoﬀ matrix for this:
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Definition 5.1.3 (0-sum Game on Average Payoﬀ). In parity game G, for
each player 0 strategy σi ∈ Σ and for each player 1 strategy πj ∈ Π, average
payoﬀ received by player 0 over all vertices, ni,j, in the payoﬀ matrix N is
given by ni,j =
1
|V | ×
∑
v∈V
〈σi, πj〉v ∗ (−1)〈σi,pij〉v%2.
π0 π1 π2 π3 π4 π5
σ0 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5
σ1 -0.5 1 1 4 4 4
σ2 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5
σ3 -0.5 4 4 4 4 4
Figure 5.3: Parity game in Example 2.1 converted to normal form using
payoﬀ averaged over all vertices.
We have seen from Example 3.4.2 in Chapter 3, that after ﬁctitious play ﬁnds
the equilibrium strategy, it will not terminate but will continue in saturation
runs, in which the pair of equilibrium strategies are repeatedly played against
histories of increasing lengths to eliminate the residual eﬀects of sub-optimal
strategies elected at the beginning of the play until the diﬀerence between
min and max are smaller than some ǫ. A larger value for ǫ signiﬁcantly
reduces the number of iterations required, but too large a value can result in
premature termination on wrong ’optimal’ strategies.
After electing a conversion scheme for the payoﬀ matrix, we next need to
establish a suitable ǫ for parity games too. When we work with a 0-sum
game on a single vertex, a safe choice for ǫ is 1. This is because the game
converges to whole numbers on each vertex, and the smallest priority gap in
parity games is the gap between 0 and 1, all other gaps are in increments
of 2. Any open interval of length less than 1 may contain at most a single
whole number. Therefore when the diﬀerence between the upper and lower
bound of expected payoﬀ is less than 1, it is safe to assume the game would
converge on the only whole number in between the two boundaries.
Knowing that ǫ is 1 when we work on 0-sum on a single vertex, when we
work with a 0-sum on average payoﬀ in the game, because the number of
vertices in a game is n, the corresponding ǫ can be obtained by computing
the Euclidean distance of two points in n-space. Since the distance between
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the two points is 1 in each dimension ( ǫ in 0-sum on a single vertex), the ǫ
for average payoﬀ is essentially
√
n.
In practice the choice of ǫ for either scheme of translation into 0-sum games
is not very important because we can get rid of saturation runs and ǫ from
the implementation all together by making smart use of the fact that parity
games always converge to pure strategies. This will be looked at in the next
section.
5.2 FP* shadowed by FP1
There is a way to get rid of the saturation runs completely at the ﬁrst moment
when the optimal strategies are found. The method we invented is to have
another copy of ﬁctitious play of recall length one, piggy backing on top of
the normal FP* runs. During each iteration the shadow FP1 will check the
new strategy generated by FP* for optimality and terminate promptly if the
last strategy generated is optimal. This is sound in the case of parity games,
because optimal strategies in parity games are pure and the FP* process does
converge to a pair of pure strategies, so it does not hurt to terminate when
the ﬁrst occurrences of optimal strategies are found by FP* and detected
and veriﬁed by FP1. In this manner the saturation runs are truncated. This
gives us a better way to measure more meaningfully the eﬀective run lengths
of the FP* algorithm in experiments. The modiﬁed algorithm is shown in
Figure 5.4.
The only changes in the algorithm compared to algorithm in Figure 3.3 are
in line 11 and line 14. The min and max are discrete values computed each
by a pair of pure strategies. So when max and min becomes equal we do
know that the last σ and π computed are both optimal.
5.2.1 Rate of Convergence
To understand the rate of convergence of the discrete version of ﬁctitious play
over parity games, we ﬁrst take a look at the number of iterations required
to solve any parity game. Figure 5.5 shows plots of the number of game
instances solved in log scale against the number of iterations required at
which a game is solved on linear scale. There are four experiments conducted.
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1: FP*/FP1(M)
2: max = +∞
3: min = −∞
4: σ = random player 0 strategy
5: σg = σ
6: πg = null
7: H0 = [σ]
8: H1 = []
9: while (max - min > 0) do
10: π = BR(M , H0)
11: min = (σ,BR(M,σ))
12: H1 = H1 ++ [π]
13: σ = BR(M , H1)
14: max = (BR(M,π), π)
15: H0 = H0 ++ [σ]
16: end while
17: return (σ, π)
Figure 5.4: FP* shadowed by FP1, where the shadow operates in line 11 and
line 14.
The games used in the ﬁrst experiment are the complete set of all unique
non-isomorphic games with 4 vertices, this is a collection of slightly more
than 403,000 games. The other plots are generated from random games with
6, 8, 10 vertices and together contains about 250,000 games. To read the
graph we take a data point (6, 102) in Graph (a) as an example. It means
out of the collection of 400,000 games, about 100 games are solved by the
algorithm at exactly iteration 6.
The plots roughly follow a geometric distribution. We can see the four graphs
from games of diﬀerent sizes roughly have the same shape. Near the tail of
each graph, the distribution of games becomes much more turbulant than in
the main body of the graph. We suspect these features scale up with the size
of the game. If so it would mean that the maximum number of iterations
is proportional to the number of non-isomorphic instances of games in a
class, which implies ﬁctitious play in general is an exponential time algorithm
in the worst case for parity games. However because within each class of
games of a ﬁxed size, the distribution of games follows geometric distribution
against the number of iterations, in practice we can expect with most of the
games a fast termination of the algorithm with much fewer iterations than
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the maximum iterations predicted in the class.
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(d) Randomly generated 10 vertices games
Figure 5.5: Number of games solved in log scale vs. number of iterations
required at which the games are solved in linear scale, using
Algorithm 5.4
After the general distribution of run lengths is clear to us, we may want to
look at a few games which have the maximum run lengths in a class. One of
the 10 vertices games generated, GAME-10-44-9-2158, runs for 483 iterations.
However if we look into the history of the strategies recorded, the number of
disctinct strategies visited is quite small, in the case of GAME-10-44-9-2158,
only 7 distinct strategies are involved for each player. For that game we
observe are repeated strategies during intermediate steps in a way which is
similar to the ﬁnal saturation runs in FP*. The only diﬀerence is that in the
ﬁnal saturation runs of FP*, the crossing threshold is set by the equilibrium
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payoﬀ, where as in intermediate saturation runs of FP1 shadowed by FP*,
the crossing threshold is set by the payoﬀ obtained by the alternative strategy
during intermediate steps.
Since strategies are repeated many times during intermediate saturation
runs in order to average oﬀ the residual eﬀect of previous strategies, would
amplifying the weight of recent strategies speed up convergence? Since the
frequency of all strategies still adds up to 1, this is equivalent to discounting
older strategies faster. In that case the selection criteria of Equation 3.3 in
Chapter 3 is updated to the following:
π∗t = argmin
pi
t∑
i=0
2i × 〈σ∗i , π〉 σ∗t = argmax
σ
t−1∑
i=0
2i × 〈σ, π∗i 〉 (5.1)
Correspondingly, the payoﬀ obtained by each new strategy is given by:
Eσ∗t =
1∑t−1
i=0 2
i
t−1∑
i=0
2i × 〈σ∗t , π∗i 〉 Epi∗t =
1∑t
i=0 2
i
t∑
i=0
2i × 〈σ∗i , π∗t 〉 (5.2)
Experimental results of this technique being applied to the same collections
of 6 and 8 vertices games are shown in Figure 5.6. The algorithm with the
modiﬁed selection criteria for geometric discounting of histories (Equation 5.1
and Equation 5.2), the trace in green colour, terminates signiﬁcantly faster.
In particular, the maximum number of iterations seen with the modiﬁed
selection criteria is only 7 for 6 vertices games and 13 for 8 vertices games
whereas those for the uniformly discounted history are around 70 and 180
respectively. The average number of iterations taken to solve the games in
the experiments also dropped. In the case of 8 vertices games the average
number of iterations taken decreased from 3.9281 to 2.4141 using geometric
discount.
Geometric series of bases larger than 2 are also tested, larger bases only
improve the performance marginally. However at base 10 ﬁctitious play
no longer converges for some games. This is because the decorating series
converges so fast it completely overshadows the payoﬀs being decorated. As
a result the FP* algorithm eﬀectively becomes equivalent to a ﬁcititous play
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(a) Random 6 vertices games
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(b) Random 8 vertices games
Figure 5.6: Number of games solved in log scale vs. number of iterations
required at which the games are solved in linear scale. When
using uniform discount (blue), geometric discount (green), and
ﬁbonacci discount (red).
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with a ﬁxed recall length, and it is known that any ﬁctitious play of ﬁxed
recall length may not terminate on some games.
We then tested discounting factors using Fibonacci numbers. The result is
included in the same ﬁgure using red trace. This version does not converge
as fast as geometric discounting. It remains an open question whether there
is any other general series which can be applied for even faster convergence
and what is the exact threshold series which will cause non-termination.
Accelerated discounting techniques ﬁx the problem for saturation runs, ideally
we would wish the following property to hold for ﬁctitious play:
Property 5.2.1. For any i < j, σi = σj implies σk = σj for all k, i < k < j.
In that case, ﬁctitious play would visit each strategy only once, unfortunately
this is not true in general. This is so because inﬁnite memory is used in
FP*, and the algorithm may backtrack to previously discarded strategies
after some new opponent strategies trigger the old strategy again. This
phenomenon can be observed in the execution trace in Figure 5.7. The
original parity game is shown in Figure 5.8.
In this game, player 1 selected strategy a for iteration through 2 to 4, during
iteration 5, strategy a is discarded, but in iteration 6, a is selected again.
Since strategy selection is not monotonic in ﬁctitious play, taking a step back
it is only natural to consider the question whether the interval used to track
convergence is strictly closing monotonically. For the pure FP* algorithm,
this is the weighted average payoﬀ obtained with each newly elected pure
strategy against the frequency mix of recorded opponent strategies for the
two players. For the algorithm FP* shadowed by FP1 it is the discrete
interval tracked by the shadow program FP1. The convergences of both
intervals however, are not monotonic. Non-monotonicity of FP* managed
intervals often happens at the end of each intermediate saturation run. On
the other hand the interval managed by the FP1 shadow is not monotonously
converging simply because the algorithm often backtracks to previously
discarded strategies.
Termination and correctness of FP* on parity games follows directly from
Robinson’s convergence proof, this is because in using the algorithm for
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GAME-8-24-7-683
Initial strategy: X {V2=V0, V4=V7, V0=V7, V6=V7}
Y Response generated: {V3=V7, V5=V0, V1=V2, V7=V4}
X Response generated: {V2=V6, V4=V7, V0=V6, V6=V5}
Y Response generated: {V3=V6, V5=V3, V1=V2, V7=V4}
X Response generated: {V2=V6, V4=V7, V0=V6, V6=V5}
Y Response generated: {V3=V6, V5=V3, V1=V2, V7=V4}
X Response generated: {V2=V6, V4=V7, V0=V6, V6=V5}
Y Response generated: {V3=V6, V5=V3, V1=V2, V7=V4} // a
X Response generated: {V2=V6, V4=V7, V0=V6, V6=V5}
Y Response generated: {V3=V7, V5=V3, V1=V2, V7=V1} // b
X Response generated: {V2=V1, V4=V7, V0=V1, V6=V2}
Y Response generated: {V3=V6, V5=V3, V1=V2, V7=V4} // a
X Response generated: {V2=V1, V4=V7, V0=V1, V6=V2}
Y Response generated: {V3=V6, V5=V3, V1=V2, V7=V4}
X Response generated: {V2=V1, V4=V7, V0=V1, V6=V2}
...
Figure 5.7: Trace of ﬁctitous play on game GAME-8-24-7-683
Figure 5.8: GAME-8-24-7-683, ﬁctitious play FP* backtracks to previously
discarded strategy
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parity games, we translated parity games into their numerical form with
player’s payoﬀs against all strategy combinations represented in a matrix,
and did not modify any part of the algorithm. If the solution poduced by
FP* in its numerical form is not a valid winning strategy candidate of a
player in parity game. It suggests the strategy returned by FP* in numerical
form is strictly dominated by a diﬀerent strategy in the corresponding parity
game. That winning strategy in the parity game in turn should translate into
the corresponding strategy in the numerical form, which produces strictly
better payoﬀ than the one elected by FP*. That would contradict with the
result in Robinson’s proof stating that the strategy the algorithm converges
to is already optimal. Correctness of FP*/FP1 follows from correctness of
FP*. Since the sequence of strategies generated by FP* and FP*/FP1 is
exactly the same before termination of the second algorithm, if FP* were to
terminate with the correct solution for the parity game, that strategy would
be traversed by FP*/FP1 eventually. Since the loop condition in FP*/FP 1
veriﬁes that whether the last strategy generated in the sequence is optimal
for the game, correctness of FP*/FP1 is already implied by its termination.
FP* and FP*/FP1 are correct terminating algorithms for solving parity
games, however they are extremely ineﬃcient due to an exponential time
component of BR in the inner loop, because each BR response in the inner
loop of the original FP* and FP*/FP1 algorithms involves a full traversal
of a column or a row in the matrix, which has exponentially many entries
with respect to the size of the parity game. We address this problem of the
algorithms in the next section of this chapter.
5.3 FP1 and Efficient Best Replies
In the previous sections we looked at solving parity games with ﬁcititous play
by translating a game into its normal form. The performance bottleneck of
the algorithm is in the implementation of best response. Because the payoﬀ
matrix is exponential in size compared with the original game, each best
response is expected to access an exponential number of matrix entries with
respect to the game size. It can be easily noted and shown that the best
response of a single strategy can be computed eﬃciently in parity games
without explicit evaulation of every strategy. The reason is the same one for
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why 1-player parity games have eﬃcient solutions.
This secion addresses the performance issue of ﬁctitious play on parity games
using FP1 by generating the best response eﬃciently using knowledge from the
structure of parity games. It is already observed in game theory that ﬁctitious
play of any ﬁxed recall length may not terminate. In doing so, termination of
the ﬁctitious play is traded away for eﬃciency, however discussion on FP1’s
termination is left for later chapters of this thesis. Our discussion on FP1
begins by introducing a more general deﬁnition of the 0-sum and selection
criteria for generating best responses.
5.3.1 0-sum on Payoff Vectors
Each entry in the payoﬀ matrix can be redeﬁned as a vector of rational
numbers so that the payoﬀs of all vertices in the game are represented in
the vector at the same time. This requires the vertices in the game to be
ordered in a certain way so that the payoﬀ of each vertex could be retrieved
and updated consistently from the payoﬀ vector using this order. We use
lexicographical ordering for this purpose. For instance, vertex v0’s payoﬀ
occupies position 0 of a payoﬀ vector, and that of v1 occupies position 1 in
the vector etc. The new payoﬀ matrix is deﬁned below.
Definition 5.3.1 (0-sum Game on Payoﬀ Vectors). In parity game G, for
each strategy of player 0, σi ∈ Σ, and for each strategy of player 1, πj ∈ Π,
the entry ~mi,j in the payoﬀ vector matrix ~M is deﬁned pointwise at each
vertex v by mi,j,v = 〈σi, πj〉v for all vertices v in G.
Albeit a bit unnatural in the domain of game theory, the new deﬁnition of
the payoﬀ matrix does yield a 0-sum game since there is exactly one winner
at each vertex and the payoﬀ vectors of the two players across all vertices
of a game always add up exactly to the zero vector ~0. However this new
deﬁnition seems to create more problems because quite obviously there will
be pairs of payoﬀ vectors which are not comparable against each other, in
such cases the old algorithm which evaluate each strategy choice and the
corresponding payoﬀ to select the best response will no longer work.
Fortunately avoiding explicit evaluation of every strategy in generating the
best reply is exactly what this chapter aims to achieve and Robinson’s proof
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does not hinge on all entries in the payoﬀ matrix to be directly comparable
with each other, but it does require payoﬀ vectors seen by player 0 to form a
sup-semilattice, and payoﬀ vectors seen by player 1 to form an inf-semilattice
to ensure that BR is well deﬁned. In simple terms, it only requires the
existence of a maximal row choice for some combinations of columns, and the
existence of a minimal column for some combination of rows, in fulﬁllment
of Equations 3.3. This requirement is captured in the postulates below.
Postulate 5.3.2. For each well formed linear combination (c0, c1, ..., ci) of
rows of the payoﬀ matrix ~M , where ci is the number of occurrences of player
0 strategy σi, there exist a column j such that
∑
i
ci × ~mi,j ≥0
∑
i
ci × ~mi,k
for all k.
Postulate 5.3.3. For each well formed linear combination (c0, c1, ..., cj) of
columns of the payoﬀ matrix ~M , where cj is the number of occurrences of
player 1 strategy πj, there exist a row i such that
∑
j
cj× ~mi,j ≥1
∑
j
cj× ~mk,j
for all k.
The linear combination of rows or columns used in the postulates refers to
the frequency mix of the recorded strategies. In the context of FP1 being
discussed in this chapter, that linear combination really means exactly one
most recent strategy of either player because the recall length of both players
is exactly 1.
We now give the main body of FP1 pseudocode in Figure 5.9.
This version of ﬁctitious play with recall length 1 customized for parity games
deviates from the original ﬁctitious play design in two ways. First of all,
in each iteration, only one best reply is computed, this produces a more
succinct implementation for each iteration, it also veriﬁes and updates only
one of the lower or upper bound of the interval during each iteration. This
means in order to maintain the correctness of the algorithm, we would have
to keep track of the convergence interval for the last two iterations instead of
only the last iteration. Only when the convergence interval has been closed
in both of the last two iterations, can we be sure that the last two strategies
seen are truly optimal. However the second change in the algorithm lifts us
from the chore of keeping track of convergence intervals for two iterations
by remembering the witness strategies for the upper and lower bound of the
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1: FP1(G)
2: lbMap (v → int)
3: ubMap (v → int)
4: σ (optimal strategy of player 0 securing lower bound)
5: π (optimal strategy of player 1 securing upper bound)
6: for all v ∈ G do
7: lbMap.put(v, max odd priority)
8: ubMap.put(v, max even priority)
9: end for
10: defender = player 0
11: attacker = defender.opponent
12: ds = random player 0 strategy
13: as = BR(ds)
14: while lbMap != ubMap do
15: if player 0 defending then
16: for all v ∈ G do
17: if lbMap.get(v) <0 〈ds, as〉v then
18: lbMap.put(v, 〈ds, as〉v)
19: σ.put(v, ds.get(v))
20: end if
21: end for
22: else
23: for all v ∈ G do
24: if ubMap.get(v) <1 〈ds, as〉v then
25: ubMap.put(v, 〈ds, as〉v)
26: π.put(v, ds.get(v))
27: end if
28: end for
29: end if
30: defender = attacker
31: attacker = defender.opponent
32: ds = as
33: as = BR(ds)
34: end while
35: return (σ, π)
Figure 5.9: Main body of FP1
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convergence interval. So when the convergence interval is closed, instead
of returning the last two strategies seen, we return the witness strategies
recorded for each of the lower and upper bound. Additionally this change
actually reduces the run lengths of ﬁctitious play quite signiﬁcantly because
it no longer requires optimal strategies of both players to appear together
in sequence next to each other. This can be observed in concrete examples
when we look at strategy graphs derived from parity games and FP1 in the
next chapter.
5.3.2 Selection Criteria for BR
In order to meet the requirements in the postulates, we need to introduce a
partial order to the payoﬀ vectors. Here is our ﬁrst attempt:
Definition 5.3.4 (Relevance Ordering 1 on Payoﬀ Vectors). For payoﬀ
vectors ~p, ~q,
• ~p ≥0 ~q if and only if ~pv ≥0 ~qv for every vertex v in game G and
• ~p ≥1 ~q if and only if ~q ≥0 ~p.
In the deﬁnition, the two orders ≥0 and ≥1 are dual of each other. With this
deﬁnition, a payoﬀ vector ~p is better than a diﬀerent payoﬀ vector ~q from
the perspective of some player if it is better (from that perspective) than
the other at every component in the vector. Otherwise the two vectors are
incomparable.
Example 5.3.5. Here we show some examples of payoﬀ vector comparisons.
The payoﬀ vectors come from a 4 vertices game, the payoﬀ on each vertex in
the vector is recorded in the order of v0, v1, v2, v3.
• (2, 2, 4, 4)T ≥0 (−3,−3,−1,−1)T
• (2, 2, 4, 4)T ≥0 (2, 2, 2, 2)T
• (2, 2, 4, 4)T , (4, 4, 2, 2)T are incomparable
• (2, 2,−3,−3)T , (4, 4,−5,−5)T are incomparable
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Obviously the payoﬀ vectors in the third item of Example 5.3.5 are not
comparable, in cases like this we wish to ﬁnd an upper bound or a lower
bound of these two vectors at another vector in the payoﬀ matrix such as
(2, 2, 2, 2)T if player 1 is doing the best response (lower bound), or (4, 4, 4, 4)T
if player 0 is doing the best response (upper bound). Unfortunately such a
bound can’t always be found for the order deﬁned by Deﬁnition 5.3.4 with
some games, one such game is shown in Figure 5.10.
V1[6] V3[5] V5[0]
V2[1]V0[7] V4[2]
Figure 5.10: A game with which the naive partial order ≥0 deﬁned over payoﬀ
vectors would not work for ﬁctitious play, the query used to
extract this game from the workbench is ‘ALL G (SOLUTION(G,
EXP, X)=SOLUTION(G,FP1,X)) AND (SOLUTION(G, EXP,
Y)=SOLUTION(G,FP1,Y))’
In Figure 5.10, player 0 selects strategy σ0 = {v0 → v1, v2 → v1, v4 → v2}, as
initial strategy. If FP* uses the above paritial order, we will see the following
strategies played out:
• σ0 = {v0 → v1, v2 → v1, v4 → v2}
• π0 = {v1 → v0, v3 → v5, v5 → v3}, Epi0 = (−7,−7,−7,−5,−7,−5)
• σ1 = {v0 → v4, v2 → v4, v4 → v2}, Eσ1 = (2, 2, 2,−5, 2,−5)
When π1 is generated against σ0 and σ1, there are only two strategies and
they only diﬀer at vertex v1.
• v1 → v0 gives payoﬀ vectors (−2.5,−2.5,−2.5,−5,−2.5,−5)
• v1 → v3 gives payoﬀ vectors (−1.5,−5,−1.5,−5,−1.5,−5)
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From player 1’s perspective (the min player), v1 → v0 receives better payoﬀ
in the ﬁrst component (−2.5 < −1.5), but v1 → v3 receives better payoﬀ
in the second component (−5 < −2.5). These two payoﬀ vectors are not
comparable and they are not bounded from below at any third vector. If
the algorithm, in the spirit of expecting a lower bound, consistently picks
v1 → v0 and ignores the other strategy, the same choice after 10 iterations
will give payoﬀ vectors:
• v1 → v0 gives payoﬀ vectors (1.1, 1.1, 1.1,−5, 1.1,−5)
• v1 → v3 gives payoﬀ vectors (1.3,−5, 1.3,−5, 1.3,−5)
As t approaches inﬁnity, the payoﬀ vector converges to the wrong value
(2, 2, 2,−5, 2,−5). This happens because the initial strategy σ0 selected is a
very bad choice for player 0. Player 1 is able to ﬁnd a response to achieve a
better payoﬀ (-7) than he would normally get in an equilibrium situation.
In order to take that advantage, player 0 would have to play a sub-optimal
strategy. But because its sub-optimality is not reﬂected locally at vertexv0,
the other strategy which contributes genuine progress in other components
is eﬀectively blocked.
If we take another look at the payoﬀ vectors after 10 iterations, the strategy
involving v1 → v3 wins more vertices for player 1. This indicates another
way to design the partial order. That is before comparing them on the payoﬀ
at each component, they can be compared on the number of vertices won
ﬁrst. This gives us the second version of the partial order.
Definition 5.3.6 (Relevance Ordering 2 on Payoﬀ Vectors). For payoﬀ
vectors ~p, ~q,
• if number of positive elements in ~p is greater than the number of positive
elements in ~q, ~p ⊒0 ~q, otherwise
• ~p ⊒0 ~q if and only if ~pv ≥0 ~qv
As each player prioritise to win more vertices in the plays, the ﬁctitious
play process will divide the vertices into their correct winning regions. But
again not all cases of incomparable vectors without upper/lower bounds
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V1[2] V3[5] V5[0]
V2[1]V0[7] V4[3]
Figure 5.11: A game for which the second version of partial order⊒0 would
still fail for ﬁctitious play, the query used to extract this
game from the workbench is ‘ALL G (SOLUTION(G, EXP,
X)=SOLUTION(G,FP1,X)) AND (SOLUTION(G, EXP, Y) =
SOLUTION(G,FP1,Y))’
are eliminated. This can be seen with a tiny modiﬁcation to the previous
example.
In Figure 5.11 priorities of vertices are updated in such a way that in all
cycles of the game, the maximum priority is an odd number, so that the new
mechanism introduced to track the number of winning vertices is rendered
useless. This time, after 10 iterations we will be seeing incomparable vectors
like:
• v1 → v0 gives payoﬀ vectors (−3.4,−3.4,−3.4,−5,−3.4,−5)
• v1 → v3 gives payoﬀ vectors (−3.2,−5,−3.2,−5,−3.2,−5)
Again there is no lower bound for these two incomparable vectors using
Deﬁnition 5.3.6. We can look at the 0-sum game deﬁned over the payoﬀ
vector as parallel 0-sum games over each vertex. In each vertex’s 0-sum game,
they can converge to the correct payoﬀ and some winning strategies locally,
but the winning strategy locally selected may not be correct globally. What
needs to be done is to synchronize these strategies converged on each vertex,
so they agree on a single strategy which is correct both locally and globally.
The second version of the partial order, although wrong, showed us a hint
on how to do the synchronization. The ﬁrst item in the deﬁnition of ⊒0
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prioritises segmenting the game into diﬀerent winning regions when the
payoﬀ vectors are not comparable with each other. The algorithm returns
the correct winning region but not always the correct winning strategies. So
the correct partial order not only needs to segment the winning regions, but
really has to be able to stratify components of payoﬀ vectors into the correct
attractors with optimal payoﬀ.
This intuition is formulated in the third and ﬁnal version of the partial order.
We only present the partial order for player 0. The partial order from player
1’s perspective is the dual.
Definition 5.3.7 (Relevance Ordering 3 on Payoﬀ Vectors). For payoﬀ
vectors ~p, ~q, collect payoﬀs appearing in both vectors into a single set S. For
each number ϕ ∈ S in descending order:
• if at any component i, ~pi = ϕ & ~qi < ϕ, then ~p ⊇0 ~q,
• else if at any component i, ~qi = ϕ & ~pi < ϕ, then ~q ⊇0 ~p,
This time when we look at the game in Figure 5.11 and apply Deﬁnition 5.3.7,
the correct vector (−3.2,−5,−3.2,−5,−3.2,−5) will emerge unambiguously
as the winner (components with payoﬀ −5 are checked ﬁrst). We now look
at some more examples.
Example 5.3.8. Here we show some examples of payoﬀ vector comparisons.
The payoﬀ vectors come from a 4 vertices game, the payoﬀ on each vertex in
the vector is recorded in the order of v0, v1, v2, v3.
• (2, 2, 4, 4)T ⊇0 (−3,−3,−1,−1)T
• (2, 2, 4, 4)T ⊇0 (2, 2, 2, 2)T
• (4, 4,−5,−5)T ⊇0 (2, 2,−3,−3)T
• (2, 2, 4, 4)T , (4, 4, 2, 2)T are incomparable
Since Deﬁnition 5.3.7 is still only providing a partial order, there are in-
comparable payoﬀ vectors. However this time the two vectors can only be
incomparable if the highest unmatched payoﬀ value appears in both vectors
at diﬀerent components and the corresponding components in the other
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vector have diﬀerent values, like the case in item 4 of Example 5.3.8. We can
prove in this case that an upper bound and a lower bound do exist for player
0 and 1 respectively.
Proposition 5.3.9. The partial orders ⊇0 and ⊇1 introduced in Deﬁnition
5.3.7 satisﬁes Postulates 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 respectively for FP1.
Proof. We will prove this for FP1 for the upper bound only, that conclusion
for the lower bound can be drawn analogously.
In parity game G with strategies Σ,Π and payoﬀ matrix ~M , given player
1 strategy π, for any two player 0 strategies σr and σs against π, the
corresponding payoﬀ vectors from the payoﬀ matrix are ~r and ~s. We will
show that either ~r and ~s are directly comparable with each other, meaning
either ~r ≥0 ~s or ~s ≥0 ~r, or that there exists strategy σt for player 0 against
π with payoﬀ vector ~t such that ~t >0 ~r and ~t >0 ~s.
All priorities occurring in the two vectors are extracted into a set and the two
vectors are evaluated at each component in descending order of the payoﬀ
carried. Either the two vectors have matching values at each component, in
which case the two vectors are the same and are clearly comparable. Or there
is a largest unmatched priority u such that u occurs in some components of
one of the vectors and a diﬀerent priority is in the same component of the
other vector.
Without loss of generality, we assume ~rv = u and ~sv <0 u. There are only
two diﬀerent cases to consider.
1. There is no component v′ in the two vectors such that ~sv′ = u and
~rv′ <0 u, in this case, by Deﬁnition 5.3.7, ~r clearly dominates ~s for
player 0.
2. Suppose there is indeed a component v′ in the two vectors such that
~sv′ = u and ~rv′ <0 u. By deﬁnition of attractor, both vertices u (we
assume unique priorities in the game hence the priority can be abused
to refer to the vertex unambiguously) and v′ are attracted to u in the
sub-game Gpi. In particular u is reachable from itself in one such path
where u is the maximum priority, we ﬁx this path as T . Vertex v′ is
0-attracted to T in Gpi. However because ~rv = u and ~sv <0 u, vertex v
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is also 0-attracted to T in the same sub-game Gpi. This means both v
and v′ are attracted to T in the sub-game Gpi. By memoryless property
of attractors, there must be a strategy σt in the game Gpi such that
both v and v′ occur in the attractor set of T at the same time.
The rationale behind the paritial order of Deﬁnition 5.3.7 is for a player to
push as many vertices as possible into the attractors of the most favorable
priorities given opponent strategy. In the sub-game where the strategy of one
player is ﬁxed, the objective of the other player can be reduced to reachability
problems.
Much of the eﬀort in this section is devoted to ﬁnding a suitable deﬁnition
of the partial orders so that the ﬁctitious play mechanism and part of
Robinson’s proof apply to the new type of 0-sum game introduced, and in
showing independently of the actual algorithm computing the best reply,
that as long as the best reply procedure produces best replies satisfying
the partial order of Deﬁnition 5.3.7, when the algorithm terminates, it does
terminate with the correct equilibrium. It should be clear that when the
process does not terminate, loosely speaking, it has nothing to do with the
deﬁnition of the 0-sum game nor the deﬁnition of the partial order, but is
solely due to the very nature of ﬁxed recall lengths.
5.4 Best Response Implementation
Best response is a symmetric procedure for player 0 and player 1, in the
sense that the best responses for either player follow the same algorithmic
steps. However, the two players use their own relevance ordering in the
algorithm. For clarity and simplicity, we will describe the algorithm through
only the perspective of player 0. All pseudo code given in this section will
only describe how player 0 generates best reply against player 1 strategies.
Player 1’s best reply against player 0 strategies can be easily inferred from
the pseudo code given by substituting all occurrences of player 0’s relevance
ordering with that of player 1’s.
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5.4.1 Attracting to Self Reachable Dominant Priorities
Given a strategy of one player, a best response of the other player will always
result in a cycle, since a play is terminated upon seeing a cycle. The goal of
generating the best response against a strategy reduces to ﬁnding optimal
cycle and paths leading to the cycle against the given opponent strategy.
The ﬁrst implementation of the best reply is a direct translation from the
deﬁnition of the partial order of Deﬁnition 5.3.7.
1: BR(G, π)
2: Gpi ← G
3: for all v ∈ V do
4: σ(v)← null
5: DROP-EDGE (v,w) in Gpi where v ∈ V1, (v, w) ∈ E, (v, w) /∈ π
6: end for
7: for all v ∈ V {in descending order of ≤0} do
8: U ← {u|u ∈ V, ρ(u) ≤ ρ(v)}
9: (U,ΣU )← attr0(Gpi[U ], v)
10: if REACH(Gpi[U ], v, U) then
11: (U,ΣU )← attr0(Gpi, U)
12: for all u ∈ U ⋂V0 do
13: if σ(u) 6= null then
14: σ(u) = ΣU (u)
15: end if
16: end for
17: DROP-EDGES(U× (V \U)) in Gpi
18: end if
19: end for
20: return σ
Figure 5.12: First attempt of best reply implementation, by attracting to
most favourable dominant cycles.
As shown in the pseudocode listed in Figure 5.12, the algorithm ﬁrst derives
the single player parity game Gpi by removing all player 1 edges not deﬁned in
the opponent strategy π, while at the same time initializing player 0 strategy
σ to be returned later. In the second part of the algorithm, it goes through
each priority in descending order of player 0’s preference, collects vertices
with smaller priority than the vertex of interest and labels them as U (line
8). It then tries to ﬁnd a dominant cycle in the sub-game Gpi[U ] carried by
the current and most favourable priority of player 0 (line 9), afterwards in
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Gpi it ﬁnds a viable path preﬁx for joining the dominant cycle for each vertex
not in the cycle (line 11). Finally, σ is updated accordingly for all player
0 vertices aﬀected by the cycle and the cycle together with the attracted
vertices are truncated from the residual game. The process is repeated for
the next priority until all the priorities in the game are processed.
Even though FP1 gives correct solutions when it terminates with this version
of best reply, it often results in undesirable and unnecessary best response
strategy loops of lengths greater than 2 in FP1 in experiments. A loop case
of length 4 is shown in the example below and the game is given in Figure
5.13.
Example 5.4.1. For game in Figure 5.13, FP1 will loop with the following
non-optimal strategy cycles when payoﬀ valuation of best reply is used. Each
strategy in the list is a best reply to the previous opponent strategy and in
particular, σ0 is a best reply to π1.
• σ0 = {v0 → v2, v2 → v0, v4 → v3}
• π0 = {v1 → v2, v3 → v0, v5 → v2}
• σ1 = {v0 → v2, v2 → v5, v4 → v2}
• π1 = {v1 → v2, v3 → v4, v5 → v1}
5.4.2 Degeneracy and Valuation Refinement
The ﬁcitious play process is similar in spirit to the alternating path-following
algorithm by Lemke and Howson [29] which ﬁnds an equilibrium point in
generic (not necessarily 0-sum) bimatrix games. That algorithm can also be
used to solve parity games, but the pivoting steps in each iteration of the
algorithm are prohibitively expensive in the context of parity games. The
Lemke and Howson’s algorithm is proved to require exponential number of
pivoting steps in the worst case in comparison to the description size of the
normal form game [29].
Lemke and Howson’s algorithm requires the games to be nondegenerate to
ensure termination. On the other hand, degenerate games can be modiﬁed
by introducing tiny perturbations to the payoﬀs in the matrix to make the
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Figure 5.13: Game-6-12-5-1176 for which FP1 will not terminate with version
1 of the best reply implementation, the query used to extract this
game from the workbench is ‘ALL G COUNT(VERTICES(G))
<=6 AND CL(G,FP1)=2’
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game nondegenerate and compute the same equilibrium. However the extra
pertubation steps are required for the proofs but with a lexicographical
interpretation, hardly any extra work has to be done in practice regarding
the perturbations. There are many ways to deﬁne nondegeneracy of games,
they are all equivalent and here we borrow from [40] for a relatively more
intuitive deﬁnition.
Definition 5.4.2 (Nondegenerate Game). A 2-player game is called non-
degenerate if the number of pure best responses to a mixed strategy K never
exceeds the size of the support of K.
For normal form games derived from parity games, this condition is clearly not
met since for any chosen strategy of a player, there are often several diﬀerent
best response candidates which could give the same best payoﬀ. Later Ulrich
Berger showed [4] that ﬁctitious play converges to a pure nash equilibrium
for nondegenerate ordinal potential bimatrix games (not necessarily 0-sum).
Parity games being 0-sum games with known pure equilibrium solutions can
certainly be classiﬁed as ordinal potential games, however these games are
obviously degenerate when converted into the normal form. Fortunately there
are properties built-in to the parity games but not encoded in the payoﬀ
matrix which we could use to make the game ’less degenerate’. This relates
to reﬁning the payoﬀ entries in the payoﬀ matrix from natural numbers (the
actual game value) into structures which behave like numerical perturbations
when interpreted lexicographically. We still compute the exact equilibrium
because the convergence criteria are captured on only the ﬁrst component of
the valuation, while other components in the valuation help to maintain a
more reﬁned partial order for the purpose of the perturbation.
Coming back to the previous loop case example in the game from Figure 5.13,
for player 1 to join the dominant cycle carried by 7 from vertex v5, there
are two potential paths: (v1, v2, v0), and (v2, v0). Both paths yield the same
payoﬀ 7, so the partial order in Deﬁnition 5.3.7 alone can not diﬀerentiate the
two strategies each going through a diﬀerent path in terms of eﬀectiveness.
However we can intuitively tell that player 1 is better oﬀ going through the
path involving v1 because v1 has a large odd priority. Similarly in strategy
π1, in order to join the dominant cycle carried by payoﬀ 9, player 1 is better
oﬀ with the path through vertex v0 than with the path through v4 from v3,
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because v0’s priority is better in player 1’s relevance ordering.
A potential reﬁnement for the valuation, is to include all vertices traversed in
the path as an extension to the valuation when the expected payoﬀs t are the
same for two strategies. This gives us the valuation tuple (t, p) where t is
the target priority of the dominant cycle and p is the path preﬁx. Since the
whole tuple is evaluated on a lexigraphical order, we only need to deﬁne an
order for the p-component. For this purpose, two sets of natural numbers can
be compared on the largest unmatched element. If the unmatched element is
even, the set containing that element is considered a better path preﬁx from
player 0’s perspective, otherwise that set is considered a better path preﬁx
from player 1’s perspective.
The valuation of p-component here for valuation scheme (t, p) looks similar to
Jurdzinski’s maxdiff evaluation of the p-component in the play proﬁle (t, p, d)
of his strategy improvement algorithm [26], except for the point that in here,
all vertices in the path preﬁx are recorded where as in strategy improvement
algorithm, only vertices with priorities larger than t, are recorded in the
p-component. The play proﬁle (t, p, d) from strategy improvement algorithm
is actually more reﬁned than (t, p). This is because smaller priorities have
less impact in the formation of dominant cycles. Strategy formation in both
algorithms is essentially a path ﬁnding procedure. When the priority of a
vertex encountered in the path is smaller than the payoﬀ of the dominant
cycle, other structural properties of a vertex rather than its priority begin to
assert more inﬂuence on the outcome of a play. Such structural properties
could be connectedness with other parts of the game, and distance to the cycle
target etc. Evaluating priorities in a path when the largest unmatched value
is already too small will introduce noise rather than progress to convergence.
Therefore for evaluating the path, Jurdzinski’s path preﬁx selection (which
ﬁlters out vertices with priorities smaller than the cycle payoﬀ) is intuitively
better than including all vertices encountered in the path.
When we move on to use the play proﬁle valuation (t, p, d) in best reply and
the problem in the previous example is ﬁxed. To ﬁt the new valuation scheme
(t, p, d) into the current algorithm, line 11 of the algorithm in Figure 5.12 is
changed to the sub-valuation procedure of strategy improvement. However
the resulting games from adopting the new valuation scheme (t, p, d) are
still degenerate in general. Being a summative abstraction of plays in games,
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it can never ensure nondegeneracy, eventually at some point in the processs,
some plays will have to share the same abstraction.
Example 5.4.3. For game in Figure 5.14, FP1 will loop with the following
non-optimal strategy cycles when (t,p,d) valuation of best reply is used.
• σ0 = {v0 → v6, v2 → v7, v4 → v1, v6 → v1}
• π0 = {v1 → v7, v3 → v0, v5 → v3, v7 → v0}
• σ1 = {v0 → v5, v2 → v5, v4 → v0, v6 → v0}
• π1 = {v1 → v4, v3 → v5, v5 → v2, v7 → v0}
In this example, the optimal equilibrium strategy for player 0 according to the
valuation scheme of (t, p, d) is σ = {v0 → v5, v2 → v7, v4 → v1, v6 → v1},
and for player 1, π = {v1 → v7, v3 → v5, v5 → v2, v7 → v0}. However this
pair of optimal strategies is not reachable from the initial strategy selected
when this strategy loop of length 4 is encountered.
In Example 5.4.3, when π1 is generated, it diﬀers from the optimal stratey
π only at vertex v1. To join the dominant cycle (v5, v2) carried by 13 from
vertex v1, both paths through v7 and v4 yield the same valuation (13, {}, 4).
We observe another point of degeneracy and unfortunately, the algorithm
defaults to π1 instead of the real optimal strategy.
5.4.3 Payoff Interval Augmented Valuation
All the perturbations we have seen so far are created using local static
information from the derived single player parity game Gpi. Each time when
a best response is generated, the active player will take into account only the
opponent strategy currently being evaluated. Construction of the valuation
scheme (t, p, d) also reﬂect this observation. However since the ﬁctitious
play process tracks the payoﬀ interval of each vertex in the game throughout
the process, the interval information can be used to help further reﬁne the
valuation scheme. We will use an example to drive for the design of this
extension.
Example 5.4.4. For game in Figure 5.14, FP1 will loop with the following
non-optimal strategy cycles when (t, p, d) valuation of best reply is used.
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Figure 5.14: Game-10-30-9-2754 for which FP1 does not terminate with
(t,p,d) valuation of the best reply implementation for some
initial strategies, the query used to extract this game from the
workbench is ‘ALL G COUNT(VERTICES(G)) <=10 AND
CL(G,FP1)=2’
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• σ0 = {v0 → v3, v2 → v3, v4 → v2, v6 → v4}
• π0 = {v1 → v0, v3 → v6, v5 → v6, v7 → v6}
• σ1 = {v0 → v4, v2 → v1, v4 → v0, v6 → v4}
• π1 = {v1 → v2, v3 → v2, v5 → v3, v7 → v1}
In this game, the optimal strategy for player 0 implied by the valuation scheme
(t, p, d) is σ = {v0 → v4, v2 → v6, v4 → v0, v6 → v4} and the optimal strategy
for player 1 is π = {v1 → v2, v3 → v6, v5 → v6, v7 → v6}. Notice that π0
in the example is only diﬀerent from the optimal strategy at vertex v1. The
dominant cycle formulated by the pair of best replies σ0 and π0 is v6, v4, v2, v3
carried by vertex v6 with payoﬀ 11. From vertex v1, to vertex v6 both paths
through v0 and v2 yields the same valuation proﬁle (11, {}, 3). The valuation
scheme is not speciﬁc enough to suggest the optimal strategy over π0 unless
further pertubation can be applied to put these strategies in order.
In order to show how the payoﬀ interval helps reﬁne the existing valuation
scheme, we track the changes in the payoﬀ intervals. Assuming σ0 is selected
as the initial strategy.
The game begins with the interval (11,8) at every vertex. In the ﬁrst iteration
with σ0 and π0, no improvement to the intervals is made. During the second
iteration, π0 is found to be securing at least 5 for the upper bound of the
intervals at every vertex. During the third iteration, σ1 is found to be
securing 5 for the lower bound on some vertices and 9 on the others. No
further improvement can be made, and from the ﬁfth iteration onwards the
play loops through strategy pairs already seen.
For valuation scheme (t, p, d, i) where i is the payoﬀ interval recorded so far
at the vertex, we deﬁne a linear order over the intervals:
Definition 5.4.5 (Interval Order). For payoﬀ intervals (l1, u1) and (l2, u2),
(l1, u1) ≤0 (l2, u2) if and only if
• u1 <0 u2 or
• u1 = u2 and l1 ≤0 l2
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Figure 5.15: Game-8-27-7-1694 for which FP1 will not terminate with (t,
p, d) valuation of the best reply implementation, the query
used to extract this game from the workbench is ‘ALL G
COUNT(VERTICES(G)) <=8 AND CL(G,FP1)=2’
v0 v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7
(σ0, π0) 11, 8 11, 8 11, 8 11, 8 11, 8 11, 8 11, 8 11, 8
(σ1, π0) 11, 5 11, 5 11, 5 11, 5 11, 5 11, 5 11, 5 11, 5
(σ1, π1) 5, 5 9, 5 9, 5 9, 5 5, 5 9, 5 5, 5 9, 5
(σ0, π1) 5, 5 9, 5 9, 5 9, 5 5, 5 9, 5 5, 5 9, 5
(σ0, π0) 5, 5 9, 5 9, 5 9, 5 5, 5 9, 5 5, 5 9, 5
Figure 5.16: Payoﬀ interval at each vertex through iterations of ﬁctitious play
with valuation scheme (t, p, d), initial strategy is σ0, each entry
in the table shows the lower and upper bound on the payoﬀ
interval
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This linear order over payoﬀ intervals is then used to extend Jurdzinski’s
valuation scheme given in Deﬁnition 2.2.17.
Definition 5.4.6 (Play Proﬁle Order extended by Payoﬀ Interval). For play
proﬁles P1 = (t1, p1, d1, i1), P2 = (t2, p2, d2, i2), P1 ≥0 P2 if and only if
• (t1, p1, d1) >0 (t2, p2, d2) or
• (t1, p1, d1) = (t2, p2, d2) and i1 ≥0 i2
To continue with our previous example using the new valuation scheme given
in Deﬁnition 5.4.6, we review the payoﬀ interval generated at each iteration.
During iteration 5 when the next player 1 strategy is to be generated, if we
look at the path from vertex v1 to vertex v6 again through v0 and v2, the
payoﬀ interval augmented play proﬁle at v0 will be (11, {}, 2, (5,5)) and
the play proﬁle at v2 will be (11, {}, 2, (9,5)). Because (11, {}, 2, (5,5))
≥0 (11, {}, 2, (9,5)), player 1 has better upwards potential at v2 since the
v2 has the same upper bound with v0 but has a better lower bound. The
payoﬀ interval augmented valuation will choose the optimal strategy during
iteration 5 instead of π0. The algorithm will then terminate after iteration 6.
Reﬁnement steps of valuation schemes from (t), to (t, p), (t, p, d) are strict
extensions over their shorter counterparts. Components are evaluated in
lexicographical order. Subsequent components are only evaluated when
previous components are ambiguous in suggesting a unique optimal strategy
over other strategies. The extension from (t, p, d) to (t, p, d, i) is also a strict
reﬁnement to the play proﬁle before any payoﬀ interval update. It is diﬀerent
from the other local extensions since the play is no longer memoryless, best
responses against the same strategy may change over time when the payoﬀ
interval is updated.
Using the data set of random games with 8 vertices, we compare the perfor-
mance of ﬁctitious play using diﬀerent valuation schemes.
We can see from Figure 5.17 that in terms of run time performance and the
number of iterations it takes the algorithm to solve the games, there is not
much diﬀerence in all three valuation schemes. More reﬁned schemes only
marginally improves the average number of iterations. The only signiﬁcant
diﬀerence is in the number of games ﬁctitious play fails to solve. These are the
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scheme avg. runtime avg. run-length max run-length unsolved
(t) 58.7ms 3.3399 12 485
(t,p,d) 57.3ms 3.3360 12 80
(t,p,d,i) 63.3ms 3.3357 12 59
Figure 5.17: Performance of FP1 with diﬀerent valuation schemes on 8 ver-
tices random games.
games with which FP1 would not terminate due to presence of non-optimal
strategy cycles. However in our experimental framework such cycles are
detected by hooking a proxy into the algorithm using reﬂection and once
a cycle is detected, the algorithm is forced to terminate leaving the game
unsolved.
Generally speaking more reﬁned valuation schemes help FP1 terminate better.
However one observation not reﬂected in the table but detected using the tools
in our workbench is that the games not solved by the more reﬁned valuation
scheme are occasionally solved by their shorter counterparts. That is, there
are games for which FP1 would terminate with scheme (t,p,d) but not with
scheme (t,p,d,i). This is the same for the case between schemes (t) and (t,p,d).
Even though the more reﬁned scheme (t,p,d,i) is systematically better at
helping FP1 terminate, it does not stop the shorter scheme from occasionally
getting a lucky pick on strategies giving the same (t,p,d) valuation.
In subsequent chapters, we will focus on valuation scheme (t,p,d) instead
of the more reﬁned ones. The ﬁrst and most important reason is that FP1
would no longer be memoryless when scheme (t,p,d,i) is used. Best response
against the same strategy may change over time when the payoﬀ interval is
updated. This would make it extremely diﬃcult for anyone trying to work
with the trace of strategies by hand. The second reason is that we want to
delegate cycle resolution to a diﬀerent method outside the core algorithm of
ﬁctitoius play, so that both ﬁctitous play and the cycle resolution algorithms
are easier to understand.
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5.5 Experiments
Before we end this chapter, we take a look at a few sets of experiments. The
ﬁrst experiment in Figure 5.18 shows the frequency of non-optimal strategy
cycles when FP1 is running on various benchmark data sets. These are the
games for which FP1 would not terminate.
Data sets in Table 5.18 are the standard random games with 8, 10, 12, 24,
32, and 1024 vertices respectively. We have already discussed these data
sets in Chapter 4. For the convenience of readers, they all have out-degree
ranging from log(n) to log(n2) and each data set contains around 200,000
games. When FP1 encounters strategy cycles of length greater than 2, the
algorithm will not be able to terminate on itself. With the help of a cycle
detection proxy, the algorithm will leave these games unsolved. The maximal
cycle length we have seen across all the data sets is 10, and it occurred in a
32 vertices game.
data set 4-cycle 6-cycle 8-cycle 10 or more total
8 0.03450% 0.00550% 0% 0% 0.04000%
10 0.11756% 0.01290% 0.00072% 0% 0.13118%
12 0.22322% 0.01752% 0.00100% 0% 0.24174%
24 0.29854% 0.05226% 0.00859% 0% 0.35939%
32 0.18861% 0.02616% 0.00253% 0.00127% 0.21857%
1024 0.01172% 0% 0% 0% 0.01172%
Figure 5.18: Frequency of non-optimal strategy cycles of diﬀerent lengths for
FP1 on various data sets when ﬁctitious play is used to solve the
games. Each data set is labeled by the number of vertices in the
games of the data set. Each data set contains around 200,000
games. The total column sums up the frequency of non-optimal
strategy cycles of all lengths, this can also be interpreted as the
frequency of games not solved by ﬁctitious play in each data set.
One peculiar feature in Table 5.18 is the trend of occurrences of unsolved
games across diﬀerent data sets. It increases initially against game size but
then falls back down when game size is greater than 32. There are three
potential causes we could think of. The ﬁrst potential cause could be the
bias we had discussed in Chapter 4, when the size of random games gets
larger the pseudorandom number generator is no longer capable of generating
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all permutations in the data space. Using a better pseudorandom number
generator does not necessarily improves the result for two reasons. On the
one hand no realistic pseudorandom generator can ever remotely match the
population space for even small parity games with a few thousand vertices.
On the other hand the sample space we have is too small to really feel the
glass ceiling imposed by the pseudorandom number generator. Another
potential cause could be that our choice of out-degree for games across all
data sets are ﬂawed and the scheme is not picking equivalent classes of
games at diﬀerent game sizes. The third potential cause could be that the
probabilities of a game being solved by ﬁctitoius play has a limit of 1 against
game size at inﬁnity, so harder games are indeed more diﬃcult to ﬁnd at
larger game size.
We do not have a strong conviction on what is the true reason behind this
observation and will leave the discussion on this topic to later chapters on
strategy graph and cycle resolution. Regardless of what the theory may be
behind that trend, the bottom line is that the vast majority of games are
solved by FP1, less than 0.5% of the games are not solved by FP1 across
all data sets. This suggests that FP1 could be a good candidate for solving
parity games in practice if it has good runtime performance.
The next experiment in Figure 5.19 looks at performance of FP1 on random
games of various game sizes compared to Zielonka’s algorithm and the
discrete strategy improvement algorithm. The ﬁrst data set of 4 vertices
games includes all permutations of non-isomorphic games of size 4. There
are more than 400,000 games in this set. The next three data sets with 8,
32 and 1024 vertices are random games each with more than 200,000 game
instances. The last data set contains clique games from PGSolver, it is a set
of randomly generated fully connected games of various sizes. Regardless
of the sizes of the games, these games appeared to be solved by all the
referenced algorithms within a ﬁxed number of iterations or recursive calls.
As we can see from the table, barring a few games not solved by FP1 at larger
sizes, this algorithm is out performing the other two algorithms both in terms
of average run time and the growth in the required number of iterations or
recursive calls. For clique games, because the run times of each algorithm
do not show signiﬁcant variation over diﬀerent game sizes ranging from 8
vertices to 1024 vertices, we use a single data set to represent all of them.
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data set measures FP1 DSI Zielonka
4 Vertices
Avg. runtime 53.7ms 53.7ms 53.5ms
Avg. run-length 1.9770 1.4976 2.9220
Max. run-length 4 4 8
Unsolved 0% 0% 0%
8 Vertices
Avg. runtime 57.3ms 60.0ms 58.4ms
Avg. run-length 3.3360 2.8503 4.9721
Max. run-length 12 6 30
Unsolved 0.04% 0% 0%
32 Vertices
Avg. runtime 60.6ms 64.4ms 62.3ms
Avg. run-length 4.1994 4.6285 9.8709
Max. run-length 20 14 114
Unsolved 0.21857% 0% 0%
1024 Vertices
Avg. runtime 4.50s 8.69s 6.06s
Avg. run-length 5.0309 7.5324 9.4445
Max. run-length 12 15 76
Unsolved 0.01172% 0% 0%
Clique Games
Avg. runtime 82.03ms 82.13ms 81.97ms
Avg. run-length 2.9672 2.0492 4
Max. run-length 3 3 4
Unsolved 0% 0% 0%
Figure 5.19: Performance of FP1, DSI, and Zielonka’s algorithm over 5 dif-
ferent data sets. The data set of 4 vertices contains all non-
isomorphic games of 4 vertices; the data sets of 8, 32, 1024
vertices contains the standard random games each with over
200,000 instances. The last data set clique games contains fully
connected games of various sizes.
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We then compare the performance of these algorithms on ladder games
deﬁned in PGSolver. The result is shown in Figure 5.20. All games in this
data set are fully solved by all the algorithms. Looking at the run times,
Zielonka’s algorithm clearly wins over the other two algorithms for this data
set. The sharp diﬀerence in performance can be explained by how these
games are constructed.
Games in this data set only have two distinct priority values 0 and 1, all
player 0 vertices carry priority 0 and all player 1 vertices carry priority 1. As
a result, Zielonka’s algorithm only needs to do two, and exactly two, attractor
computations, one for each player before it solves the game. On the other
hand, because FP1 is computing optimal strategies instead of just winning
strategies, it requires each vertex to have a unique priority in the game.
These games, even though they only have two priorities, are nonetheless
converted into games with full priorities matching the number of vertices in
the game. Discrete strategy improvement algorithm is similar to FP1 in the
sense that it ﬁxes an imaginary order for vertices having the same priorities
and implicitly computes optimal strategies. The number of iterations taken
by FP1 to solve these ladder games remains constant at 3 over diﬀerent game
sizes, that of discrete strategy improvement increases linearly against the
size of the game.
Ladder Games measures FP1 DSI Zielonka
<128 Vertices
Avg. runtime 0.156s 0.563s 0.083s
Avg. run-length 3 31.84 3
Max. run-length 3 62 3
128 - 256
Avg. runtime 0.813s 13.781s 0.083s
Avg. run-length 3 94.5 3
Max. run-length 3 126 3
257 - 384
Avg. runtime 5.012s 92.250s 0.0823s
Avg. run-length 3 158.5 3
Max. run-length 3 190 3
385 - 512
Avg. runtime 20.469s 351.203s 0.0824s
Avg. run-length 3 222.5 3
Max. run-length 3 254 3
Figure 5.20: Performance of FP1, DSI, and Zielonka’s algorithm over the
data set of ladder games deﬁned in PGSolver. All games in the
data set are solved by FP1.
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Recursive ladder games are variations of ladder games for which recursive
algorithms have exponential run time. Performance comparisons for this
data set are shown in Figure 5.21. As expected the run time and number of
recurisve calls made by Zielonka’s algorithm increase exponentially against
the size of games. Discrete strategy improvement algorithm and FP1 solved
all games in this data set. Zielonka’s algorithm fails when the game size
reaches 192, the algorithm runs out of memory after running for over 10
hours on a game with 192 vertices. Performance of DSI and FP1 are in line
with each other and they both display polynomial growth in both run time
and number of iterations taken to solve a game.
Recursive Ladder measures FP1 DSI Zielonka
<64 Vertices
Avg. runtime 0.200s 0.200s 0.083s
Avg. run-length 7 4.09 507.55
Max. run-length 13 11 2166
64 - 127
Avg. runtime 0.308s 0.231s 16.462s
Avg. run-length 17.2 11.08 227554
Max. run-length 27 25 1132133
128 - 191
Avg. runtime 0.857s 0.571s 1482s
Avg. run-length 28.14 13.57 11870501
Max. run-length 33 31 32871046
192 - 256
Avg. runtime 3.333s 2.500s N/A
Avg. run-length 34.5 21.50 N/A
Max. run-length 51 49 N/A
256 - 511
Avg. runtime 48.628s 49.411s N/A
Avg. run-length 52.51 39.73 N/A
Max. run-length 103 101 N/A
512 - 767
Avg. runtime 429.481s 509.512s N/A
Avg. run-length 78 65 N/A
Max. run-length 155 153 N/A
768 - 1024
Avg. runtime 1433.114s 1807.114s N/A
Avg. run-length 97.4 84.09 N/A
Max. run-length 189 187 N/A
Figure 5.21: Performance of FP1, DSI, and Zielonka’s algorithm over the
data set of ladder games deﬁned in PGSolver. All games in the
data set are solved by FP1.
Lastly we show the performance comparison of these three algorithms in
Figure 5.22 for a data set known to cause exponential run time for the DSI
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algorithm 2. Computations which do not terminate after 60 hours are marked
with N/A for the corresponding entries. As expected the run time and number
of recurisve calls made by DSI algorithm increase exponentially against size
of games. Zielonka’s algorithm performs better than DSI algorithm, but it
is easy to see that Zielonka’s algorithm also has exponential run time for
this data set as reﬂected by the growth rate in both the number of recursive
calls and run time. For the FP1 algorithm, the growth rate of the number of
iterations is sublinear in size of games, and the algorithm has polynomial
run time for this data set.
Vertices
FP1 DSI Zielonka
run time run length run time run length run time run length
60 0.1s 8 1s 65 0.1s 30
85 1s 8 9s 144 0.1s 42
110 1s 6 25s 151 0.2s 87
135 1s 6 103s 311 1s 111
160 3s 3 394s 631 1s 204
185 7s 4 2714s 2545 2s 252
210 10s 4 7975s 5105 4s 441
235 16s 4 23978s 10225 9s 537
260 25s 4 71445s 20465 21s 918
285 35s 4 214335s 40945 42s 1110
310 81s 8 N/A N/A 91s 1875
335 108s 8 N/A N/A 167s 2259
360 144s 8 N/A N/A 351s 3792
385 186s 8 N/A N/A 688s 4560
410 236s 8 N/A N/A 1441s 7629
435 297s 8 N/A N/A 2822s 9165
460 363s 8 N/A N/A 5927s 15306
485 444s 8 N/A N/A 11536s 18378
510 540s 8 N/A N/A 23491s 30663
535 648s 8 N/A N/A 43640s 36807
560 770s 8 N/A N/A 87964s 61380
585 911s 8 N/A N/A N/A N/A
610 1067s 8 N/A N/A N/A N/A
1010 1756s 10 N/A N/A N/A N/A
1210 2047s 12 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Figure 5.22: Performance of FP1, DSI, and Zielonka’s algorithm over the data
set of worst case games for the discrete strategy improvement
algorithm. All games in the data set are solved by FP1.
2This data set is known as the Exponential Strategy Improvement Games in PGSolver.
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In summary, these experiments show that FP1 performs well empirically
against Zielonka’s algorithm and discrete strategy improvement algorithm.
The percentage of games not solved by FP1 is small. There is no known
data set for which FP1 displays exponential run time, further more for the
data sets known to cause exponential run time for the other two algorithms,
FP1 can solve all the games in what appears to be polynomial time. For
generic data sets, the performance of FP1 is at least on par with the other
two algorithms. The other two algorithms occasionally perform better than
FP1 at smaller games. As game size gets larger, FP1 appears to dominate
the other two algorithms in run time. Since the time complexity of a single
best response is well understood and is in PTIME, the time complexity of
FP1 is determined by the growth of run lengths of the algorithm in the worst
cases. In the next chapter we will discuss whether the run length of the
algorithm has a polynomial bound.
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6 Strategy Graph Implications on
FP1
FP1 generates best response sequentially, the sequence of strategies generated
by best responses can be collected in a graph to help us analyze and under-
stand the run time characteristics of the algorithm. This chapter formally
introduces strategy graph as a tool to help us analyze properties of FP1, in
particular, it helps us understand the run lengths of ﬁctitious play, the nature
and the size of strategy cycles, and when we could have eﬃcient terminations.
6.1 Strategy Graph
Definition 6.1.1 (Strategy Graph). A strategy graph S[G] of a parity game
G, is a singly connected bipartite graph of nodes, each node in the stragegy
graph represents a strategy of one of the players in game G, and each edge
in the strategy graph represents a best response of a particular strategy of a
player by the other player.
When the scheme of the play proﬁle in best response is selected, each parity
game has a unique and ﬁxed strategy graph. In this chapter, all strategy
graphs considered are generated using the standard play proﬁle (t,p,d) unless
stated otherwise.
For the parity game in Figure 6.1, its strategy graph is shown in Figure 6.2.
The strategy graph is barely readable even though there are only 8 vertices in
the game. In order to work with the strategy graph eﬃciently, we can ﬁlter
out all the nodes with no incoming edges. These nodes in a strategy graph
are strategies which are never a best response of any opponent strategies.
Filtering out unreachable nodes reduces the depth of the strategy graph by
one, while at the same time reducing the size of the game graph signiﬁcantly.
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Figure 6.1: Game-8-27-7-1694 for which FP1 will not terminate with (t,
p, d) valuation of the best reply implementation, the query
used to extract this game from the workbench is ‘ALL G
COUNT(VERTICES(G)) <=8 AND CL(G,FP1)=2’
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For the parity game in Figure 6.1, the strategy graph with leaf nodes ﬁltered
is shown in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.2: Strategy graph of Game-8-27-7-1694
In the strategy graph, green nodes represent player 0 strategies and red nodes
represent player 1 strategies. The strategies are also numbered so that each
strategy can be referred to by a unique identiﬁer, with player 0 strategies
taking the positive numbers and player 1 strategies taking the negative ones.
For example, in the top left hand corner of the ﬁltered strategy graph, player
1 strategy number -81 is a best response to the player 0 strategy number 76.
All strategy graphs are singly connected bipartite graphs. There is exactly 1
out-going edge from any node in the strategy graph, therefore all the paths
in a strategy graph eventually run into a cycle. When a cycle of a strategy
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Figure 6.3: Strategy graph of Game-8-27-7-1694, with unreachable strategies
ﬁltered out
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graph has length 2, it represents the pair of optimal strategies in the game.
Because parity games are determined, every strategy graph must have a cycle
of length 2. Because proﬁle optimal strategies are unique due to how play
proﬁles are used, every strategy graph has exactly one cycle of length 2 1.
Typically this is the only cycle in most of the strategy graphs. However in
the ﬁltered strategy graph in Figure 6.3, there are two cycles, one at the
bottom with strategies -86 and 62, and another at the top right hand corner
with strategies -36, 42, -59, 16. Strategy graphs with more than 2 cycles are
extremely rare by natural occurrences. In about 2 million games in all the
data sets referenced in Chapter 4, the maximum number of strategy cycles
observed in each strategy graph is 2.
However strategy graphs with many cycles (Figure 6.5) can be artiﬁcially
created simply by duplicating another copy of the game (Figure 6.4) and
feeding the juxtaposition of games as a single game into the algorithm. In
fact, combining any two games each with multiple sinks will generate a game
with even more sinks. This happens because the portion of strategy from one
component (one copy of the game) makes no impact on the other portion
of strategy on the other component (the other copy of the game). Such a
juxtaposition may increase the number of strategy cycles in a graph but it
will not increase the length of cycles.
This in a way suggests that strategy graphs with multiple cycles do not
necessarily imply harder games. The set of all strategies may be partitioned
into two or more independent sets of strategies, with which their cartesian
product recreates the original set of strategies. There might be ways to
decompose the game soundly into smaller components, joined by a common
set of vertices and edges, but apart from that the two components have no
connections. The game could then be solved by merging piecewise solutions
to each component.
The depth of the strategy graph is deﬁned as the longest path from a strategy
node to the ﬁrst re-occurrence of a strategy. The longest path recorded from
randomly generated 8 vertices games is of length 13. The strategy graph
is shown in Figure 6.6. In the ﬁgure, the longest path observed starts from
node 301, and runs into the cycle of node 293 and node -107. The length of
1Optimal strategies here mean profile optimal strategies, the concept will be introduced
in the next sub-section
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Figure 6.4: Strategy graph of Game-8-24-7-494, 2 sinks are found in the
graph.
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Figure 6.5: Strategy graph of a juxtaposition of two copies of Game-8-24-7-
494 and run through the algorithm as a single game, 5 sinks are
found in the graph
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the path shown is only of length 12 because the graph is ﬁltered, meaning
that any strategy which is not a best response to any opponent strategy is
removed from the strategy graph.
Figure 6.6: Strategy graph of an 8 vertices game, Game-202-1916401639,
because the graph is ﬁltered for nodes with in-degree 0, the
longest path is 13 starting from an unknown node preceding node
301 in the complete graph.
The depth of the strategy graph provides an upper bound for the run-length
of FP1. Run-lengths of the algorithm up to cycles are always shorter than the
maximum depth of the strategy graph. This is because FP1 can terminate
before reaching the cycles in the strategy graph.
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6.1.1 Levels of Optimality
The algorithm terminates on convergence of the optimal game value, as
long as the payoﬀ (t) secured by both players is equal, the algorithm will
terminate. On the other hand paths in a strategy graph will only run into
a cycle when the play proﬁles (t, p, d) secured by both players are equal.
We call strategies securing the optimal values in the game value-optimal
strategies, and we call strategies securing the optimal play proﬁles in the game
proﬁle-optimal strategies. Value-optimal strategy only ensures optimality in
the ﬁrst component t of the play proﬁle valuation scheme (t, p, d), whereas
proﬁle-optimal strategy have to ensure optimality in all three components,
hence proﬁle-optimal is stronger. Formally:
Definition 6.1.2 (Value Optimal Strategy). Given parity game G with
optimal payoﬀ integer vector ~p, we say strategy σ of player 0 is value optimal
for player 0 if and only if ∀π ∈ Π and ∀v ∈ G, 〈σ, π〉v ≥0 ~pv.
Definition 6.1.3 (Proﬁle Optimal Strategy). Given parity game G and
proﬁle valuation scheme S, we say strategy σ of player 0 is proﬁle optimal
for player 0 if and only if σ is value optimal and σ = BR(BR(σ)), where BR is
the best response implementing S.
The deﬁnition of value and proﬁle optimal strategies for player 1 can be
inferred from those of player 0 analoguously.
In order to show the distinctions between value optimal and proﬁle optimal
strategies and also to show that the actual run length of FP1 is often shorter
than the depth of the strategy graph, we refer back to Game-202-1916401639
displayed in Figure 6.7 as an example. We identify the strategies appearing
in the longest path in the following list:
• 301 : v0 → v6, v6 → v0, v4 → v7, v2 → v6
• −50 : v1 → v4, v7 → v3, v5 → v1, v3 → v2
• 204 : v0 → v4, v6 → v4, v4 → v5, v2 → v5
• −101 : v1 → v5, v7 → v3, v5 → v3, v3 → v2
• 289 : v0 → v6, v6 → v0, v4 → v1, v2 → v6
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Figure 6.7: Graph of Game-202-1916401639, with strategy graph depth 13,
the query used to extract this game from the workbench is ‘ALL
G HEIGHT(SG(G, FP1)) <=12 AND COUNT(VERTICES(G))
<=8’
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• −62 : v1 → v4, v7 → v3, v5 → v1, v3 → v4
• 167 : v0 → v4, v6 → v3, v4 → v3, v2 → v3
• −53 : v1 → v4, v7 → v3, v5 → v3, v3 → v2
• 297 : v0 → v6, v6 → v0, v4 → v5, v2 → v6
• −59 : v1 → v4, v7 → v3, v5 → v7, v3 → v2
• 293 : v0 → v6, v6 → v0, v4 → v3, v2 → v6
• −107 : v1 → v5, v7 → v3, v5 → v7, v3 → v2
The game values generated by each pair of best responses are in the list:
• 〈301,−50〉 = {v0 : 1, v1 : 1, v2 : 1, v3 : 1, v4 : 1, v5 : 1, v6 : 1, v7 : 1}
• 〈−50, 204〉 = {v0 : 4, v1 : 4, v2 : 4, v3 : 4, v4 : 4, v5 : 4, v6 : 4, v7 : 4}
• 〈204,−101〉 = {v0 : 7, v1 : 7, v2 : 7, v3 : 7, v4 : 7, v5 : 7, v6 : 7, v7 : 7}
• 〈−101, 289〉 = {v0 : 1, v1 : 1, v2 : 1, v3 : 1, v4 : 1, v5 : 1, v6 : 1, v7 : 1}
• 〈289,−62〉 = {v0 : 1, v1 : 1, v2 : 1, v3 : 1, v4 : 1, v5 : 1, v6 : 1, v7 : 1}
• 〈−62, 167〉 = {v0 : 6, v1 : 6, v2 : 6, v3 : 6, v4 : 6, v5 : 6, v6 : 6, v7 : 6}
• 〈167,−53〉 = {v0 : 7, v1 : 7, v2 : 7, v3 : 7, v4 : 7, v5 : 7, v6 : 7, v7 : 7}
• 〈−53, 297〉 = {v0 : 1, v1 : 1, v2 : 1, v3 : 1, v4 : 1, v5 : 1, v6 : 1, v7 : 1}
• 〈297,−59〉 = {v0 : 1, v1 : 1, v2 : 1, v3 : 1, v4 : 1, v5 : 1, v6 : 1, v7 : 1}
• 〈−59, 293〉 = {v0 : 1, v1 : 1, v2 : 1, v3 : 1, v4 : 1, v5 : 1, v6 : 1, v7 : 1}
• 〈293,−107〉 = {v0 : 1, v1 : 1, v2 : 1, v3 : 1, v4 : 1, v5 : 1, v6 : 1, v7 : 1}
• 〈−107, 293〉 = {v0 : 1, v1 : 1, v2 : 1, v3 : 1, v4 : 1, v5 : 1, v6 : 1, v7 : 1}
In the ﬁrst iteration, player 0 with strategy 301 can secure payoﬀ 1 for the
lower bound at all vertices, in the second iteration player 1 can secure payoﬀ
4 at all vertices for upper bound, in the third iteration, player 0 secures payoﬀ
7 using strategy 204, but in the fourth iteration, player 1 can secure payoﬀ
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1 for the upper bound at all vertices, hence value convergence is already
detected by the algorithm if ﬁctitious play starts with initial strategy 301.
Similarly if ﬁctitous play starts at strategy -53, it only takes two iterations
for the algorithm to terminate. A simple inspection into all possible starting
strategies would reveal that the longest run length possible with FP1 is just 4,
while it is known the depth of the strategy graph is length 13. All strategies
which secure payoﬀ 1 for the respective player are value optimal strategies,
only strategy 293 and -107 are proﬁle optimal.
In summary, value optimal strategies include 301, -101, 289, -53, 297, -59,
293, -197; and proﬁle optimal strategies are just 293 and -107.
One key diﬀerence between value optimal and proﬁle optimal strategies is
that the best response of a value optimal strategy may not be value optimal
whereas a best response of a proﬁle optimal strategy is always a proﬁle
optimal one. This is a subtle point easily missed and wasted me a lot of
time in implementation. To make this subtle point explicit, take strategy
289 from the previous example, this strategy is a valid value optimal strategy
for player 0, however its best response -62 is not. Even though -62 is giving
the correct equilibrium payoﬀ against strategy 289 alone, but it is not giving
the equilibrium payoﬀ against strategies of player 0 in general.
Algorithm FP1 is really only interested in value optimal strategies, the use of
the play proﬁle, (instead of a singleton value) in generating the best response
is for reducing the number of strategy cycles of lengths greater than 2. This
also means FP1 with a diﬀerent best response implementation using only
payoﬀ value rather than the full (t, p, d) valuation scheme will generate
strategy graphs with much shorter depths, however whether this extension
would result in an exponential blow up in the run length of the algorithm and
the depth of the strategy graph remains an open question, and the question
will be answered theoretically for fully connected games and experimentally
for all games in general in the next section.
6.2 Depth of Strategy Graph
Run lengths of FP1 up to strategy cycles are bounded by the depth of a strat-
egy graph. Studying the depths of strategy graphs allow us to see whether any
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terminating runs of FP1 (without cycle detection) terminate in polynomial
time. If depths of strategy graphs are indeed bounded polynomially to the
size of the game, it also implies cycle detection can be implemented for FP1
to detect such strategy cycles in polynomial time.
We will ﬁrst look at the strategy graph of fully connected games and show
that depths of all fully connected games’s strategy graphs are bounded by a
constant.
6.2.1 Fully Connected Games
During each iteration of ﬁctitious play, the player with his strategy ﬁxed from
the previous iteration is called the initiator and the player currently generating
a response against the initiator is called the responder, since at each iteration
the initiator only has a single strategy, the responder is eﬀectively playing
a single player parity game, and his response will always generate a singly
connected graph of which the paths starting from all vertices will eventually
run into a cycle.
Because the two players in parity games are symmetric, it suﬃces to present
our lemmas and proofs for only the case when player 1 is the initiator.
Lemma 6.2.1. For fully connected games (with unique priority), given
initator’s strategy π, all vertices owned by the responder are attracted to a
single cycle with responder’s best response σ.
Proof. Consider player 0 being the responder, the play proﬁle of each vertex
vi owned by player 0 is represented by (tvi , pvi , dvi). Since the game priority
is unique, to show all vertices in V0 are attracted to the same cycle in a
best response, we just need to show tvi = tvj , for all vi, vj ∈ V0. Suppose
otherwise if tvi <0 tvj for some vi, vj , since the game is fully connected,
player 0 can strictly improve his payoﬀ by adopting vi → vj in his current
strategy with everything else unchanged. This contradicts the fact that the
current strategy selected by player 0 is already optimal. Hence tvi = tvj for
all vi and vj owned by player 0 .
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Strategy Patterns
The lemma below deﬁnes 3 general patterns of strategies C1, C2 and C3. R
represents vertices owned by the responder, when the responder is player 0,
R = V0. R→ r means all vertices owned by the responder point to vertex r
as part of the best response strategy selected, this is a short hand for stating
∀v ∈ R, arc v → r is selected as part of the strategy. r → r′ means r points
to another vertex r′ owned by the responder overriding statement R → r
on vertex r. I is used to represent all vertices owned by the initiator and i
represents a particular vertex of the initiator.
Lemma 6.2.2. In fully connected games, strategy σ (best response) played
by the responder against any strategy of the opponent always matches one of
the patterns:
• C1: R→ r → r′
• C2: R→ i
• C3: R→ r → i
Proof. By Lemma 6.2.1 we know that all vertices owned by the responder
are attracted to a single cycle with each best response. If we partition the
game into vertices owned by the responder and vertices owned by initiator,
there are 3 cases of which the cycle can be formed:
1. the cycle involves only responder’s vertices
2. the cycle involves only initiator’s vertices
3. the cycle involves both responder and initiator’s vertices
This lemma can be proven by discussing each of the cases where the cycle
can be found. Again we take player 0 being the responder.
Case 1. The cycle involves purely of vertices owned by the responder (player
0). In this case only pattern R→ r → r′ applies.
Suppose the best payoﬀ secured by player 0 is carried by vertex a, since
priorities are unique, we use |a| to unambiguously refer to the payoﬀ. Because
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the cycle involves only vertices owned by player 0, we can also deduce that
there exists a vertex a′ in R such that |a| > |a′|, and a→ a′ ∈ σ (a→ a′ is
part of the best response strategy σ). It remains to show that for all vertices
v ∈ R other than a and a′, either v → a ∈ σ or v → a′ ∈ σ.
If |a| is even, |a| must also be the maximal even priority found in R by
deﬁnition of a best response. As a→ a′, a′ is part of the cycle, therefore, the
second component of the play proﬁle of a′, pa′ is an empty set by deﬁnition
of path preﬁx. When this happens, the best response favours the shortest
distance to the target and the shortest distance is 1, a→ a′ is part of the best
response strategy. After the cycle of a→ a′ → a is established, we need to
show all other vertices in R also points to a directly. We look at an arbitrary
remaining player 0 vertex to be considered. If the second component of
the play proﬁle of vertex v satisﬁes pv >0 {}, it means vertex v encounters
a vertex k before reaching a, such that |k| > |a| is the maximal priority
encountered in the path and |k| is even. This implies k is owned by the
initator since we have already shown that |a| is the maximal even priority
found in R, and k is attracted to a, but obviously since a reaches all vertices
directly, by adopting a→ k in its strategy player 0 can achieve strictly better
payoﬀ, this will contradict with the deﬁnition of best response, therefore
∀v ∈ R, pv ≤0 {}. Then obviously every vertex v will point to vertex a
directly since only the distance matters in the play proﬁles. By replacing a
with r, and replacing a′ with r′, we have shown that R→ r → r′ in this case
when |a| is even.
If |a| is odd. Again as a→ a′, a′ is part of the cycle, therefore, the second
component of the play proﬁle of a′, pa′ is an empty set, however this time
since the payoﬀ is odd, the best response favours the maximal distance to
the target. However it is obvious that ∀v ∈ R other than a′ and a, |v| > |a|
and |v| is odd. Therefore the maximal distance from a′ to a without leaving
R, and without encountering a larger odd value is 1. Again to establish the
cycle of a→ a′ → a, it remains to show that all other vertices in R points
to a′ directly. To show this we look at an arbitrary vertex v in R owned
by player 0 other than a and a′. Since we already know all of the vertices
in R other than a and a′ carry larger odd priority than |a|, any path from
v involving a third vertex v′ ∈ R will make the second component of the
play proﬁle of v worse. So player 0 can only improve the play proﬁle at v
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(maximize the distance from v to a) by reaching vertex k owned by player 1,
such that the second component of the play proﬁle of k satisﬁes pk ≥0 {}.
However it is easy to see that no such vertex k exist, because otherwise if
such a vertex k exists, since a′ reaches all vertices including k, player 0 can
achieve strictly better play proﬁle by adopting a′ → k in its strategy and this
will contradict with the current strategy being a best response. Therefore the
longest path from any v ∈ R other than a and a′ to k is just 2, which means
the rest of the vertices in R to be considered all point to a′. By replacing a′
with r, and replacing a with r′, we have shown that R→ r → r′ in this case
when |a| is odd.
Case 2. The cycle involves purely vertices of the initiator (player1). In this
case only pattern R→ i or pattern R→ r → i will ever be selected for the
best response.
Suppose the best payoﬀ secured by player 0 in this case is carried by vertex
b. Since player 1 has only one strategy in the game, the play proﬁle of
all vertices owned by player 1 and directly attracted to the b-cycle can be
statically determined. Among these vertices directly attracted, there will be
a maximal vertex i such that ti = b, and pi ≥0 {}. Such a vertex i always
exists. (On the other hand, it can be shown easily that any vertex of player
1 indirectly attracted to the cycle through a passage of player 0 vertices,
either has worse play proﬁle than that of vertex i, or that its existence would
generate a contradiction. Therefore such vertices of player 1 can be safely
ignored by player 0 in generating the best response.)
There is at most one vertex a ∈ R owned by player 0, such that |a| >0 |b|.
Suppose otherwise there exists |a′| other than |a| in R, such that |a′| >0 |b|,
this would imply a strategy involving the cycle of a→ a′ → a will generate
strictly better payoﬀ for player 0 than the strategy currently selected, which
contradicts with the current strategy being optimal.
When such vertex a does exist, (ta, pa, da) >0 (ti, pi, di). Because |a| >0 |b|
implies pa >0 pi, it is easy to see that ∀v ∈ R other than a, (tv, pv, dv) <0
(ti, pi, di), therefore player 0 will choose to go to vertex i from vertex a and
choose to go to vertex a from everywhere else. By replacing a with r, pattern
R→ r → i applies.
Similarly, when such vertex a does not exist, ∀v ∈ R, (tv, pv, dv) <0 (ti, pi, di),
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player 0 will choose to go to vertex i directly from all his vertices, and so
pattern R→ i applies.
Case 3. The cycle involves vertices of both players. In this case only pattern
R→ i or pattern R→ r → i will ever be selected for the best response.
We partition the vertices involved in the cycle into two groups based on the
owner of the vertex, we ﬁrst need to show the cycle leaves each partition
exactly once, in other words, there is only a single continuous segment of
player 0 vertices involved in the cycle.
We use the following shape J → K → J ′ → K ′ → ... → J , to represent
the cycle in the most general case, in which each J represents a continuous
path of player 0 vertices, and each K represents a continuous path of player
1 vertices, the cycle starts from the ﬁrst J segment and eventually comes
back to J . If the payoﬀ produced by the cycle is even, and if it is carried by
J-segment, because J-segment can reach all vertices in the game, by going
to K ′ segment directly from J , J → K ′ can eliminate K and J ′ segments
from the cycle producing smaller distance for achieving better play proﬁles.
This contradicts with the condition that the current strategy selected by
player 0 is already optimal. Similarly when K segment carries the payoﬀ,
K ′ and J-segment could be eliminated because player 0 will close the cycle
by J ′ → K producing smaller distance for achieving better play proﬁle. By
rotational symmetry on each of these J-segments, the only viable shape of
the cycle will be J → K → J when the payoﬀ is even.
If the payoﬀ produced by the cycle is odd, and if it is carried byJ-segment,
J-segment will be eliminated because J ′-segment with the other K-segments
generate strictly better payoﬀ than including J-segment in the cycle. Similarly
when K-segment carries the payoﬀ, J and J ′-segments can achieve better
payoﬀ by eliminating K segments from the cycle. By rotational symmetry
again, the only viable shape of the cycle will be J → K → J when the
payoﬀ is odd. Therefore in both case there is always only a single continuous
segment of player 0 vertices in the cycle.
We proceed to expand the K-segment to the sequence of concrete vertices,
b→ b′ → b′′.... Whether or not K-segment is a singleton b, it is easy to see
that for all b′ in B, (tb, pb, db) >0 (t
′
b, p
′
b, d
′
b), where b is the ﬁrst vertex into
the K-segment, otherwise J-segment will point to b′ instead of b.
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We proceed to expand the J-segment to a→ a′ → a′′...
If the payoﬀ produced by the cycle is even, J must be a singleton. Otherwise
if the payoﬀ is carried by J-segment, player 0 can close the cycle within
J-segment to achieve strictly better play proﬁles, contradicting with the
current strategy selected by player 0 being a best response. If the payoﬀ is
carried by K-segment, all vertices in J-segment would have smaller priority
than the payoﬀ, therefore the ﬁrst vertex in the J-segment would skip the
rest of the J-segment and point to b directly. And so the shape of the
cycle reduces to a → K → a. In this case, for all a′ in R other than a,
(ta, pa, da) >0 (ta′ , pa′ , da′). If (ta, pa, da) >0 (tb, pb, db), pattern R → r → i
applies, otherwise pattern R→ i applies.
If the payoﬀ produced by the cycle is odd and is carried by K-segment, J
also must be a singleton, otherwise a→ a′ → a would generate strictly better
payoﬀ than the current best response, contradicting with the current strategy
involving vertices of both player 0 and player 1 being a best response. And
so the shape of the cycle reduces to a → K → a. Clearly (ta, pa, da) ≥0
(tb, pb, db), and also (ta, pa, da) ≥0 (ta′ , pa′ , da′), therefore pattern R→ r → i
applies.
If the payoﬀ produced by the cycle is odd and is carried by J-segment, J-
segment reduces to a or a→ a′. Otherwise if there are more than 2 vertices
in J-segment, the vertex carrying the payoﬀ can always be eliminated from
the cycle resulting in a shorter cycle and better payoﬀ for player 0. It can
also be shown that vertex a carries the payoﬀ, for otherwise since K → a,
and a has smaller but better priority than a′, a would point to K directly
instead of a′. If J-segment is a singleton, pattern R→ i applies, otherwise
pattern R→ r → i applies.
By analyzing each case of where in the game a cycle could be formed during
a best response, we have shown that the best response generated in fully
connected games always match one of the patterns in Deﬁnition 6.2.2.
Interactions of Patterns
By now we have shown that FP1 using (t, p, d) as play proﬁle will generate
best response from only 3 patterns of strategies for both players, we only
need to study the interactions of these 3 patterns of strategies from the two
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players to deduce the maximum depth of the strategy graph.
It turns out that the strings generated by the names of the response patterns
of ﬁctitious play over fully connected games can be deﬁned by a regular
language. FP1 gives rise to inﬁnite strings of such names even though it
may actually terminate. The regular language can be accepted by a Buchi
automaton. The automaton is shown in Figure 6.8. In the ﬁgure, the initial
state is T0, and the accepting states are T1, T2, T3.
Before we go on to discuss the automaton, we introduce another lemma to
help with the proof later.
Lemma 6.2.3. Given a run of ﬁctitious play on fully connected games
starting from initial strategy σ0, [σ0, π0, ..., σi, πi, ... ,σj, πj, ..., ] if both
σi and σj are of pattern C1, then σi = σj
This lemma means that there can only be a single instantiation of C1 for a
player throughout the entire run of a ﬁctitious play on fully connected games.
The proof is straight forward and will be omitted here. The intuition of the
proof is simple. In the set of all strategies of pattern C1 of the responder,
there will always be a greatest element in the set giving the best play proﬁle.
The strategies giving the best play proﬁle may not be unique, but in any
deterministic algorithm enumerating through the set of such strategies, the
same one is always selected for the purpose of the best response no matter
what initiator strategy the opponent has. This is because when a strategy of
pattern C1 is invoked at all, the strategy of the opponent has no impact on
the play proﬁles of the responder’s vertices, hence it has no inﬂuence on the
strategy chosen by the responder.
We show that all sequences of names of patterns generated by FP1 are
accepted by this Buchi automaton, formally:
Lemma 6.2.4. The automaton in Figure 6.8 accepts all pattern strings
generated by FP1 on fully connected games.
Proof. We prove this lemma by reconstructing the automaton at initial state
T0 from scratch. Since the two players are symmetric, we only prove the
case for when player 0 is the responder at the current state being evaluated.
T0: The responder can play all 3 patterns C1, C2 and C3, each of them
reaching a new state, we name these states T7, T11, and T13 accordingly.
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T0 T7
T4
C1
C1
C1
T5
C2
C1
T6
C3
C1
C2
T11
C1
T8
C1
T9
C2
C2
T10 C3
C2
C1
C1
T13 C3
C1
C3
C2T12
C2
C1
C1 C2 C3
T1 T2 T3
Figure 6.8: Buchi Automaton accepting pattern strings generated by all runs
of ﬁctitious play on fully connected games. The automaton is
an over approximation, there are certain paths in it which we
cannot construct real parity games for.
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T7: The responder again can play all 3 patterns C1, C2 and C3, reaching T4,
T5, and T6.
T4: The pattern string seen so far ends with C1C1. With player 0 being the
responder, we name the current best response to be selected by player 0,
σ0, and we name the previous best response by player 1, π−1, and the best
response before σ−1. In iteration (σ−1, π−1), since both σ−1 and π−1 are oﬀ
pattern C1, vertices owned by the same player receive the same payoﬀ. We
name the payoﬀ value x for player 0 and y for player 1. Since all priorities
are unique and π−1 is generated as a best response against σ−1, it can be
deduced that x >0 y. In iteration (π−1, σ0), if σ0 assumes pattern C2 or C3,
it will join the cycle formed by player 1 and receives payoﬀ y, σ−1 clearly
dominates any other strategies in the form of C2 or C3. Player 0 will only play
pattern C1 in this case, and by Lemma 6.2.3, σ0 = σ−1 leading to accepting
state T1. Further iterations only repeat the last two strategies seen due to
the memoryless property of best response.
T5: The pattern string seen so far ends with C1C2. In the iteration (σ−1,
π−1), since σ−1 is of the pattern R → r → r′ and π−1 is of the pattern
I → r′′, we can deduce all vertices in the game are receiving the same payoﬀ
x in that iteration.
• If x is even, then |r| = x. By σ−1 being C1 in nature, x is the largest
even priority in V0. By π−1 being C2 in nature, π−1 >σ−1 π where π
has pattern C1, in other words, no instantiation of C1 will generate a
better payoﬀ than π−1 for player 1 against σ−1, this implies that there
is at most one vertex v ∈ V1 such that |v| <0 x, however by π−1 >σ−1 π
where π has pattern C3, we know that no such v ∈ V1, |v| <0 x exists.
This implies all vertices owned by player 1 hold even priorities which
are also all larger than x. Obviously the largest even priority in the
game is carried by a vertex |vk| ∈ V1. In iteration (π−2, σ−1), since
player 0 was not able to secure |vk|, it implies that in the play proﬁle
(tvk , pvk , dvk) of vertex vk, max(pvk) is odd. Together it implies there
exists at least one vertex vj ∈ V0 such that |vj | > |vk| and |vj | is odd.
Therefore the highest priority in the game is odd and found in V0. We
can therefore deduce that when π−1 is generated with pattern I → r′′,
|r′′| is odd and is the highest priority in the game. Clearly in iteration
(π−1, σ0), the best player 0 can do is to play pattern C1 again to avoid
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forming a cycle involving vertex r′′, again by Lemma 6.2.3, σ0 = σ−1
leading to accepting state T2.
• If x is odd, then |r′| = x and |r| < |r′|. By σ−1 being C1 in nature, we
can deduce ∀v ∈ V0 other than r and r′, |v| > |r′| and |v| is odd. In
particular |r′′| is odd and is also the maximal priority found in V0. By
π−1 being C2 in nature, π−1 >σ−1 π where π has pattern C3, it implies
∀v ∈ V1, |v| <1 |r′|. Therefore |r′′| is the maximal odd priority in the
game. Suppose |r′′| is not the maximal priority in the game. Then
there must exist a vertex vk ∈ V1 such that |vk| is the maximal priority
in game and |vk| is even. In iteration (π−2, σ−1), since player 0 was
not able to secure |vk|, it implies that in the play proﬁle (tvk , pvk , dvk)
of vertex vk, max(pvk) is odd. Since |vk| is even, it contradicts with
|vk| being the maximum priority in the game. Hence the supposition,
that |r′′| is not the maximal priority in the game, is false. With |r′′|
being the maximal priority in the game, clearly in iteration (π−1, σ0),
the best player 0 can do is to play pattern C1 again to avoid forming a
cycle involving vertex r′′, again by lemma 6.2.3, σ0 = σ−1 leading to
accepting state T2.
T6: The pattern string seen so far ends with C1C3. In the iteration (σ−1,
π−1), since σ−1 is of the pattern R → r → r′ and π−1 is of the pattern
I → i→ r′′, we can deduce all vertices in the game are receiving the same
payoﬀ x in that iteration. Similar to the case in T5:
• If x is even, then |r| = x. By σ−1 being C1 in nature, x is the largest
even priority in V0. By π−1 being C3 in nature, π−1 >σ−1 π where π
has pattern C1, this implies that there is at most one vertex v ∈ V1 such
that |v| <0 x, which further implies ∀v′ ∈ V1 other than v, |v′| > |v|,
|v′| > x and |v′| is even. Obviously the largest even priority in the
game is carried by a vertex |vk| ∈ V1. In iteration (π−2, σ−1), since
player 0 was not able to secure |vk|, it implies that in the play proﬁle
(tvk , pvk , dvk) of vertex vk, max(pvk) is odd. Together it implies there
exists at least one vertex vj ∈ V0 such that |vj | > |vk| and |vj | is
odd. Therefore the highest priority in the game is odd and found in
V0. We can therefore deduce that when π−1 is generated with pattern
I → i→ r′′, |r′′| is odd and is the highest priority in the game. Clearly
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in iteration (π−1, σ0), the best player 0 can do is to play pattern C1
again to avoid forming a cycle involving vertex r′′, again by Lemma
6.2.3, σ0 = σ−1 leading to accepting state T3.
• If x is odd. |r′| = x and |r| < |r′|. By σ−1 being C1 in nature, we
can deduce ∀v ∈ V0 other than r and r′, |v| > |r′| and |v| is odd. In
particular |r′′| is odd and is also the maximal priority found in V0.
Suppose |r′′| is not the maximal priority in the game. Then there must
exist a vertex vk ∈ V1 such that |vk| is the maximal priority in game.
|vk| can not be odd since |vk| is odd and maximal priority in game,
σ−1 should be of pattern C1 instead of pattern C2. So |vk| is even. In
iteration (π−2, σ−1), since player 0 was not able to secure |vk|, it implies
that in the play proﬁle (tvk , pvk , dvk) of vertex vk, max(pvk) is odd, since
|vk| is even, it contradicts with |vk| being the maximum priority in the
game. Hence the supposition, that |r′′| is not the maximal priority in
the game, is false. With |r′′| being the maximal priority in the game,
clearly in iteration (π−1, σ0), the best player 0 can do is to play pattern
C1 again to avoid forming a cycle involving vertex r′′, again by Lemma
6.2.3, σ0 = σ−1 leading to accepting state T3.
T11: The pattern string seen so far ends with C2. From this state, action C1
will join state T7. For actions C2 and C3, we name new states T9 and T10.
T9: The pattern string seen so far ends with C2C2. From this state action C1
will join state T7. For action C2, we name new states T8. Action C3 cannot
be made at this state.
Suppose otherwise, σ0 is of pattern C3: R→ r → i.
In iteration (π−1, σ0), since π−1 is of the pattern I → r′, σ0 is of the pattern
R→ r → i, we infer a cycle of i→ r′ → r → i is formed, in which r and r′
might be the same vertex.
Suppose the payoﬀ in the cycle is even. In this case vertex r and vertex r′
must be the same, otherwise player 0 can always shorten the length of the
cycle (which improves the play proﬁle for shorter distance to the target of
favorable priority) by eliminating r or r′ from the cycle. The cycle reduce to
i→ r → i. By σ0 being of pattern R→ r → i and by the deﬁnition of best
response, we can infer the payoﬀ of the cycle is carried by r.
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• σ0 >pi−1 R → r → r′, implies there exist no vertex v ∈ V0 such that
|v| >0 |r|
• σ0 >pi−1 R→ i′′, implies there exist no vertex v ∈ V1 such that |v| >0 |r|
This implies in the previous iteration, any instantiation of pattern C1 of
player 1 will secure strictly better payoﬀ for him than playing π−1 of pattern
I → r′, (r and r′ are the same vertex). This contradicts with π−1 being a
best response against σ−1. So the payoﬀ of the cycle cannot be even.
Now the payoﬀ of the cycle is odd. Suppose it is carried on r, player 0 in
iteration (π−1, σ0) would have achieved better play proﬁle by playing pattern
R → i since |r′| < |r| and |i| < |r|, therefore the payoﬀ of the cycle is not
carried by r, similarly it is also not carried by i, hence it is carried by |r′|.
We have |r′| > |r|, |r′| > |i| and |r| is odd.
• σ0 >pi−1 R→ r′ → r′′, implies ∀v ∈ V0, other than r and r′, |v| is odd
and |v| > |r′|
• σ0 >pi−1 R→ i′′, implies there exist no vertex v ∈ V1 such that |v| is
even and |v| > |r|
Clearly the highest priority in the game is odd, in iteration (σ−1, π−1), since
σ−1 is of pattern C2: R→ i′, player 1 is able to secure the highest priority
in the game, we can infer |r′| is the maximal priority in game and |r′| is
odd. However in iteration (π−1, σ0), cycle i→ r′ → r → i is formed, which
involves r′, which is odd and the highest priority in game, it is clear any
strategy of pattern C1: R → r → r′′ by player 0 without involving r′, will
yield strictly better payoﬀ for player 0, this contradicts with a strategy of
pattern C3 being optimal. So the payoﬀ of the cycle cannot be odd.
The payoﬀ of the cycle can not be odd and can not be even at the same
time yields a contradiction which suggests our supposition at the beginning
is false, hence pattern C3 cannot be played at state T9.
T8: From this state a play of pattern C1 will join state T7. This is the state
where only pattern C1 can ever be played going forward, there are possibly
many diﬀerent preﬁxes which can reach this state, for the time being we only
need to show that any preﬁx ending C2C2C2 will only see pattern C1 in the
next iteration.
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In iteration (σ−1, π−1), since σ−1 is of the pattern R → i, π−1 is of the
pattern I → r, we infer a cycle of i→ r → i is formed.
Suppose the cycle payoﬀ is even, by π−1 being of pattern C2: R→ i, cycle
payoﬀ is carried by vertex i. We have |i| > |r| and |i| is even.
• π−1 >σ−1 I → i → i′, implies there exist at most one vertex v ∈ V1,
other than i, such that |v| <0 |i|
• π−1 >σ−1 I → i→ r, it implies no such v exist
This implies ∀v ∈ V1, |v| is even and |v| > |i|. On the other hand, the
selection of target vertex r by σ−1 and the fact |r| < |i| implies there exist
no vertex v ∈ V0, such that |v| is odd and |v| > |i|. Together it implies the
highest priority in the game is even. Since in iteration (π−2, σ−1), π−2 is of
pattern I → r, player 0 clearly can secure the highest priority in the game
(which is even), by deﬁnition of best response, |i| is the highest priority in
game and |i| is even. This contradicts with the ﬁrst statement deduced in
this paragraph on |i| being the smallest even priority in all of V1.
The contradiction implies that the cycle payoﬀ cannot be even. Now by π−1
being of pattern C2: I → r, cycle payoﬀ is carried by vertex r and |r| > |i|
and |r| is odd
• π−1 >σ−1 I → i→ i′, implies ∀v ∈ V1, other than i, |v| <1 |i|
• By the selection of target vertex r by (σ−1 and the fact |r| > |i|, it
implies there exist no vertex v ∈ V0, such that |v| is odd and |v| > |r|
This implies |r| is the highest odd priority in the game. Suppose |r| is not
the highest priority in the game, then the highest priority in the game must
be even. In iteration (π−2, σ−1), since π−2 is of pattern I → r, player 0
clearly can secure the maximal priority in the game (which is even), by
deﬁnition of best response, |i| is the highest priority in game and |i| is even,
this contradicts with |r| > |i|, therefore the supposition, that |r| is not the
highest priority in the game, is false. |r| is odd and the maximal priority in
the game, therefore for σ0, the best player 0 can do is to play pattern C1,
since any other patterns will invariably encounter vertex r.
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T10: From this state a play of pattern C1 will join state T7. We need to
show two things. First, pattern C3 cannot be played at this state. Second, a
play of pattern C2 joins T8, in other words, we need to show that any preﬁx
ending in C2C3C2 will only see pattern C1 in the next iteration
We now show pattern C3 cannot be played at state T10 by contradiction.
Suppose otherwise, in iteration (π−1, σ0), since π−1 is of the pattern I → i→
r, σ0 is of the pattern R→ r′ → i′, we infer a cycle of i→ r → r′ → i′ → i
is formed, of which vertices i and i′ may be the same vertex, and vertices r
and r′ may be the same vertex.
Suppose if the payoﬀ in the cycle is even, by σ0 being R→ r′ → i′ and by
the deﬁnition of best response, payoﬀ of the cycle must be carried by r′,
we can also infer vertex r and vertex r′ must be the same and vertex i and
vertex i′ must be the same. The cycle reduces to i→ r → i, |r| > |i|, and |r|
is even.
• σ0 >pi−1 R→ r → r′ implies there exist no vertex v ∈ V0, other than i,
such that |v| >0 |r|
• σ0 >pi−1 R→ i implies there exist no vertex v ∈ V1, such that |v| >0 |r|
This implies |r| is the maximal even priority in the game. Suppose |r| is
not the maximal priority in the game, the maximal priority in the game
must then be odd. In iteration (σ−1, π−1), since σ−1 is of pattern C2: R→ i,
player 1 can secure the highest priority in game (which is odd), by deﬁnition
of best reponse and π−1 being I → i → r, we can infer |i| is the highest
priority in game and |i| is odd, however this contradict with |r| > |i|, so |r|
has to be the maximal priority in game. However in iteration (σ−1, π−1), r
is clearly part of the cycle formed given π−1. Therefore player 1 can clearly
secure a better payoﬀ by playing a diﬀerent strategy of pattern C1. This
contradicts with π−1 being a best response, hence the cycle payoﬀ cannot be
even.
So payoﬀ of the cycle must be odd. By σ0 being of pattern R→ r′ → i′ and
deﬁnition of best response, payoﬀ of the cycle is carried byr, otherwise if it
is carried on any other vertex, that vertex can be short circuited from the
cycle. We have |r| > |i|, |r| > |r′|, |r| > |i′| and |r| is odd.
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• σ0 >pi−1 R → r → r′ implies ∀v ∈ V0, other than r and r′, |v| > |r|
and |v| is odd.
• σ0 >pi−1 R→ i implies there exist no vertex v ∈ V1, such that |v| > |r|
and |v| is even.
This means the maximal priority in the game is odd. In iteration (σ−1, π−1),
since σ−1 is of pattern C2: R→ i, player 1 can secure the highest priority in
game (which is odd). By deﬁnition of best reponse and π−1 being of pattern
I → i → r, we can infer |i| is the highest priority in game and |i| is odd.
This contradicts with |r| > |i|, so payoﬀ of the cycle cannot be odd either.
Since the payoﬀ of the cycle cannot be odd and cannot be even, the contra-
diction falsiﬁes viability of C3 at state T10.
We now show that any preﬁx ending in C2C3C2 will see pattern C1 only in
the next iteration.
In iteration (σ−1, π−1), since σ−1 is of the pattern R→ r → i, π−1 is of the
pattern I → r′, we infer a cycle of r → i→ r′ → r is formed, in which vertex
r and vertex r′ may be the same vertex.
If payoﬀ of the cycle is even, by π−1 being of pattern I → r′ and deﬁnition
of best response, payoﬀ of the cycle is carried by vertex i, we have |i| > |r′|,
|i| > |r| and |i| is even.
• π−1 >σ−1 I → i→ i′ , implies there is at most one vertex v ∈ V1, other
than i, such that |v| <0 |i|
• π−1 >σ−1 I → i→ r, implies no such v exist
This means ∀v ∈ V1 other than i, |v| is even and |v| > |i|. On the other
hand, π−1 being of pattern I → r′, and |r′| < |i| implies there is no vertex
v ∈ V0, such that |v| is odd and |v| > |i|. Together they imply that the
highest priority in the game is even. Since in iteration (π−2, σ−1), strategy
π−2 is of pattern I → r, player 0 clearly can secure the highest priority in
the game (which is even). By deﬁnition of best response, |i| is the highest
priority in the game and |i| is even. This contradicts with |i| being the least
priority found in all of V1. So payoﬀ of the cycle cannot be even.
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Now payoﬀ of the cycle is odd. By π−1 being of pattern I → r′ and deﬁnition
of best response, payoﬀ of the cycle is carried by r. We can further infer that
vertex r and vertex r′ are the same vertex. The cycle reduces to r → i→ r,
we have |r| is odd and |r| > |i|.
• π−1 >σ−1 I → i→ i′ , implies ∀v ∈ V1 other than i, |v| <1 |i|, otherwise
player 1 can form a cycle of i, v with better payoﬀ
• By the choice of target vertex r′ selected in π−1 by player 1 and the
fact that |r′| > |i| and all player 0 vertices converge to i in σ−1, we can
infer there is no vertex v ∈ V0 other than r (r and r′ are the same),
such that |V | is odd and |V | > |r|
This means |r| is the highest odd priority in the game. Suppose |r| is not
the highest priority in the game, then the highest priority in the game must
be even. In iteration (π−2, σ−1), since π−2 is of pattern I → r, player 0
clearly can secure the maximal priority in the game (which is even). By
deﬁnition of best response, |i| is the highest priority in game and |i| is even.
This contradicts with |r| > |i|, therefore the supposition, that |r| is not the
highest priority in the game, is false. So |r| has to be the maximal priority
in game and |r| is odd, therefore for σ0, the best player 0 can do is to play
pattern C1, since any other patterns will invariably encounter r.
T13: From this state action C1 will join state T7, action C2 will join state
T11, for action C3, we have state T12.
T12: From this state action C1 will join state T7, action C2 will join state T11,
we need to show that action C3 cannot be played from this state, however
this part of the proof is exactly the same as the part where C3 can not be
played at state T10 (following a preﬁx ending in C2C3}, the exact proof
can be reproduced by replacing pattern string C2 with C3 whenever it is
referenced by σ−1. These two parts of the proof are almost identical because
pattern C2 and C3 are no diﬀerent in allowing the opponent player to secure
the highest priority in the game since it gives control to the other player by
moving into vertices owned by the opponent.
Even though the automaton in Figure 6.2.1 is correct in accepting all runs
of ﬁctitious play on fully connected games, it is an over approximation, there
are certain paths in the automaton which we can not construct any real
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games for. These are the paths with length 7 or 8. One example would be a
path of length 7 beginning with pattern string C3C2C2C2.
This happens because during the proof on state T13, when pattern C2 is
played, instead of doing a case by case analysis of what could happen later, we
just assigned it to state T11 for simplicity because T11 allows more variations
in string patterns than other states which also accept C2 as incoming action.
We can make the automaton tighter if we can show that certain paths
prescribed by T13 → T11 are invalid, such that action C2 from T13 will have
to be assigned to other states accepting C2. Similarly when pattern C3 is
played at T13, instead of doing a case analysis, we assigned it to state T12.
By re-examining the transitions of T13→ T11, T13→ T12, and T12→ T11,
we can eliminate all pattern strings beginning with the following preﬁxes:
• C3C3C2C3
• C3C3C2C2
• C3C2C2C2
• C3C2C2C3
The ﬁrst two items in the list will eliminate state T12 and redirect action C3
to T10 from T13. The last two items in the list will redirect action C2 to T9
from T13. The resulting exact automaton is shown in Figure 6.9.
Lemma 6.2.5 (Invalid Best Reply Patterns). The following list of best
response string patterns cannot occur for fully connected games:
• C3C3C2C3
• C3C3C2C2
• C3C2C2C2
• C3C2C2C3
Proof. We now prove that the four best response string patterns in Lemma
6.2.5 will never occur for fully connected games with FP1.
Each of these patterns can be refuted by establishing a contradiction on the
parity of the maximum priority in the game. The proof procedure is exactly
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T0 T7
T4
C1
C1
C1
T5
C2
C1
T6
C3
C1
C2
T11
C1
T8
C1
T9
C2
C2
T10 C3
C2
C1
C1
T13 C3
C1
C3
C2
C1 C2 C3
T1 T2 T3
Figure 6.9: The exact Buchi Automaton accepting pattern strings generated
by all runs of ﬁctitious play on fully connected games.
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the same for all four string patterns. We will establish the contradiction for
the ﬁrst pattern in detail and leave the rest of the string patterns to the
readers as an exercise.
Suppose C3C3C2C3 is not an invalid string preﬁx, we label the best responses
in the string sequentially as π−2, σ−1, π−1, σ0.
Suppose the maximum priority in the game is odd and that priority resides
on a vertex owned by player 1. We consider iteration (σ−1, π−1). Since the
maximum priority in the game is odd and is found on some i ∈ I, viable best
response of π−1 can only be in the pattern of C1 or C3, however π−1 is of
pattern C2, thus the maximum priority in the game can not be odd while
being carried by a vertex in I.
Suppose the maximum priority in the game is odd and that priority resides on
a vertex owned by player 0. Again we consider iteration (σ−1, π−1) ﬁrst, σ−1
is of the pattern R→ r → i, and π−1 is of the pattern I → r′. We can infer
a cycle of the form r′ → r → i→ r′. Since all vertices of player 0, including
the vertex with the maximum priority in the game, reach i, obviously player
1 can secure a cycle with that maximum priority (odd value), we can further
infer that r′ is the maximum priority in the game and r′ is also odd. With
this fact in mind, we look at the next iteration: (π−1, σ0). Since we know
π−1 requires all vertices of player 1 to converge to r
′, the maximum priority
(odd value) in the game, for σ0 the only best response pattern viable which
can help player 0 escape the fate of receiving |r′| as the payoﬀ on all his
vertices would be C1. However it is known σ0 is of the form C3, therefore
the maximum priority in the game cannot be odd while being carried by a
vertex in R.
The maximum prioirty in the game can not be odd because we have estab-
lished a contradiciton that when the maximum priority in the game is odd
the priority can not appear on vertices owned by both players.
Suppose the maximum priority in the game is even and that priority resides
on a vertex owned by player 0. We consider iteration (π−2, σ−1) ﬁrst, σ−1 is
of the pattern R → r → i, and π−2 is of the pattern I → i′ → r′. We can
infer a cycle of the form r → i → r. The cycle cannot be of length 3 or 4
because otherwise pattern C1 would yield a shorter cycle and a better play
proﬁle than C3. It is easy to see that vertex r is the maximum priority in
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the game, |r| is even and R → r. With this in mind we consider iteration
(σ−1, π−1), the only best response pattern viable which can help player 1
escape the fate of receiving |r| as the payoﬀ on all his vertices would be C1,
however it is known π−1 is of the form C3, therefore the maximum priority
in the game cannot be even while being carried by a vertex in R.
Suppose the maximum priority in the game is even and that priority resides
on a vertex i owned by player 1. We consider iteration (π−2, σ−1), since
π−2 is of the pattern C3, all vertices of player 1 reach into vertices owned
by player 0, player 0 can secure the maximum priority |i| (even value) by
forming a cycle through that vertex. Because there is no vertex with higher
even priority in the game, the best response pattern should be C2, which
contradicts with σ−1 which is of pattern C3. The maximum priority therefore
cannot be both even and carried by a vertex owned by player 1.
The maximum priority in the game can not be even because we have estab-
lished a contradiciton that when the maximum priority in the game is even
the priority can not appear on vertices owned by both players.
When string pattern C3C3C2C3 occurs, we have estabilished in the proof that
the maximum priority in the game can neither be even nor be odd, since the
maximum priority in the game, as a natural number, must be either even
or odd, hence the supposition is false. C3C3C2C3 can not be a valid string
preﬁx.
Theorem 6.2.6 (Constant Termination of FP1). FP1 always terminates on
fully connected games of any size within 6 iterations.
The theorem is obviously true by simple inspection on the automaton in
Figure 6.9. With our experiments on 200,000 randomly generated fully
connected games of up to 1024 vertices, all of the games are solved within 6
iterations.
We close this section by looking at some experimental results running Ficti-
tious Play and Zielonka’s algorithm on fully connected games. The data set
is the complete set of all non-isomorphic fully connected games with equal
number of vertices for both players for 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 vertices games and a
random sample of 10,000 games of 1024 vertices. Table 6.10 compares the
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No. of Vertices 4 6 8 10 12 1024
FP1 2.50 3.15 3.14 3.09 4.22 3.0
Zielonka 2.83 5.91 8.13 9.25 9.72 10.19
Figure 6.10: Comparison of average number of iterations of FP1 against the
average number of recursive calls of Zielonka’s algorithm on fully
connected games.
No. of Vertices 4 6 8 10 12 1024
FP1 87.30 87.91 87.76 88.29 88.75 73000
Zielonka 88.29 86.91 86.74 88.29 89.83 245000
Figure 6.11: Comparison of average runtime of Zielonka’s algorithm and FP1
on fully connected games measured in ms.
average number of iterations of FP1 against the average number of recursive
calls made by Zielonka’s algorithm on these games. Each recursive call of
Zielonka’s algorithm incurs roughly the same amount of computation com-
pared with that in each iterations of FP1. FP1 maintains a low iteration
count for large games as expected. For Zielonka’s algorithm the number of
recursive calls also seems to be bounded by some constant, as the average
number of recursive calls increased from 9 to 10 for games from 12 vertices
to 1024 vertices. The peculiar drop in number of iterations required going
from 6 vertices to 10 vertices with FP1 is probably due to a feature in the
ﬁctitious play algorithm in general. Basically the initial strategy selected
has an impact on the run length of the algorithm. But this eﬀect will be
negligible when applied to large games with huge number of strategies in a
large sample space.
The runtime comparison in Figure 6.11 also conﬁrms our belief that the
two algorithms are roughly equivalent computationally on fully connected
games. The diﬀerence in the time cost is hardly distinguishable with games
at smaller size. However for games of much larger size, ﬁctitious play clearly
outperforms Zielonka’s algorithm.
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6.2.2 Non Fully Connected Games
In the previous section we have shown that the maximum run length of
ﬁctitious play is bounded by a constant on fully connected games, this is
interesting but hardly useful in practice. We want to infer similar results on
parity games in general.
We take a look at a typical strategy graph in Figure 6.12. This strategy
graph for a 12 vertices game has over 20,000 strategies. There are a few
observations in this graph which apply to most of the other games of all sizes.
The vast majority of the nodes (strategies) in the graph have no incoming
edges pointed to them, which means most of the stratgies never occur as
a best response during ﬁctitious play iterations. On the other hand, most
edges are attracted to about a dozen nodes in the graph, these nodes have a
darkened area around them due to the high volume of edge traﬃc.
This is one of the more interesting strategy graphs we could ﬁnd for 12
vertices games. The game’s out-degree is between log(n) to 2 log(n) for
which n is 12 here. Games with more arcs usually result in much ﬂatter
strategy graphs. Recall from the previous section that fully connected games
have depth 6 at maximum. The depth of strategy graphs in general will ﬁrst
increase and then decrease as the arc coverage in the game increases from 0
to fully connected. The exact out degree of a graph at which the turning
point happens is unknown but is shown empirically to be somewhere between
log(n) to 2 log(n). This justiﬁes our choice of out-degree in experiments for
ﬁnding interesting features in games of all sizes (in number of vertices).
When we look at ﬁctitious play within the context of a payoﬀ matrix Mi,j ,
with i rows and j columns, it is easy to see that for ﬁctitious play with
recall length 1, it takes at most 2 ∗ min(i, j) iterations before running into a
strategy cycle. Therefore the maximum run length (depth of strategy graph)
is linearly bounded by the number of strategies in the payoﬀ matrix (hence
also the strategy graph). When ﬁctitious play works with the payoﬀ matrix,
in each iteration, it also takes i or j operations, each of which translates into
the total number of strategies of player 0 and the total number of strategies
of player 1 and is measured in the range of nn where n is the number of
vertices in the game. However when we do compute the best response in a
parity game against each given strategy it takes at most n3 log(n) operations,
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Figure 6.12: Strategy graph of a 12 vertices game, with over 20,000 strategies.
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because solving a single player parity game is reduced to a reachability
problem and it is solved within n3 log(n) steps. Unlike strategies, in generic
numerical games in normal form, which are completely independent against
each other, strategies in parity games are combinatorial objects and the true
descripion complexity of the payoﬀ matrix is therefore much smaller than
the total number of strategies in the payoﬀ matrix.
If we take a leap of faith and assume that the inner loop complexity of
best response in ﬁctitious play for parity games somehow reﬂects the true
descriptive complexity of its payoﬀ matrix, we then have the following
conjecture:
Conjecture 6.2.7. Given a parity game with n vertices, the set of all
strategies S0 = Π ∪ Σ, of both player 0 and player 1, we deﬁne the set of
strategies S1 = {s | s = BR(t) where t ∈ S0}. Then we conjecture that |S1| is
bounded by O(n3 log n).
In this conjecture, S0 is the set of all strategies. S1 is the set of strategies
that are best responses to some strategies in S0, those strategies which are
present in S0 but not in S1 are called unreferenced strategies, they are strictly
dominated and cannot be best responses to any of the strategies in S0. Based
on our experiments, the conjecture holds for games with up to 12 vertices.
Table 6.13 shows the average number of strategies in S0 and S1, Table 6.14
shows the maximum number of strategies in S0 and S1. In both tables S2
and S3 are deﬁned analogously to S1.
Unfortunately we do not have the capacity to thoroughly check against much
larger games, since a game with 20 vertices may already have billions of
strategies. For this reason the results presented here should be taken with
a grain of salt as any initial set of data can be ﬁtted to a polynomial with
large enough constants. However at least the maximum iterations recorded
in other experiments for much larger games so far do no contradict this
conjecure.
If we continue to take away unreferenced strategies in S1 to generate S2, and
from S2 to S3, and up to Sk where k is the maximum depth of a strategy
graph, then k is bounded by the inequality ak ≤ nn where n is the number of
vertices in the game and a is the geometric mean of each Si/Si+1, for i = 0
to k. It is believed that a has a limit at the base of the natural logarithm
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e. We then have the following conjecture regarding the depth of a strategy
graph:
Conjecture 6.2.8. Given a parity game with n vertices, the depth of its
strategy graph generated by best response of recall length 1 is bounded by
O(n log n).
Vertices S0 S1 S2 S3
4 5.878 2.406 2.01 2
6 65.254 4.943 2.306 2.048
8 1118.209 7.692 2.759 2.177
10 5598.585 12.228 3.354 2.401
12 22052.29 20.069 4.167 2.671
Figure 6.13: Average number of strategies in strategy graphs, and ﬁltered
strategy graphs up to 3 times. Column S0 gives the average
number of strategies in original strategy graphs, Column S1 gives
the average number of strategies when unreferenced strategies
are removed from S0 etc.
Vertices S0 S1 S2 S3
4 18 6 3 2
6 152 16 6 4
8 3001 38 10 9
10 26368 87 11 7
12 127296 232 17 8
Figure 6.14: Maximum number of strategies seen in strategy graphs and
ﬁltered strategy graphs up to 3 times. Column S0 gives the
maximum number of strategies in original strategy graphs, Col-
umn S1 gives the maximum number of strategies seen when
unreferenced strategies are removed from S0 etc.
Again for all the parity games we come across from experiments, no contra-
dictions to this conjecture have been found. Readers are invited to review
the iteration statistics of FP1 on various data sets in Table 5.19, Table 5.20,
Table 5.21, and Table 5.22 from Chapter 5.
Unfortunately I will not be able to provide a proof for either of the two
conjectures at this stage. However we will discuss the intuition for why
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ﬁctitious play may have a polynomial run length for games in general. To
drive the discussion we refer back to Figure 6.12 and ask the following
question: for strategies lying in the periphery of the strategy graph and
sharing the same counter strategy, what do they have in common?
We treat a strategy as a map of arc selections. At each map index there is
an arc selection correponding to the vertex owned by the player.
Definition 6.2.9 (Abstract Strategy). We call a map of arc selections an
abstract strategy if vertices all owned by the same player, in the map do not
contain all vertices owned by that player.
For example {v0 → v2} is an abstract strategy.
Definition 6.2.10 (Instantiation). A strategy is said to be an instantiation
of an abstract strategy if it inherits all the mappings from the abstract strategy.
Definition 6.2.11 (Reﬁnement). An abstract strategy is an reﬁnement of
another abstract strategy if it is itself abstract and inherit all the mappings
from the second abstract strategy.
Definition 6.2.12 (Counter Strategy). If strategy σ is a counter strategy to
strategy π in the strategy graph, we say that π is consumed by σ.
For a parity game with out-degree n, if player 1 owns n vertices in the
game, there are nn strategies of player 1. Furthermore for abstract strategy
{vi → vj} of player 1, there will be exactly nn−1 instantiations. With this
understanding we use the following procedure to ’assign’ strategies of player
1 to their consumers (strategies of player 0) in a strategy graph. Starting
from the highest even number and following the relevance ordering, ﬁnd the
abstract strategy π of minimal length that generates the counter strategy
σ, then all instantiations of π not yet assigned in the strategy graph will be
assigned to σ.
In this procedure, we do not need to worry about the case that other
reﬁnements of π give player 0 the chance to generate even better payoﬀ,
because instantiations of the more reﬁned abstract strategy which yield
better payoﬀ for player 0 would have been dealt with from earlier steps in
the procedure.
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Now if the maximum of all minimal lengths of abstract strategies of player
1 seen is of length k, then for each such abstract strategy, there will be
nn−k instantiations, which means their unique counter strategy of player
0 consumes nn−k player 1 strategies. This means there will be at most
nn−(n−k) = nk distinct consumers, or player 0 strategies ever referenced by
player 1 strategies in the strategy graph. Existence of abstract strategies of
player 1 with length shorter than k will only reduce the number of player 0
strategies referenced.
If the most succinct abstract value-optimal strategy of player 0 has length k
in a game with n vertices owned by player 0, then there are at least nn−k
value-optimal strategies each of which is a termination marker for ﬁctitious
play because the algorithm will terminate as long as it encounters a value
optimal strategy once for each player. Typically in a parity game, a strategy
can be value-optimal only when most of the vertices owned by the player
have the correct arc selected in the strategy.
On the other hand, a strategy can be sub-optimal as long as a few vertices
have the wrong arcs selected. This means, an abstract strategy which
characterizes strictly dominated strategies has much shorter length than an
abstract strategy which characterizes best responses in the strategy graph.
As the length of abstract strategies goes from 1 to n, in principle, the number
of instantiations corresponding to the abstract strategies of each length goes
from n(n−1) to 1, following a geometric progression. Because of this the
number of bad strategies (unreferenced strategies) may be exponentially
related to the number of good strategies (counter strategies referenced) in a
strategy graph, and from this we might be able to infer that the strategies
ever referenced in a strategy graph is polynomially related to the number of
vertices in the game.
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7 Cycle Resolution with FP1
In the previous chapter we looked at strategy graphs and their implications
on the run time of FP1 on parity games. Even though we do not have a
proof for polynomial time termination of FP1 for parity games in general,
the algorithm is conjectured to ’terminate’ within O(n log(n)) iterations and
its overall run time bounded by O(n4 log2(n)). 1 The conjectures stand
well empirically against test games of up to 2000 vertices from our various
experiments. The algorithm also performs better in run time than Zielonka’s
algorithm and strategy improvement algorithm, especially when the game
size gets much larger. However FP1 in its plain vanilla form may fail to
produce a solution when non-optimal strategy cycles (cycles of lengths greater
than 2) are encountered. Even though such cases account for less than 0.5%
of the random games, nevertheless these non-optimal strategy cycles have
to be resolved. This chapter explores various possibilities for resolving such
cycles.
7.1 Cycle Detection
Cycle resolution begins with its detection. We want to remain as faithful
to the original ﬁctitious play algorithm as possible when redesigning it for
parity games. The pseudocodes given from previous chapters on FP1 did not
mention anything about cycle detection, it had been taken for granted. As a
matter of fact, we do not need to make any changes to the pseudocode or the
implementations of FP1, since cycle detection (as well as cycle resolutions
as we will see later in this chapter), can be implemented as a proxy to
be injected during each iteration through aspect oriented design 2. This
1By termination we mean either to have terminated gracefully with the correct solution
or to have strategy cycles detected of lengths up to O(n log(n)).
2More information about aspect oriented programming can be found at the homepage of
AspectJ at http://www.eclipse.org/aspectj.
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mechanism remains transparent to the algorithm and everything we have
proved or shown regarding FP1 will still stand in its presence. We now give
the pseudocode for cycle detection in Figure 7.1.
1: strategies = []
2: cycleDetected = false
3: iteration
4: strategy = retrieve last best response in current iteration
5: if strategy ∈ strategies then
6: if strategies.length - strategy@strategies > 2 then
7: cycleDetected = true
8: end if
9: end if
10: strategies += strategy
Figure 7.1: Cycle detection for FP1, triggered at the end of each iteration of
FP1
In the pseudocode, variables strategies and cycleDetected are initialized
once when FP1 is invoked on a game. The variable strategies is a list and
is updated in each iteration. For games of larger size it might not be space
eﬃcient to store the actual strategies in the list, in fact in our implementation,
each strategy is assigned a unique natural number, only the numbers which
encode actual strategies are stored. Time for encoding a strategy is bounded
by O(n) and time for decoding a strategy is bounded by O(n2) where n is
the number of vertices in the game. Therefore the time complexity of each
iteration of FP1 remains unchanged at O(n3 log(n)).
7.2 Randomization
Since optimal strategies always exist, any strategies that can reach the
optimal ones in a strategy graph, if selected as initial strategies, will lead to
the optimal strategies in ﬁctitious play. One seemingly obvious solution to
non-optimal strategy cycles upon detecting them is to restart the computation
and begin with a diﬀerent random initial strategy, hoping that the optimal
strategies are reachable by the new initial strategy selected.
This method will only work if most, or at least over 50%, of the strategies in
the strategy graph are attracted to the optimal strategies. This is however
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not true most of the time. In Figure 7.2, we show the average, maximum,
minimum and median percentage of strategies attracted to the optimal
strategies in test games. The data is collected from roughly 1000 games
of up to 12 vertices with strategy cycles detected. For these games with
known strategy cycles, a strategy graph is generated for each game. Each
node in the strategy graph has only 1 out-going edge, hence each node is
deterministically attracted to a set of sink strategies. We can check for
each strategy whether it is attracted into the sink of equilibrium strategies,
and count the total number of strategies attracted to the sink versus the
total number of strategies in the strategy graph. We are not able to check
against games with more than 12 vertices, but results from even smaller
games already suggest that randomization will not be eﬀective for resolving
strategy cycles.
As we can see from the table, on average only about 10% of the strategies in
a strategy graph can reach optimal strategies. Even though the maximum
can go up to as high as 82% occasionally, as the median is around 2% to 3%,
it suggests that randomization will only work very rarely. In certain games
the strategies attracted to optimal ones can be as low as 0.03%, which means
virtually all of the strategies are trapped in the non-optimal strategy cycle.
No. of Vertices Average % Max % Min % Median %
8 9.1% 52.9% 0.3% 2.9%
10 10.1% 65.5% 0.07% 2.6%
12 10.8% 82.3% 0.03% 2.2%
Figure 7.2: Percentage of strategies attracted to the optimal strategies in
strategy graphs showing the average, max, min and median
percentages observed from rougly 1000 games with strategy cycles.
7.3 Static Analysis
Recall that ﬁctitious play maintains a convergence interval (l, u) at each
vertex, these intervals are updated during each iteration of ﬁctitious play
when a better upper or lower bound is found. Termination of the algorithm
relies on the convergence intervals to be closed at each vertex.
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As each best response is generated with a particular opponent strategy in
mind, when a better upper or lower bound is found, it is only updated locally
for the vertices relevant to the context of the pair of opposing strategies.
However the information of the new boundaries on some local vertices within
the iteration of ﬁctitious play may have an impact elsewhere if the local
information can be extracted and analyzed at a higher level outside the
iterations. This section looks at such methods which help ﬁctitious play
resolve cycles and speed up convergence. We will give two examples of static
analysis.
7.3.1 Strategy enforcement on local convergence
Sometimes ﬁctitious play may have detected a local convergence on a subset
of vertices even though it could not ﬁnd a convergence globally for the whole
game. Take for example when we detect l = u on a vertex v with interval
[l, u], we can retrieve the σ and π which generate this local convergence, for
all such vertices we can drop all other edges on them except σ and π, this is
enforcing the optimal strategies for the region related to convergence. After
the game is simpliﬁed in this manner, FP1 can often escape the non-optimal
strategy cycles. This process simulates incrementally generating residual
games and throwing away computed (converged) regions. We look at an
example for this static analysis on GAME-08-35-7-2052 in Figure 7.3, the
corresponding ﬁltered strategy graph is in Figure 7.4. When FP1 is executed
on this game, the non-optimal strategy cycle: 371, -42, 240, -103, 173, -1 is
observed. The list of strategies in the cycle is shown below:
• 371 : v2 → v6, v4 → v7, v0 → v2, v6 → v4
• −42 : v3 → v1, v5 → v2, v1 → v3, v7 → v1
• 240 : v2 → v5, v4 → v2, v0 → v5, v6 → v5
• −103 : v3 → v4, v5 → v6, v1 → v4, v7 → v1
• 173 : v2 → v3, v4 → v7, v0 → v1, v6 → v4
• −1 : v3 → v0, v5 → v2, v1 → v0, v7 → v1
The payoﬀ received in each iteration up to a full cycle is listed below:
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Figure 7.3: Parity game GAME-08-35-7-2052, with cycle length 6 for FP1,
the query used to extract this game from the workbench is ‘ALL
G COUNT(VERTICES(G)) <=8 AND CL(G,FP1)<6’
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Figure 7.4: Filtered strategy graph of GAME-08-35-7-2052
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• 〈371,−42〉 = 4 at all vertices
• 〈−42, 240〉 = {v0 : 6, v1 : 4, v2 : 6, v3 : 4, v4 : 6, v5 : 6, v6 : 6, v7 : 4}
• 〈240,−103〉 = 9 at all vertices
• 〈−103, 173〉 = 12 at all vertices
• 〈173,−1〉 = 7 at all vertices
• 〈−1, 371〉 = 12 at all vertices
After iteration (-42, 240), intervals for vertices v1, v3, v7 are found to have
converged. Since strategy 371 and strategy -42 are already optimal for the
sub-game formed by v1, v3, v7, we can enforce the part of strategy -42 relevant
to these three vertices to be played by player 1 in all subsequent iterations.
This can be achieved by removing all other out-going edges from these vertices.
After the game is simpliﬁed, strategies -103 and -1 are eliminated from the
strategy graph and the best response to strategy 240 will be strategy −62 :
v3 → v1, v5 → v6, v1 → v3, v7 → v1. As we can see from the ﬁltered strategy
graph in Figure 7.4, strategy -62 is one of the proﬁle optimal strategies and
its best response is strategy 287 : v2 → v5, v4 → v7, v0 → v5, v6 → v4. The
non-optimal strategy cycle is therefore resolved and computation terminates
two iterations later. The game values for the next two iterations are:
• 〈240,−62〉 = {v0 : 9, v1 : 4, v2 : 9, v3 : 4, v4 : 9, v5 : 9, v6 : 9, v7 : 4}
• 〈−62, 287〉 = 4 at all vertices
Equilibrium payoﬀ is 4 for all vertices and the optimal strategies returned
by the algorithm are 371 and -62. The pseudocode for this method is listed
in Figure 7.5. For actual implementation, we do not need to manage best
strategy maps (lbBsMap, ubBsMap) and the optimal payoﬀs (lbMap, ubMap)
explicitly as they are already managed by FP1’s main iteration, they are
being included here only for the ease of understanding. Line 14 and 25 retain
out-going edges in the optimal strategies and drop all other edges on vertices
with closed intervals.
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1: lbBsMap (v → σ)
2: ubBsMap (v → π)
3: lbMap (v → int)
4: ubMap (v → int)
5: iteration
6: payoﬀMap = new payoﬀ for each vertex this iteration
7: if best response by player 0 then
8: π = previous best response
9: for all v ∈ V do
10: if ubMap.get(v) <0 payoﬀMap.get(v) then
11: ubMap.put(v, payoﬀMap.get(v))
12: ubBsMap.put(v, π)
13: if lbMap.get(v) == ubMap.get(v) then
14: enforce ubBsMap.get(v) and lbBsMap.get(v) on v
15: end if
16: end if
17: end for
18: else
19: σ = previous best response
20: for all v ∈ V do
21: if lbMap.get(v) >0 payoﬀMap.get(v) then
22: lbMap.put(v, payoﬀMap.get(v))
23: lbBsMap.put(v, σ)
24: if lbMap.get(v) == ubMap.get(v) then
25: enforce ubBsMap.get(v) and lbBsMap.get(v) on v
26: end if
27: end if
28: end for
29: end if
Figure 7.5: Pseudocode for enforcing strategies on local convergence in static
analysis
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7.3.2 Prune strictly dominated strategies
The second static update we discuss looks at a single vertex and its immediate
successors. The idea is that, e.g., at player 0 vertex v, if there are two
successors p and q such that the upper bound of p is less than the lower
bound of q in the relevance ordering from the perspective of player 0, then
we can safely remove v → p from the original game. There are two rules
applying to vertices owned by each of the two players:
• (R0) while (∃v ∈ V0 with succ p! = q s.t. u(p) ≤0 l(q)) drop arc vv → vp
• (R1) while (∃v ∈ V1 with succ p! = q s.t. u(q) ≤0 l(p)) drop arc vv → vp
In R0 and R1, vertex p and vertex q are distinct successors of vertex v. The
rules will keep removing arcs from the game so long as the upper bound of
one successor is lower than the lower bound of another successor from the
perspective of the owner of v. These rules will examine each vertex v in a
game exactly once and for each vertex v there are at most n− 2 arcs that
can be removed. Since the two rules are self explanatory, and are applied
after each iteration in a similar fashion to strategy enforcement on local
convergence, we will skip their pseudocode.
Pruning strictly dominated strategies appears to be equivalent to convergence
resolution experimentally. Theoretically, any non-optimal strategy cycles
resolved by strategy enforcement on local convergence will be resolved by
pruning strictly dominated strategies. This is so because as long as there is
more than one out-going arc from any of the vertices with converged interval,
one of the two rules R0 and R1 will apply on these vertices. Eventually
all the ’redundant’ arcs will be pruned and the end result is the same as if
strategy enforcement has been applied. This can be conﬁrmed by inspecting
the example we give in Figure 7.3 using the second static analysis introduced.
It remains to ﬁnd out whether FP1 may theoretically generate non-overlapping
intervals on successors of a vertex without encoutering local convergence
anywhere in the game. The answer to this question is most likely no. This is
because when two intervals are completely seperate, one of the two intervals
must be fully even or fully odd since all such intervals are each a line segment
in the relevance ordering. This means the potential equilibrium payoﬀs which
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this interval may converge to are all owned by the same player, and the
vertex carrying this interval is eﬀectively won by that player too.
We revisit the data sets of random games and compare the number of unsolved
games using plain FP1 and FP1 enhanced by static analysis. The data is
shown in Figure 7.6. We can see from the table that over 97% of the games
not solved by FP1 are now solved by FP1 with static analysis.
No. of vertices 8 10 12 24 32 1024
FP1 80 183 483 502 518 24
FP1 w/ static analysis 0 7 13 9 13 0
Figure 7.6: Comparing the number of games unsolved each by FP1 and FP1
with static analysis on various data sets of random games. Each
data set contains roughly 200,000 games.
7.4 Combining best reply and strategy
improvement
From our experiments on random games, we know that FP1 encounters non-
optimal strategy cycles in less than 0.5% of all the random games generated in
the random game data set deﬁned in Chapter 4, and static updates eliminate
these cases by a further 98%, therefore the percentage of games remained
diﬃcult for enhanced FP1 is less than 0.01% of the random games generated.
But this is not good enough. In this section we will look at ways completely
resolve the non-optimal strategy cycles by making use of the known DSI
algorithm [26].
7.4.1 Context switching on interval update
FP1 has a conjectured polynomial runtime of O(n4 log2(n)), but it has a
small chance of leaving a game unsolved when non-optimal strategy cycles
are encountered. Discrete strategy improvement algorithm is guaranteed to
terminate with optimal strategy of player 0, but is shown to have EXPTIME
worst case time complexity. Because both these algorithms are iterative
processes using a similar valuation scheme, they can be combined together
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to give us possibly the best of the two worlds.
For this purpose, we design a context switching algorithm using FP1 and
DSI algorithms as components. It remains to ﬁgure out what criteria should
be used for switching the context.
Progress in FP1 is measured by the distance of the convergence interval
[l, u]. The interval is updated by BR in FP1 whenever a better boundary is
discovered. An obvious choice for switching the context out of FP1 into DSI
is to do so when the interval [l, u] remained stationary after an iteration of
FP1, and for switching out of DSI into FP1, as soon as [l, u] is improved by
DSI. The algorithm capturing this intuition is shown in Figure 7.7.
The context switching algorithm follows the same pattern in FP1 which
computes a single best response in each iteration. Variables σ and π are
place holders for optimal strategies for player 0 and player 1. Variable ds in
line 3 is the defending strategy. The defending and attacking player in each
iteration can be inferred from the current defending strategy in question.
When the algorithm stays in the ﬁctitious play context the two players take
turns attacking their opponent’s strategy. If the defender can secure a better
payoﬀ, they will update the boundary in line 9 or 12 correspondingly for the
lower and upper bound as well as update their best strategy seen globally
so far. The algorithm stays in the FP1 context as long as one of the two
boundaries is updated for the convergence interval after each iteration. When
the lower and upper bound meet, the game is completely solved and the
algorithm will return σ and π. When both boundaries remain unchanged
after an iteration, the algorithm will switch to the DSI mode.
When the algorithm is in the DSI mode, it will ﬁrst pick up the defending
strategy from previous iteration in line 22, and improves the strategy using
strategy improvement, the payoﬀ secured by the new defending strategy is
computed in line 24 and 26. If the payoﬀ is indeed better than the current
boundary, it will switch out of the DSI context without making any update,
because the new defending strategy ds will be picked up in FP1 and FP1
after computing the best response to the current ds, will produce exactly the
same payoﬀ and proceed with the update. The DSI component implemented
here is slightly diﬀerent from the standalone DSI algorithm in the sense that
the DSI algorithm only improves player 0 strategies whereas the algorithm
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1: l = update lower bound to min priority in ≤0 in G
2: u = update upper bound to max priority in ≤0 in G
3: ds = choose some player 0 strategy
4: σ, π
5: while there is gap between l and u do
6: //Fictitious play
7: repeat
8: if player 0 defending then
9: l′ = 〈ds, BR(ds)〉
10: update l if l′ >0 l
11: σ = ds
12: else
13: u′ = 〈ds, BR(ds)〉
14: update u if u′ >1 u
15: π = ds
16: end if
17: oldDs = ds
18: ds = BR(ds)
19: until (neither l, u strictly improve)||(l,u gap close)
20: if l,u gap closed then
21: return (σ,π)
22: end if
23: //Strategy improvement
24: repeat
25: ds = improve(oldDs)
26: if player 0 defending then
27: l′ = 〈ds, BR(ds)〉
28: else
29: u′ = 〈ds, BR(ds)〉
30: end if
31: until (l′ >0 l) || (u
′ >1 u) ||(ds no longer changes)
32: if ds no longer changes then
33: return (ds, BR(ds))
34: end if
35: end while
Figure 7.7: Context switching on interval update using FP1 and DSI
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here may improve the strategy of either player depending on who is being
the current defender in question.
It should be clear that the algorithm always terminates: either the distance
between the boundaries of convergence intervals eventually reaches 0, and
then l = u and we stop; or execution stays within the strategy-improvement
mode and there termination is guaranteed as it was proved in [26] that,
eventually, σ = σ′. This terminal σ is then stronger than any other σ that
was computed in previous strategy-improvement iterations.
7.5 Experiment and Findings
Our experiments for the algorithm in Figure 7.7 were conducted on hundreds
of millions of randomly generated parity games whose number of vertices
ranges from 4 to 128. The results for games with up to 32 vertices are shown
in Figure 7.8. We have decided to include the data of up to 32 vertices
games for two reasons. Firstly the statistics collected scales proportionately
for games up to 128 vertices, and secondly the data shown here is already
good enough to help us spot and ﬁx a weakness in the algorithm without
processing even more experiments.
In the ﬁgure, "BR" stands for the best-reply process whereas "DSI" stands
for the discrete strategy improvement process. "Max" (respectively, "Mean")
means the maximal (respectively, average) number of occurrences of the
respective measure on games of the speciﬁed number of vertices. For each
number of vertices on the left, we have three results: "Number of Entries"
says how often the respective mode has been entered; "Max Run ... Per
Entry" is the maximal number of iterations within the respective repeat-
statement; and "Total Iterations ... Entries" is the sum of all iterations
occurring within the respective mode.
The ﬁrst measure shows that the majority of games is solved by being in
the best-reply mode only. Also, on average most games spent most of their
time in that mode. For each game, the ﬁrst measure diﬀers by at most one
for BR and DSI. The second measure demonstrates that it does grow with
the size of the game but the growth appears to be moderate for the range of
games we investigated. The mean is similar to the mean of the ﬁrst measure.
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The third measure reﬂects the running time of our algorithm in practice. It
seems to suggest that diﬃcult games aﬀect strategy improvement more than
best reply, as the highest number of iterations for DSI is consistently bigger
than the corresponding number for BR. The mean suggests that, on average,
the running time grows moderately in the size of the game. Moreover, high
numbers of iterations in DSI correlate strongly with low such numbers of
BR in the same games. This seems to say that minor improvements happen
close to local minima.
We also ran the worst-case examples for strategy improvement in [16]. Our
algorithm solves these games by entering the best-reply mode only once and
never entering the strategy-improvement mode. This illustrates that the use
of play proﬁles for both players, and the dialogue and information ﬂow that
this enables, are beneﬁcial in solving parity games.
When we do compare the combined algorithm with pure DSI, the result is
bad for the context switching algorithm. We pick out the ’most diﬃcult’
games in each vertex group from the previous experiment and do a break
down on the number of iterations in Figure 7.9. In some games, the combined
algorithm takes three times as many iterations as the pure DSI algorithm.
The key to understanding the disappointing performance of the combined
algorithm is to realize that the interval update in FP1 is not monotonic.
Actually it is nonmonotonic in most of the iterations. When the interval
stands stationary after an iteration it does not mean that FP1 is not mak-
ing any progress, the two players exchange information about each other’s
strategies through best responses and these strategies with oﬀ the boundary
payoﬀ are important for making progress towards the optimal strategies. The
information is encoded in the path in strategy graph and is representing
progress until a strategy cycle is encountered.
We already know that the run time performance of FP1 is better than
DSI, what we need from DSI is just for resolution of non-optimal strategy
cycles. We also know that as we go deeper into the strategy graph with
FP1, the number of strategies left in the core of the graph with unreferenced
strategies removed drops very fast. Therefore we do not want DSI to improve
those unreferenced strategies at each strategy graph depth level when such
peripheral strategies could be skipped by FP1 directly.
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7.5.1 Context switching on detection of cycles
With this intuition, we modify the previous context switching algorithm to
obtain the algorithm in Figure 7.10. The only diﬀerence is in line 19 with
the criteria for context switching updated to detection of strategy cycles.
With this change, the algorithm behaves exactly like a FP1 algorithm before
encountering any non-optimal strategy cycles, DSI will only be invoked
when such a cycle occurs. We revisit the previous experiment comparing the
number of iterations of the mixed algorithm against pure DSI implementation.
The result is shown in Figure 7.11, as expected, the combined algorithm
performs better for all the witness games since they are all solved within
FP1.
The context switching upon cycle detection algorithm does not have any
over head against the pure FP1 implementation when no strategy cycles are
involved in games because cycle detection is also always invoked in FP1 to
help the algorithm terminate when cycles are detected, therefore the runtime
performance of the context switching algorithm is exactly the same as FP 1
for all the experiments conducted in Chapter 5, these results can be reviewed
in Figure 5.19, Figure 5.21, and Figure 5.22.
For games not solved by FP1, we now compare the performance of the mixed
algorithm against pure DSI on these games. The experiment is shown in
Figure 7.12. Entries in the table are the average number of iterations in
each mode. For these games, the number of iterations taken by the mixed
algorithm appear to be twice as many as that of a pure DSI implementation,
however we do note two things: ﬁrst it only takes 1 iteration of DSI to
resolve the strategy cycles, and second, the diﬀerence between the iterations
of mixed algorithm and pure DSI appears to be falling as the game size gets
larger. The result is not conclusive until we can ﬁnd some witness games for
which FP1 encounters strategy cycles and at the same time pure DSI exhibits
exponential run lengths. This is because even though pure DSI may have
exponentially many iterations for solving this hypothesized class of games,
the DSI iterations required to resolve the cycles in FP1 for this same class of
games may not be exponential.
After all, the likelyhood of encountering a game with non-optimal strategy
cycles by pure FP1 is around 0.01% in practice, so even if the hypothesized
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Mixed FP1+DSI Pure DSI
Vertices DSI FP1
4 2 1 2
5 4 3 2
6 4 3 3
8 13 3 5
10 15 4 7
12 20 5 8
14 6 4 4
16 7 4 9
18 13 2 6
20 17 5 7
22 10 6 5
24 21 3 6
26 17 6 11
28 22 7 10
30 19 9 9
32 15 4 7
Figure 7.9: Comparing the number of iterations between the context switch-
ing algorithm and pure DSI on ’worst case’ games for the context
switching on interval update algorithm, extracted from the un-
derlying data behind experiments in Table 7.8
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1: l = update lower bound to min priority in ≤0 in G
2: u = update upper bound to max priority in ≤0 in G
3: ds = choose some player 0 strategy
4: σ, π
5: while there is gap between l and u do
6: //Fictitious play
7: repeat
8: if player 0 defending then
9: l′ = 〈ds, BR(ds)〉
10: update l if l′ >0 l
11: σ = ds
12: else
13: u′ = 〈ds, BR(ds)〉
14: update u if u′ >1 u
15: π = ds
16: end if
17: oldDs = ds
18: ds = BR(ds)
19: until (strategy cycle detected)
20: if l,u gap closed then
21: return (σ,π)
22: end if
23: //Strategy improvement
24: repeat
25: ds = improve(oldDs)
26: if player 0 defending then
27: l′ = 〈ds, BR(ds)〉
28: else
29: u′ = 〈ds, BR(ds)〉
30: end if
31: until (l′ >0 l) || (u
′ >1 u) ||(ds no longer changes)
32: if ds no longer changes then
33: return (ds, BR(ds))
34: end if
35: end while
Figure 7.10: Context switching on cycle detection using FP1 and DSI
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Mixed FP1+DSI Pure DSI
Vertices DSI FP1
4 0 1 2
5 0 1 2
6 0 3 3
8 0 4 5
10 0 4 7
12 0 4 8
14 0 4 4
16 0 3 9
18 0 3 6
20 0 3 7
22 0 4 5
24 0 4 6
26 0 3 11
28 0 3 10
30 0 3 9
32 0 3 7
Figure 7.11: Comparing the number of iterations between the context switch-
ing algorithm and pure DSI on ’worst case’ games extracted
from experiments in Table 7.8 for the context switching on cycle
detected algorithm
Mixed FP1+DSI Pure DSI
Vertices DSI FP1
10 1 6.428 3.143
12 1 6.923 3.462
24 1 7.556 3.667
32 1 7.923 4.769
Figure 7.12: Comparing the average number of iterations between the context
switching algorithm and pure DSI on games not solved by pure
FP1. Each data set contains witness games not solved by FP1
from the random game data set of the respective game size. All
non-optimal strategy cycles in FP1 are resolved by a single DSI
iteration.
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Vertices FP1 DSI Zielonka
144 1.0s (14) <1s (11) <1s (11)
564 60.5s (14) 212.1s (56) 1.3s (11)
2688 7159s (14) >6h (?) 35.6s (11)
Figure 7.13: Comparing the runtime and number of iterations of FP1, DSI
and Zielonka’s algorithm on parity games generated from the
model checking problem of an elevator system. The runtime
is shown in seconds and the number of iterations are shown in
brackets.
class of games does exist, and the pure DSI algorithm has a better performance
over the mixed algorithm for this class, it may still be a good trade oﬀ to
use the mixed algorithm in practice.
For the last experiment we compare the performance of FP1 against Zielonka’s
algorithm and DSI on games generated from a simple model checking problem.
Since the games are solved by FP1 alone, the runtime of FP1 is also the
expected run time of the mixed algorithm. Results of the experiment are
shown in Figure 7.13. There are exactly 3 games with diﬀerent number of
vertices used in the experiment. These games are derived from a simple
fairness model-checking problem of an elevator system. A detailed description
of the problem can be found on page 50 of PGSolver’s documentation. For the
purpose of our discussion the formula encoded by the parity games requires
all runs of the elevator to satisfy the following fairness property: if the top
ﬂoor is requested inﬁnitely often then it is being served inﬁnitely often.
In this experiment, Zielonka’s algorithm clearly out-performs the other two
algorithms. For the largest game in the experiment, FP1, taking slightly less
than 2 hours, is almost 200 times slower than Zielonka’s algorithm, where as
DSI does not terminate after 6 hours. This is due to the fact that FP1 and
DSI are actually solving a diﬀerent game from the one solved by Zielonka’s
algorithm. All the games generated from the veriﬁcation problem are index-3
games which means they only have 3 distinct priorities in the game, therefore
these games are inherently easy for Zielonka’s algorithm since the exponent
of the algorithm’s complexity is given by the number of priorities in the game.
When FP1 and DSI work on these games, these games are ﬁrst converted
into ‘equivalent’ games with unique priorities.
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On the other hand when we do run Zielonka’s algorithm through the converted
games with unique priorities, it takes even longer time than FP1. Zielonka’s
algorithm will not even solve the ﬁrst game of 144 vertices within 6 hours.
Even though FP1 appears to be abysmally slow compared to Zielonka’s
aglorithm for large games with small index, on the ﬂip side, the number of
iterations of both algorithms remained constant when that for DSI appears to
be increasing. This is promising for FP1 since there is room for improvement
in implementation of BR and the inner loop of FP1, which may bring its
performance on par with that of Zielonka’s algorithm.
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8 Conclusion and Future Work
The research reported in this thesis was driven by two things: hypothesis
formulation and experimentation. Instead of taking the top down approach
of starting with high level theories and a broad view of the ﬁeld, we started
with simple parity games. Instead of trying to rigourously prove theorems
and then use the theorems to design the algorithms, we tackle the problems
head on with hypotheses and leave it to the experiments to sort out the
ﬂaws in our ideas. Hypotheses generate algorithmic ideas, and these ideas
are in turn tested by experiments. Apart from identifying ﬂaws in our
hypothesis, experiments also reveal interesting features in parity games which
allowed us to generate successively better and stronger hypotheses. Such
a methodology helped us to ﬁnd valuable questions that might also be
interesting to other researchers working in the same ﬁeld. Some of these
questions are answered within the thesis and most of the rest will be left to
future work. Our experience also demonstrated once again the workings of
small scope hypothesis, as a lot of our questions and hypothesis are answered
promptly by experiments on a large number of games of very small size.
Since these games can be manipulated by hand, they are extremely valuable
for building up our understanding of the underlying theories.
8.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, we reviewed concepts in parity games and game theory, and
discussed a few well known algorithms in both areas. By adopting an
experiment driven approach, we brought about an interesting synthesis of
ideas in parity games and game theory through the use of ﬁctitious play on
parity games.
We initially experimented with using ﬁctitious play FP* to ﬁnd the optimal
game value for a single vertex in a game, and then used the same process to
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ﬁnd the optimal game value for the whole game by taking the average payoﬀ
over all vertices in a parity game. This showed that the approach worked in
principle. Eventually the synthesis is made possible through the recognition
of a more generalized deﬁnition of “0-sum” over payoﬀ vectors rather than
numerical payoﬀ values for which the ﬁctitious play process was originally
intended. We went back to Julia Robinson’s convergence proof on ﬁctitious
play [35] to ensure that the new “0-sum” over payoﬀ vectors we introduced
still ﬁts soundly into the proof.
The rest of the research focused on constructing and experimenting with
diﬀerent valuations schemes that do not violate the best response selection
criteria extracted from Julia Robinson’s proof [ 35]. Through repeated trial
and error, we came up with several new algorithms and discussed the behavior
and performance of these algorithms through the use of strategy graphs and
millions of test games from various sources.
We now revisit our objectives in the research and highlight our contributions.
8.1.1 The Workbench
We have produced the workbench for implementing, validating, and evaluating
both preprocessors and solvers for parity games. Additionally we implemented
Zielonka’s algorithm, discrete strategy improvement algorithm for solving
parity games, the Under-approximation framework [2], and several new
algorithms.
The workbench implemented draws test games from several diﬀerent sources.
The data source include all unique games of 4 and 6 vertices, millions of
random games of various sizes up to 2000 vertices, test games imported
from PGSolver, as well as games generated through brute force search for
satisfying certain interesting queries.
The query language implemented is discussed in detail in Chapter 4. The
query language allows ﬂexible construction of arbitrary compositions and
nestings of preprocessors and solvers through our processor algebra. The
query service is implemented as a distributed system, queries are distributed
to agents and executed concurrently over diﬀerent datasets. The solvers are
implemented using aspect oriented programming, together with the agent
interface. We have built a code instrumentation framework around the
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solver and preprocessor interface, so that complex query evaluation and
computation could be quickly instantiated against the database and generic
information collected by the agent and delivered to us as reports in real time
through emails and text messages.
8.1.2 Design of New Algorithms and Key Results
We used the workbench to guide our implementation on several new algo-
rithms for solving parity games. We explored diﬀerent approaches to using
ﬁctitious play on parity games. We initially attempted to solve parity games
using ﬁctitious play by translating the parity game into its numerical normal
form and solve it in the original FP* algorithm. We then solved the problems
with saturation runs in FP* by shadowing another copy of ﬁctitious play with
recall length 1 to capture convergence discretely. Eventually we implemented
a discrete FP1 algorithm for parity games, and experimentally evaluated its
run time performance against some well known solvers. These experiments
are conducted for several diﬀerent classes of data set over millions of games.
The detail is presented in Chapter 5 and the key results we have suggest
that in terms of run time performance, FP1 is slightly faster than Zielonka’s
algorithm and discrete strategy improvement algorithm on random games.
The FP1 algorithm comes ahead of the other two algorithms as the game
size gets larger. For example in Figure 5.19, for random games at 1024
vertices, FP1 is about 25% faster than Zielonka’s algorithm and is about
45% faster than discrete strategy improvement algorithm. For two other
important data sources presented in Figure 5.21 and Figure 5.22, the FP1
algorithm appears to maintain polynomial growth in both the runtime and
the number of iterations when the other two algorithms grow exponentially
in their number of iterations/recursive calls.
When interpreting the performance data presented in our experiments, the
runtime performance of one algorithm implemented in our framework should
not be compared to the runtime performance of a diﬀerent algorithm im-
plemented elsewhere by other people working in the ﬁeld. Our framework
is designed to accomodate runtime queries mentioned in Chapter 4, so that
we could poke into the execution of an algorithm and collect interesting
statistics which could help us design or improve an algorithm. The purpose
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of the framework is for experimentation and design and for fast prototyping,
not performance. Hence it makes heavy use of reﬂections and other language
features such as aspect oriented programming which slow down the executions
of the algorithms. However runtime comparisons across algorithms within our
framework is sound because the framework uses the same data structure and
a common code base for basic algorithmic components across algorithms, so
that the performance impact is ’felt’ uniformly by all algorithms implemented.
For example, the attractor computations used by both the FP1 algorithm
and Zielonka’s algorithm are the same. On the other hand, statistics on the
number of iterations or recursive calls (sometimes called run lengths in our
experiments) made by the algorithms carry more weight for interpreting our
experiments because this measure is implementation neutral and stays the
same regardless of how the algorithms may be implemented.
On the theoretical runtime complexity of FP1, we have formally shown
in Chapter 6 that the algorithm terminates within 6 iterations for fully
connected games of all sizes. For parity games in general, we conjectured
that the runtime complexity is bounded by O(n4 log2(n)). Even though we
are not able to prove the conjecture formally, we have given an informal
intuition for why this conjecture might be true by studying the strategy
graphs associated with parity games.
We are also not able to ﬁnd games which appear to be hard for this algorithm.
The evidence seen so far with our large pool of test games is in favour of
a polynomial time termination. FP1 solves all the classes of games from
PGSolver eﬃciently and for random games, only less than 0.01% of the games
unsolved.
As the FP1 algorithm is not guaranteed to terminate with a solution, we
experimented with diﬀerent valuation schemes and static analysis to help
with resolving non-optimal strategy cycles. And as a last resort we built a
context switching algorithm on top of FP1 and discrete strategy improvement
to retain the runtime performance of FP1 while ensuring termination.
For the games unsolved by a pure FP1 algorithm, the combined algorithm
seems to be able to solve them eﬃciently. In conclusion, the context switching
algorithm combining FP1 and strategy improvement algorithm can be a good
candidate for solving parity games in practice. It has exactly the same
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runtime performance with FP1 when no non-optimal strategy cycles are
encountered. These cycles may be computationally expensive to resolve, but
the chance of encountering them is slim. We should also bear in mind that
a game which induces non-optimal strategy cycles for FP1 and exponential
iterations in discrete strategy improvement algorithm does not necessarily
imply that it would take exponentially many iterations to resolve the cycle
in the combined algorithm.
8.2 Future Work
At the end of Section 4 of Chapter 5, we brieﬂy discussed a valuation scheme
reﬁnement to be used in conjunction with FP1 from (t, p, d) to (t, p, d,
i) where i is the convergence interval. Such a valuation scheme allows the
algorithm to switch to better alternative best responses as the convergence
interval is improved over the iterations, hence the algorithm is no longer
memoryless. Even though we already implemented this reﬁnement and we
know that it is correct, it is not yet extensively tested for performance
against the other valuation scheme on much larger games. Experiments in
our framework involving all data sets would take weeks to run.
The reﬁnement of the valuation scheme is a particularly interesting imple-
mentation for us because of two more static analysis implementations we did
not include in the thesis. In Chapter 7 when we discussed static analysis,
we did not mention there are actually two diﬀerent approaches to designing
the static updates. One way is to simplify the game by removing arcs from
the game, the other way is to improve the convergence interval statically
by propagating globally those local improvements in intervals. Both static
updates already mentioned in Chapter 7 belong to the ﬁrst approach. We
did not include the static analysis methods of the second approach, because
these methods are not constructive when the valuation scheme used by the
ﬁctitious play does not take into account the convergence interval, in the
sense that they do not guide the ﬁctitious play process to ﬁnd better witness
strategies. Those two static updates we want to investigate in conjunction
with the more reﬁned valuation scheme are:
• Boundary Attractor
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• Loop Consistency
Boundary attractor is similar to the normal attractor. The idea is that,
take vertex v with convergence interval [l(v), u(v)] for example, if vertex v
is 0-attracted to another vertex v′, such that l(v′) >0 l(v), we can safely
update the lower boundary of vertex v from l(v) to l(v′). Dually if vertex
v is 1-attracted to another vertex v′, such that u(v′) >1 u(v), we can also
safely update the upper boundary of vertex v from u(v) to u(v′).
For loop consistency, the idea is that, again take vertex v with convergence
interval [l(v), u(v)] for example, since priorities are unique for all input games,
l(v) is some vertex, if vertex v is to achieve the lower bound payoﬀ of l(v) at
all, the vertex l(v) must also be able to achieve this payoﬀ, since such a payoﬀ
on vertex v implies a cycle formed with l(v) being the highest priority. We
can check the convergence interval of vertex l(v), which is [l(l(v)), u(l(v))],
if l(v) is out of the range of its convergence interval, we can update the
convergence interval of vertex v to [l(v) + +, u(v)]. Similarly, if u(v) is not
in the range of [l(u(v)), u(u(v))], we can improve the convergence interval of
vertex v to [l(v), u(v)−−]. Here for a priority p, we denote p++ the next
priority according to the order <0 and similarly for p−−.
It is easy to see that both these update rules maintain the invariant that
l(v) ≤0 µ(v) ≤0 u(v) for all vertices v. We do know independently that
both static updates ﬁnd intervals it can improve on when working with
(t,p,d). It will be interesting to see how it aﬀects the best responses when
ﬁctitious play is using the valuation scheme (t,p,d,i), and whether it can
signiﬁcantly reduce the occurrences of non-optimal strategy cycles. Another
related improvemement is on the context switching algorithm mentioned
in Chapter 7 combining the ﬁctitious play algorithm with discrete strategy
improvement algorithm. The discrete strategy improvement component of
the algorithm can also take advantage of the static updates when valuation
scheme (t,p,d,i) is used.
At the end of chapter 7, we mentioned that parity games with large number
of vertices but low index (in particular, the parity games derived from
the model-checking problem of a simple elevator) are a weak spot of FP1
algorithm. Zielonka’s algorithm is able to solve these games much faster
than FP1 because current implementation of FP1, much like DSI, requires
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unique priorities and converts games into unique priorities before solving
them. There are indeed several reﬁnements that can be built into FP1.
The ﬁrst reﬁnement involves lifting the requirement of unique priorities for
FP1. With respect to the last experiment in Chapter 7, the bottle neck
of FP1 is in line 7 of the pseudo-code of best reply in Figure 5.12 from
Chapter 5. For each iteration of FP1 (each invocation of BR), potentially
2|V | attractors will be computed. This can be signiﬁcantly reduced if the
algorithm instead of inspecting each vertex in descending order, sorts vertices
into bins of vertices where each bin contains vertices of the same priority, and
inspecting each bin for attractor computation. However we cannot simply
use the bin as base for attractor computations as it will not be sound for play
proﬁle valuations later. We need another step of ﬁxing a maximal subset
K of the bin M which satisﬁes the following property when computing best
response for player 0:
∀v ∈ K, ∃u ∈ attr0(Gpi,K), v → u ∈ E (8.1)
The property merely speciﬁes that all the vertices in the base should have an
arc directly into the set of vertices computed by the attractor. Such a subset
K of each bin with the same priority can be found by repeated application
of attractor computations starting with base K ′ = M , and removing from
K ′ vertices not directly reaching the attractor and recompute the attractor
with the smaller base until a ﬁxed point is reached. This is eﬀectively
ﬁxing implicitly an order among vertices with the same priority, so that the
algorithm as a whole does not have to require unique priorities for games.
Another reﬁnement of the algorithm is in the direction of working with
abstract form of parity games instead of concrete games. Ideally the abstract
game generated from the concrete game should have the following properties:
• Abstract game should achieve logarithmic reduction to the game size
measured
• Abstraction procedure should be eﬃcient
• Abstraction is player based and active for one player, player 0 and
player 1 generate diﬀerent abstractions of a game
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• Winning strategies of the abstract game should translate soundly into
winning strategies of the original game for the active player
The impact of this idea to the implementation of ﬁctitions play is that, at the
beginning of each iteration, an abstract one player parity game is generated,
afterwards an abstract strategy is computed as a best response against the
concrete strategy of the opponent, at the end of the iteration the abstract
strategy is translated into a concrete strategy which prepares for the next
iteration.
There are potentially several diﬀerent ways of achieving such an abstraction.
One method we experimented with uses attractors. Often a game with thou-
sands of vertices can be reduced to an abstract game with only a few vertices,
and the technique is particularly eﬀective for games with large structure
and small index. There are indeed games which cannot be reduced by this
procedure, but the procedure does play a similar role to the preprocessors
which simplify a game for Zielonka’s algorithm.
In the future we wish to construct a formal proof or disproof for the conjectures
regarding the time complexity of FP1. We have shown a constant number
of iterations is required for fully connected games of any sizes. Actually it
can be shown that as long as vertices of one player can reach all vertices in
the game in one arc transition, the game can be solved by FP1 in a constant
number of iterations. Parity games in general can be reduced from such half
fully connected games in a series of transitions by removing one arc at a time
for all the arcs not present in the original game. By studying the transitions
of the strategy graph, we might be able to gain more insights into the depth
of strategy graphs in general.
For resolving non-optimal strategy cycles completely, the current approach of
combining with a discrete strategy improvement algorithm is not guaranteed
to terminate within polynomial time. In the future we may want to implement
a diﬀerent cycle resolution procedure, possibly by decomposing a game into
smaller games such that PTIME termination of the FP 1 algorithm may be
achieved.
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